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KELFORD - Roanoke Electric Cooperative (REG) is moving forward with its plan for fiber-optic
communication for the more than 14,500 customers in its seven-county service area of Bertie,
Halifax, Hertford, Northampton, Gates, Perquimans and Chowan counties.

Four of those counties - Bertie, Hertford, Northampton, and Gates - participated in a pilot
program to test how the system could be used to bring high-speed internet to customers, an
important step toward bridging the digital divide for REG members in northeastern North
Carolina.

At the Oct. 16 monthly meeting here of the Bertie County Commissioners, REG Chief Operating
Officer Marshall Cherry presented an update to the Board on status of the project.

REG has completed Phase-1, a broadband project that connects 12 substations with fiber. They
are now in the early stages of expanding this connectivity deeper into its service territory using a
combination of fiber and fixed wireless technology.

This spring, the cooperative invited a small group of member-owners to test smart-grid
technologies enabled by internet service.

About 60 REG customers received free high-speed internet, water-heater control devices and
smart thermostats through the pilot program with their results used for evaluation.

In Phase-2, REG Is partnering with an internet service provider to build on the "Roanoke Connect"
network and extend access to local homes and businesses.



"Thisallows connectivity across all (12)substations and enables us to do many high impact services
for the member owners of REC, including better outage management, engagement with our overall
electric utility usage, utility alerts, and things of that nature; so the value proposition has really
risen, or will rise as a result of this project," Cherry said.

He added this will allow for better management of the system and bring better efficiency to the
REC systems such as it never had before.

Cherry says Roanoke Electric has partnered with ECCTechnologies to install a dark fiber network
that will assist local business and citizens with the high speed internet service.

The project features some 200 miles of fiber optic infrastructure, half of which will be brand new,
and the other will be leased from the existing fiber. Roarioke Connect will also link up with the
statewide MCNC system which will run through the four counties.

Construction work will begin inthe Ahoskiearea of Hertford County in the next several months. In
addition to insuring the Commissioners that Bertie County's connectivity is also a top priority.
Cherry said the project will provide infrastructure needed to boost technology-led economic
development I

I

Cherry said it will be a 60 meg(abyte) service available for a $45 a month subscription charge, and
included will be several "smart devices" at no additional charge. Among them will be a wifi-enabled
thermostat (the EcobeeS), and a special water heater control that will aid in response services to
reduce consumption across the system at peak times and pass the savings on to its customers.

"The return on this investment is high value," Cherry stated. "We're able to do these for our
customers as we're building out because the internet package is what allows us to provide many of
these services."

Cherry said the fiber build-out for Phase-2 of the project will begin in January 2018 and that's
when it will also begin the deployment schedule for consumers. REC plans to use crowd fiber,
which will alert them to pockets in their service area that are interested most in having the service.

"it's going to be a competitive system," Cherry cautioned. "And we've got a lot of demand. We're
hearing from every county on our system."

I

Jeffrey Brooks of ECC-Technologies -amarketing partner with REC - is helping with the |
CommunityDevelopment Block Grant (CDBG) assisting inthe project. i

"This is win-win''. Brooks said. "It benefits RECand regular folks who are in these counties. This is a
fixed digital wireless service delivering speeds in excess ofwhatthe FCC defines astrue ]
broadband."

1
I

The CDBG would fund part of the development of the infrastructure, according to Brooks, and
bring it into these economically disadyantaged areas.

"We want this area (Bertie County) to be for large-scale deployment of services," Brooks add
"While every area gets a little bit of it, you would be number-one."

ed.



Brooks said he will be returning to the area in November for a second CDBG public hearing. i
i

Commissioner Ernestine Bazemore inquired about the fees with reference to the demographics of
customer area and Cherry reiterated the water heater and thermostat are free, but the $45 is
basically for internet service.

"There is a six-month discount we will be offering which will reduce it by about $5 monthly,"
Cherry acknowledged. "Another $5 is also available to them for the life of their equipment." !

He said the Phase-1 goal of 30 percent interest from customers has been met and that the next
rollout will begin in the next several weeks.

A citizen asked Cherry what incentive is there for REC customers to switch internet service
providers.

"If you have DSLthen the advantage is faster service since we are 60 megs," Cherry answered.
j

Commissioner Ron Wesson said the cluster map of school children identified when Bertie County
Schools tried a rollout of'Connect Bertie' back in the early 2000's - some 85 percent of the i
student population - is available if RECwould like to take advantage of those numbers. i

Cherry and Brooks closed by saying they would keep the Commissioner abreast of REC's progress
and schedule a second CDBG public hearingfor Nov. 6.
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JUST AS WIRELESS NETWORKS USE PUBLICLY OWNED SPECTRUM, wireless and wired networks rely

on cables and conduits attached to public roads, bridges, poles and tunnels. Securing rights

to this infrastructure is often a difficult and time-consuming process that discourages private

investment. Because of permitting and zoning rules, government often has a significant role in

network construction. Government also regulates how broadband providers can use existing

private infrastructure like utility poles and conduits. Many state and local governments have

taken steps to encourage and facilitate fiber conduit deployment as part of public works proj

ects like road construction. Similarly, in November 2009, the Federal Communications Com

mission (FCC) established timelines for states and localities to process permit requests to

build and locate wireless equipment on towers.^

While these are positive steps, more can and should be done.
Federal, state and local governments should do two things to

reduce the costs incurred by private industrywhen using public
infrastructure. First, government should talffisteps to improve

utilization of existing infrastructure to ensure that network provid
ers have easier access to poles, conduits, ducts and rights-of-way.
Second, the federal government should foster further infrastruc
ture deployment by facilitating the placement of communications

infrastructure on federally managed property and enacting "dig

once" legislation- These two actions can improve the business case
for deploying and upgrading broadband network infrastructure
and facilitate competitive entry.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Improving utilization of infrastructure
>• The FCC should establish rental rates for pole attachments

that are as low and close to uniform as possible, consistent

with Section 224 of the Communications Act of 1934, as

amended, to promote broadband deployment
>• The FCC should implement rules that will lower the cost of

the pole attachment "make-ready" process.
>• The FCC should establish a comprehensive timeline for each

step of the Section 224 access process and reform the pro
cess for resolving disputes regarding infrastructure access.

>• The FCC should improve the collection and availability of
information regarding the location and availability of poles,
ducts, conduits and rights-of-way.

>• Congress should consider amending Section 224 of the Act
to establish a harmonized access policy for all poles, ducts,

conduits and rights-of-way.

> The FCC should establish a joint task force with state.

Tribal and local policymakers to craft guidelines for rates,
terms and conditions for access to public rights-of-way.

Maximizing impact of federal resources

>• The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) should
make federal financing of highway, road and bridge projects
contingent on states and localities allowing joint deploy
ment of conduits by qualified parties.

>- Congress should consider enacting "dig once" legislation
applying to all future federally funded projects along rights-
of-way (including sewers, power transmission facilities, rail,
pipelines, bridges, tunnels and roads).

>• Congress should consider expressly authorizing federal
agencies to set the fees for access to federal rights-of-way
on a management and cost recovery basis.

> The Executive Branch should develop one or more master

contracts to expedite the placement ofwireless towers on
federal government property and buildings.

6.1 IMPROVING

UTILIZATION OE

INFRASTRUCTURE

The cost of deploying a broadband network depends sig
nificantly on the costs that service providers incur to access

conduits, ducts, poles and rights-of-way on public and private
lands.^ Collectively, the expense of obtaining permits and leas
ing pole attachments and rights-of-way can amount to 20% of
the cost of fiber optic deployment.®
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These costs can be reduced directly by cutting fees. The
costs can also be lowered indirectly by expediting processes
and decreasing the risks and complexities that companies face
as they deploy broadband network infrastructure.

The FCC has already begun to take important steps in this
direction with policies that will speed the deployment of wire
less equipment on towers. With regard to other infrastructure
such as utility poles, the FCC has authority to improve the

deployment process and should use that authority. Lowering
the costs of infrastructure access involves every level of govern
ment; active consultation among all levels ofgovernment will

be needed to put in place pro-deployment policies such as joint
trenching, conduit construction and placement of broadband

facilities on public property.

RECOMMENDATION 6.1: The FCC should establish rental

rates for pole attachments that are as low and close to uniform

as possible, consistent with Section 224 of the Communica

tions Act of 1934, to promote broadband deployment.

As Exhibit 6-A shows, the rental rates paid by communica

tions companies to attach to a utility pole vary widely—from

approximately $7 per foot per year for cable operators to $10

per foot per year for competitive telecommunications compa

nies to more than $20 per foot peryear for some incumbent
local exchange carriers GLECs).^ The impact of these rates

can be particularly acute in rural areas, where there often are

more poles per mile than households.® In a rural area with 15

households per linear mile, data suggest that the cost of pole

attachments to serve a broadband customer can range from
$4.54 per month per household passed (ifcable rates are used)

Exhibit 6-A:

AnnualPoleRates

Vary Considerably by
Provider Typr^

Average pole attachment rates

Dollars per foot of pole space per year

Cable

Telco

ILEC

10

to $12.96 (if ILEC rates are used). If the lower rates were ap

plied, and if the cost differential In excess of $8 per month were

passed on to consumers, the typical monthly price of broad

band for some rural consumers could fall materially.® That

could have the added effect of generating an increase—possibly
a significant increase—in rural broadband adoption.

Different rates for virtually the same resource (space on

a pole), based solely on the regulatory classification of the

attaching provider, largely result from rate formulas estab

lished by Congress and the FCC under Section 224 of the

Communications Act of 1934, as amended ("the Act").® The

rate structure is so arcane that, since the 1996 amendments

to Section 224, there has been near-constant litigation about

the applicability of "cable" or "telecommunications" rates to

broadband, voice over Internet protocol and wireless services.®

To support the goal of broadband deployment, rates for

pole attachments should be as low and as close to uniform as

possible. The rate formula for cable providers articulated in

Section 224(d) has been in place for 31 years and is "just and

reasonable" and fully compensatory for utilities.'® Through a

rulemaking, the FCC should revisit its application of the tele

communications carrier rate formula to yield rates as close as

possible to the cable rate in a way that is consistent with the Act.

Applying different rates based on whether the attacher is

classified as a "cable" or a "telecommunications" company

distorts attachers' deployment decisions. This is especially
true with regard to integrated, voice, video and data networks.

This uncertainty may be deterring broadband providers that'

pay lower pole rates from extending their networks or adding

capabilities (such as high-capacity links to wireless towers). By

$20

Pole attachment operating
expenditure/subscribing household

Dollars per foot of pole space per year

Cable

Telco

ILEC

15 45 90

Households per plant/mile
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expanding networks and capabilities, these providers risk hav
ing a higher pole rental fee apply to their entire network."

FCC rules that move toward low rates that are as uniform

as possible across service providers would help remove many
of these distortions. This approach would also greatly reduce
complexity and risk for those deploying broadband.

RECOMMENDATION 6.2s The FCC should implement rules

that will lower the cost of the pole attachment "make-

ready" process.

Rearranging existing pole attachments or installing new
poles—a processreferred to as"make-ready"work—can be a sig
nificant source ofcost and delayin building broadband networks.
FiberNet, a broadband provider that has deployed 3,000 miles of
fiberin WestVirginia, states that "the mostsignificant obstacleto
the deploymentoffibertransport isFiberNefs inabilityto obtain
access to pole attachments in a timely manner."'^

Make-ready work frequently involves moving wires or other
equipment attached to a pole to ensure proper spacingbetween
equipment and compliancewith electric and safetycodes.The
make-ready process requires not only coordination between
the utility that owns the pole and a prospective broadband
provider,but also the cooperation of communicationsfirms
that have already attached to the pole. Each attaching party
is generally responsible for movingits wires and equipment,
meaningthat multiple visits to the same pole maybe required
simply to attach a new wire.

Reform of this inefficient process presents significant
opportunities for savings. FiberNet commentedthat its make-
readycharges for severalfiber runs in WestVirginiaaveraged
$4,200 per mile and took 182daysto complete,'̂ but the
company estimates that these costs should instead have aver
aged$1,000per mile. '̂* Another provider,Fibertech, states that
the make-readyprocess averages 89 daysin Connecticut and
100 days in NewYork,where state commissions regulate the
process directly.'®

Delayscan also result from existing attachers' action (or
inaction) to moveequipment to accommodate a new attacher,
potentially a competitor.'® Asa result, reformmustaddressthe
obligations of existing attachers as well as the pole owner.

An evaluation of best practices at the state and local lev
els reveals ample opportunities to manage this process more
efficiently.Yet,absent regulation, pole owners and existing
attachers have few incentives to change their behavior.

To lower the cost of the make-ready process and speed it up,
the FCC should, through rulemaking:
> Establish a schedule of charges for the most common

categoriesofwork (suchas engineeringassessments and
pole construction).

>- Codifythe requirement that gives attachers the right to use

AMERICA'S PLAN CHAPTER 6

space- and cost-saving techniques such as boxing or exten
sion arms where practical and in a way that is consistent
with pole owners' use of those techniques."'

>• Allow prospective attachers to use independent, utUity-
approved and certified contractors to perform all engineer
ing assessments and communications make-ready work,as
well as independent surveys, under the joint direction and
supervision of the pole owner and the new attacher.'®

> Ensure that existingattachers take action within a specified
period (such as 30 days) to accommodate a new attacher.
This can be accomplished through measures such as man
datory timelines and rules that would allowthe pole owner
or new attacher to move existing communications attach
ments if the timeline is not met.

>• Link the payment schedule for make-ready work to the
actual performanceof that work,rather than requiring all
payment up front.

These cost-saving steps can have an immediate impact on
driving fiber deeper into networks, which will advance the de
ployment of both wireline and wireless broadband services.

RECOMMENDATION 6.3: The FCC should establish a com

prehensive timeline for each step of the Section 224 access
process and reform the process for resolving disputes
regarding infrastructure access.

There are no federal regulations addressing the duration of
the entire process for obtaining access to poles, ducts, conduit
and rights-of-way. While the FCCin the past has recognized
that "time is critical in establishing the rate, terms and con
ditions for attaching," current FCC rules only require that a
utility providea response to an applicationwithin 45 days.'®
The FCC does not have any deadlines for subsequent steps in
the process,whichcan dragon for months ifnot years.^° This
causes delays in the deployment of broadband to comraxmities
and anchor institutions.^

Several states, including Connecticut and New York,have
established firm timelines for the entire process, from the day
that a prospective attacher files an application, to the issuance
of a permit indicating that all make-ready work has been com
pleted." Timelines speed the process considerably in states
where they have been implemented," thus facilitating the
deployment of broadband.

The FCC should establish afederal timeline that covers

each step of the pole attachment process, from application to
issuance of the final permit. The federal timeline should be
implemented through a nilemaking and be comprehensive and
applicable to all forms of communications attachments." In
addition, the FCC should establish a timeline for the process of
certifying wireless equipment for attachment.^
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The FCC also should institute a better process for resolving
access disputes. For large broadband network builds, the pole
attachment process is highly fragmented and often involves

dozens of utilities, cable providers and telecommunications

providers in multiple jurisdictions. Yet there is no established

process for the timely resolution of disputes."
The FCC has the authority to enforce its pole attachment

rules, but today it generally attempts to informally resolve
attachment disputes through mediation. This process has

significant flaws. Under the current system of case-by-case
adjudication, the attacher always bears.the burden of bring
ing a formal complaint." The formal dispute rules also do not
provide for compensation dating from the time of the injiuy, so

attachers have minimal incentive to initiate costly formal pole
attachment cases that may linger for years.

Also, because time is often of the essence during the make-
ready process, methods for resolving disputes over application

of individual safety and engineering standards may be neces
sary. Informal local procedures and mediation may sometimes

result in satisfactory settlements, but they do not create prec
edents for what constitutes a "just and reasonable" practice

under Section 224 of the Act.

In revising its dispute resolution policies, the FCC should con

sider approaches that not only speed the process but also provide
future guidelines for the industry. Institutional changes, such as

the creation ofspecialized fora and processes for attachment dis

putes, and process changes, such as target deadlines for resolution,

could expedite dispute resolution and serve the overarching goal

oflowering costs and promoting rapid broadband deployment.

The FCC also could use its authority under Section 224 to require

utilities to post standards and adopt procedures for resolving

safety and engineering disagreements and encourage appropri

ate state processes for resolving such disputes. Finally, awarding

compensation that dates from the denial ofaccess could stimulate

swifter resolution ofdisputes.

RECOMMENDATION 6.4: The FCC should improve the collec

tion and availability ofinformation regarding the location and

availabilityofpoles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way.

There are hundreds ofprivate and public entities that own and

control access to poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way, and

an even greater number of parties that use that infrastructure.

Accurate information about pole owners and attachments is criti

cal if there is to be a timely and efficient process for accessing and
utilizing this important infrastructure.^® The FCC should ensure

that attachers and pole owners have the data they need to lower

costs and accelerate the buildout ofbroadband networks.

Consistent with its current jurisdiction under Section 224,

the FCC should ensure that information about utility poles

and conduits is up-to-date, readily accessible and secure, and

that the costs and responsibility of collecting and maintaining
data are shared equitably by owners and users of these vital

resoiuces. For example, data could be collected systematically
as in Germany, which is mapping fiber, ducts and conduits and

is planning to coordinate these data with information about

public works and infrastructure projects." Existing industry
efforts to collect and coordinate data could be expanded and
made more robust." In addition, the participation of all pole

owners subject to Section 224 and attaching parties in any such

database effort could be regulated and streamlined. These da

tabases should be easily searchable, identify the owner of each

pole and should contain up-to-date records of attachments

and make-ready work that has been performed. For conduits
and ducts, any database should note whether there is space

available. Whichever methods are used, data must be regularly

updated, secure and accessible in order to further the FCC's

efforts to ensure that broadband providers have efficient access

to essential infrastructure inforraation.

RECOMMENDATION 6.5: Congress should consider amend

ing Section 224 of the Act to establish a harmonized access

policy for all poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way.

Even if the FCC implemented all of the recommendations

related to its Section 224 authority, additional steps would

be needed to establish a comprehensive national broadband

infrastructure poHcy. As previously discussed, without statutory

change, the convoluted rate structure for cable and telecom

munications providers will persist Moreover, due to exemptions

written into Section 224, a reformed FCC regime would apply to

only 49 million ofthe nation's 134 million poles.®'In particular,

the statute does not apply in states that adopt their own system
ofregulation and exempts poles owned by co-operatives, munici

palities and non-utilities."

The nation needs a coherent and uniform policy for
broadband access to privately owned physical infrastructure.

Congress should consider amending or replacing Section 224

with a harmonized and simple policy that establishes mini

mum standards throughout the nation—although states should

remain free to enforce standards that are not inconsistent with

federal law. The new statutory framework could provide that:

>• All poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way be subject to
a regulatory regime addressing a minimum set of criteria

established by federal law.

>• All broadband service providers, whether wholesale or

retail, have the right to access pole attachments, ducts,

conduit and rights-of-way based on reasonable rates, terms

and conditions.

>• Infrastructure access be provided within standard timelines

established by the FCC, and that the FCC has the authority

to award damages for non-compliance.
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>• The FCC has the authority to compile and update a com

prehensive database ofphysical infrastructure assets.

RECOMMENDATION 6.6: The FCC should establish a joint

task force with state. Tribal and local policymakers to craft

guidelines for rates, terms and conditions for access to

public rights-of-way.

Because local, state, Tribal and federal governments control

access to important rights-of-way and facilities, a comprehen

sive broadband infrastructure policy necessarily requires a

coordinated effort among all levels ofgovernment.

There is wide diversity among state and local policies

regarding access to and payment for accessing public rights-

of-way. Many jurisdictions charge a simple rental fee. Other

jurisdictions use other compensation schemes, including

per-foot rentals, one-time payments, in-kind payments (such

as service to public institutions or contributions of fiber to city

telecommunications departments) and assessments against

general revenues.®^Some jurisdictions calculate land rental

rates based on local real estate "market value" appraisals.

Many states have limited the rights-of-way charges that

municipalities may impose, either by establishing uniform

rates (Michigan) or by limiting fees to administrative costs

(Missouri).®^ Other states, including South Carolina, Illinois

and Florida, do not aUow municipalities to collect rights-

of-way fees directly; instead, the state compensates local

governments for the use of their rights-of-way with proceeds

from state-administered telecommunications taxes.

Broadband service providers often assert that the expense

and complexity of obtaining access to public rights-of-way
in many jurisdictions increase the cost and slow the pace of
broadband network deployment.^ Representatives of state

and local governments dispute many of these contentions."
However, nearly all agree that there can and should be better

coordination across jurisdictions on infrastructure issues.®'

Despite past efforts by the National Telecommunications and
InformationAdministration (NTIA) and the NationalAssociation

of RegulatoryUtility Commissioners (NARUQ," a coordinated

approach to ri^ts-of-way policieshas not taken hold.There are
limits to state and local policies; Section 253 ofthe Conununications

Act prohibits state and local policies that impede the provision of
telecommunications services while allowing for rights-of-way man

agement practices that are nondiscriminatory, competitivelyneutral,
fair and reasonable.®® However, disputes under Section 253 have

lingered for years,both before the FCC and in federal district courts.'"'
In consultation and partnership with state, local and Tribal

authorities, the FCC should develop guidelines for public
rights-of-way policies that will ensure that best practices from
state and local government are applied nationally. For example,

establishing common application information and inspection
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protocols could lower administrative costs for the industry and

governmental agencies alike. Fee structures should be consis

tent with the national policy of promoting greater broadband

deployment. A fee structure based solely upon the market value

of the land being used would not typically take into account

the benefits that the public as a whole would receive from

increased broadband deployment, particularly in imserved and

imderserved areas. In addition, broadband network construc

tion often involves multiple jurisdictions. The timing ofthe

process and fee calculations by one local government may not

take into account the benefits that constituents in neighbor

ing jurisdictions would receive from increased broadband
deployment. The cost and social value of broadband cut across

political boundaries; as a result, rights-of-way policies and best
practices must reach across those boundaries and be developed
with the broader public Interest in mind.

To help develop this consistent rights-of-way policy, the
FCC should convene a joint task force of state, local and Tribal

authorities with a mandate to:

>- Investigate and catalog current state and local rights-of-
way practices and fee structures, buUding on NTIA's 2003

compendium and the 2002 NARUC Rights-of-Way Project.

>• Identify public rights-of-way and infrastructure policies

and fees that are consistent with the national public policy

goal of broadband deployment and those that are inconsis

tent with that goal.^'

>• Identify and articulate rights-of-way construction and

maintenance practices that reduce overall capital and main

tenance costs for both government and users and that avoid

unnecessary delays, actions, costs and inefficiencies related

to the construction and maintenance of broadband facilities

along public rights-of-way'®

>• Recommend appropriate guidelines for what constitutes

"competitively neutral," "nondiscriminatory" and "fair and

reasonable" rights-of-way practices and fees.

> Recommend a process for the FCC to use to resolve dis

putes under Section 253. Creating a process should expe

dite resolution ofpublic rights-of-way disputes in areas

either unserved or underserved by broadband.

The FCC should request that the task force make its rec

ommendations within six months of the task force's creation.

These recommendations should then be considered by the FCC

as part of a proceeding that seeks industry-wide comment on

these issues.
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6.2 MAXIMIZING

IMPACT OF FEDERAL

RESOURCES

Federal government can also play an important role in directly
lowering the costs of future infrastructure deployment. The

federal government has already made efforts to simplify access
to federal rights-of-way under President George W. Bush,^^ and
to improve access to federal government facilities for wire

less services under President William J. Clinton.*^ However,

policies have generally taken a permissive approach, simply
allowing the federal government to take steps, rather than

requiring that those steps be taken.

RECOMMENDATION 6.7: The U.S. Department of Transpor

tation (DOT) should make federal financing of highway,
road and bridge projects contingent on states and localities

allowing joint deployment ofconduits by qualified parties.

RECOMMENDATION 6.8: Congress should consider enact

ing "dig once" legislation applying to all future federally

funded projects along rights-of-way (including sewers,

power transmission facilities, rail, pipelines, bridges, tun

nels and roads).

Although pushing fiber deeper into broadband networks

considerably improves the performance and reliability of those
networks, deploying a mile of fiber can easily cost more than

Exhibit 6-B:

JointDeployment Can

Materially Reduce

the Cost ofFiber

Deployments^

Cost per mile for fiber deployment

Thousands of dollars

$100,000 (see Exhibit 6-B). The largest element of deployment

costs is not the fiber itself, but the placement costs associated
with burjdng tlie fiber in the ground (or attaching it to poles in

an aerial build). These placement costs can, in certain cases,

account for almost three-quarters of the total cost of fiber

deployment Running a strand of fiber through an existing con
duit is 3-4 times cheaper than constructing a new aerial build.^®

Substantial savings can be captured if fiber builds are

coordinated with other infrastructure projects in which the

right-of-way (e.g., road, water, sewer, gas, electric, etc.) is
already being dug. For example, the city of San Francisco has

a "trench once" policy, in which a 5-year moratorium is placed

on opening up a road bed once the trench along that road bed

has been closed.^' San Francisco uses a notification process to

ensure that other interested parties have the opportunity to

install conduits and cabling in the open trench.*®The city of
Boston has implemented a "Shadow Conduit Policy," in which

the first company to request a trench takes a lead role, invit
ing other companies to add additional empty (or "shadow")

conduits for future use by either the city of Boston or a later

entrant.*® The city of Chicago seeks to "inexpensively deploy

excess conduit when streets are opened for other infrastructure

and public works projects."®®In the Netherlands, a commit

tee in the city of Amsterdam similarly coordinates digging and

trenching activities between the public and private sector.®'

These policies have clear benefits, as shown by the case of

Akron, Ohio. When Akron was deploying facilities and conduit

to support its public safety network, it shared those facilities

with OneCommunity, a northeast Ohio public-private partner

ship that aggregates demand by public institutions and private

Additional costs when

not jointly deployed

Costs in joint
depioyment case

Total Materials Splicing Placement
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broadband service providers. As a result of that coordination,

those same facilities and conduits now support health care
institutions, schools and Wi-Fi access in Akron.®^ Similarly,

along Interstate 91 in western Massachusetts, collaboration

among the Massachusetts Department of Transportation, the
Massachusetts Broadband Institute and the federal DOT is

resulting in the installation of 55 miles of fiber optic cable with

34 interconnection points.®^

DOT should implement "joint trenching" and conduit poli

cies to lower the installation costs for broadband networks.®^

At a minimum, states and localities imdertaking construc

tion along rights-of-way that are partially or fully financed by
DOT should be required to give at least 90 days' notice before

projects begin. This would allow private contractors or public

entities to add conduits for fiber optic cables in ways that do not

unreasonably increase cost, add to construction time or hurt the
integrity of the project. Opportunities for joint trenching and

conduit deployment axe varied, from construction of Intelligent

Transportation Systems alongside interstates to building and

maintenance ofrecreational rail trails.®® As a result, informa

tion about potential joint trenching and conduit deployment
opportunities should be available and accessible to prospective

broadband network providers whenever government engages in

an infrastructure project, subject to security precautions.

Congress also should consider enacting "dig once" legislation

to extend similar joint trenching requirements to aU riglits-of-

way projects (including sewers, power transmission facilities,

rail, pipelines, bridges, tunnels and roads) receiving federal

funding.

RECOMMENDATION 6.9: Congress should consider express

ly authorizing federal agencies to set the fees for access to

federal rights-of-way on a management and cost recovery

basis.

RECOMMENDATION 6.10: The Executive Branch should

develop one or more master contracts to expedite the place

ment ofvsnreless towers on federal government property

and buildings.

The federal government is the largest landowner in the

country—650 million acres, constituting nearly one-third of

the land area of the United States.®® The federal government's

General Services Administration (GSA) also owns or leases
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space in 8,600 buildings nationwide.®^ To effectively deploy

broadband, providers often need to be able to place equipment
on this federally controlled property, or to use the rights-of-

way that pass through the property.

Based on an August 1995 executive memorandum by

President Clinton,®® GSA developed guidelines to allow wire

less antennas on federal buildings and land.®'Additionally, since

1989, GSA has run the National Antenna Program to facilitate

wireless tower placement on federal government buildings.®®

On more than 1,900 buildings administered by GSA, there are

currently antennas covered by approximately 100 leases that
result in millions of dollars in revenue for the Federal Buddings

Fund annually." For each of the leases managed by GSA, market

rent is charged, and the leases are tightly crafted to cover roof

top space, specific equipment and technology.

Even given this progress, the federal government can do

more to facilitate access to its rights-of-way and facilities that

it either develops or maintains. In many instances, federal law

currently requires that rental fees for rights-of-way controlled
by federal agencies be based upon the market value of the land.

As a result, these fees are often much higher than the direct

costs involved.®^ To facilitate the development of broadband

networks. Congress should consider allowing all agencies to

set the fees for access to rights-of-way for broadband services

on the basis of a direct cost recovery approach, especially in

markets currently underserved or unserved by any broadband

service provider.

The Executive Branch should also develop one or more

master contracts for all federal property and buildings covering

the placement ofwireless towers. The contracts would apply to

aU buildings, unless the federal government decides that local

issues require non-standard treatment. In the master con

tracts, GSA should also standardize the treatment of key issues

covering rooftop space, equipment and technology. The goal of

these master contracts would be to lower real estate acquisition
costs and streamline local zoning and permittingfor broadband

network infrastructure.

While reducing the prices for leases on government property

may reduce fees paid to governments at the local, state and

federal levels, the decline in prices may also greatly increase

the number of companies that acquire leases on government

property. In any case, the increased deployment of broadband

will stimulate investment and benefit society.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. The open Internet drives the American economy and serves, every day, as a critical tool
for America's citizens to conduct commerce, communicate, educate, entertain, and engage in the world
around them. The benefits ofan open Internet are undisputed. But it must remain open: open for
commerce, innovation, and speech; open for consumers and for the innovation created by applications
developers and contentcompanies; and openfor expansionand investnient by America's broadband
providers. For over a decade, the Commission has been coounitted to protecting and promoting an open *
Internet.

2. Four years ago, the Commission adopted open Internet rules to protect and promote fire
"virtuous cle" fiiat drives innovation and investment on the Internet—^both at the "edges" ofthe
network, as well as in the network itself. In the years that diose rules were in place, significant
investment and groundbreaking innovation continued to define the broadband marke^lace. For example^
accordingto US Telecom, broadband providers invested $212 billion in the three years following
adoption ofthe rules—^from 2011 to 2013—^more than in any three year period since 2002.

3. Likewise, innovation at the edge moves forward unabated. For example, 2010 was the
first year that the majority ofNetflix customers received their video content via online streaming rather
tiianvia DVDs in red envelopes. Today, Netflix sends &e most peak downstream traffic inNorth
America ofany company. Other innovative service providers have experienced extraordinary growth—
Etsyreports that it has grown from $314million in merchandise sales in 2010to $1.35 billion in ^
merchandise sales in 2013. And, just as importantly, new kinds of innovative businesses are busy being-;

•bom. Inthevideo space alone, injustthelastsixth months, CBS and HBO have announced newplans '
for streaming their content free ofcable subscriptions; DISH has launched a new package ofchannels th^
includesESPN, and Sony is not far behind; and Discoveiy Communications founder John Hen(Wckshas
announced a new over-the-top service providing bandwidth-intensive programming. This year, Amazon
took home two Golden Globes for its new series 'Transparent"

4. The lesson offiiis period, and the overwhelmingconsensus on the record, is that '
carefiilly-tailored rules to protectIntemet openness will allowinvestment and innovationto continueto
flourish. Consistent with that experience and the record built in this proceeding, today we adopt
carefiilly-tailoredrules that would prevent specific practices we know are harmful to Intemet openness—
blocking, fiirottling, and paidprioritization—as well as a strong standardof conductdesignedto prevent'
the deployment of newpracticesthat would harmIntemet openness. We also enhanceour transparency
rule to ensure that consumers are fully informed as to whether the services they purchase are delivering
what they expect. i

5. Carefully-tailored rules need astrong legal foundation to survive and thrive. Today, we i
provide that foundation by grounding our open Intemet rules in multiple sources oflegal authority— j
including both section 706 of the Telecommunications Act and Title II ofthe Communications Act. j
Moreover, we concurrently exercise the Commission's forbearance authority to forbear from application |
of 27provisions of TitleII of the Communications Act,andover700Commission rulesandregulations, j
This is aTitle II tailored for the 2U' century, and consistent with the "light-touch" regulatory framework j
that has facilitated the tremendous investment and innovation on the Intemet. We expressly eschew the j
fiiture use ofprescriptive, industry-wide rate regulation. Underthis approach, consumers cancontinue to'
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)

c. Access to Poles, Ducts, Conduit and Rights-of-Way (Section 224)

478. Consistent with the recommendations ofcertain broadband provider commenters,
because we find that the section 10(a) criteria are not met, we decline to forbear fi-om applying section
224 andthe Commission's associated ruleswithrespect to broadband Internet access service.''"^ Section
224 ofthe Act governs the Commission's regulation ofpole attachments. The Commission has
recognized repeatedly the importance ofpole attachments to the deployment of communications
networks, and we thus conclude that applying tliese provisions will help ensure just and reasonable rates
for broadband Internet access service by continuing pole access and thereby limiting the input costs that
broadband providers otherwise wouldneedto incur.^""' Leveling thepoleattachment playing field for
new entrants that offer solely broadband services also removes barriers to deployment and fosters
additional broadband competition.'"*^ For similar re^ons we findthatapplying theseprovisions will
protectconsumers andadvance the public interest undersections 10(a)(2) and (a)(3).''* '̂

479. Further, in significant part, section 224 imposes obligations on utilities, as owners of
poles, ducts, conduits, or rights-of-way, to ensure that cable operators and telecommunications carriers
obtainaccess to polesonjust, reasonable, andnondiscriminatory rates,termsandconditions.'""® The
definition of a utility, however, includesentitiesotherthan telecommxmications carriers,'""® and pole
attachments themselves are not "telecommunications services." Section 10 allows fiie Commission to

forbear fi^om statutory requirements and implementing regulations as applied to "a telecommunications

(Continued from previous page)
on sudi providers by virtue ofthis Order, given our decision not to forbear from application ofsection 255 and its
implementing regulations.

See, e.g., Comcast Dec. 24,2014£a:/'arreLetter at 25 n.l07;NCTADec. 23,2014 £cPar/e Letter at 21. See
also, e.g.. Letter from Marvin Ammori and Julie Samuels, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No.
14-28 at 1 (filed Nov. 12,2014) ('Title 11 forbearance should be implemented in such a way so as to encourage
continued deployment and investment in networks by for example preserving pole attachment rights."); Letter from
Austin C. Schlick, Director, Communications Law, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at
3-4 (filed Dec. 30,2014) (Google Dec. 30,2014 Ex Parte Letter).

See, e.g.. Implementation ofSection 224ofthe Act, ANational BroadbandPlanfor Our Future, WC DocketNo.
07-245, GNDocketNo. 09-51, Report and Order and Order on Reconsideration, 26 FCC Red 5240,5241-43, paras.,
1-6 (2011) (2011 Pole Attachment Order). See also, e.g., Google Dec. 30,ExParte Letter at 3-4; Vonage Jan.
7, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 1.

See, e.g., Google Dec. 30,2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3-4; Letter from Stephai E. Coran, Counsel for WISPA, to
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 13-14 (filed Feb. 3,2015).

Some commenters contend that the Commission should forbear from all ofTitle 11based on generalized
arguments about the marketplace, such as past network investment or changes in perfonnance or price per megabit ,
in the recent past See, e.g., ACA Jan. V2,20\5 Ex Parte Letter at 10-11; Comcast Dec. 1A,201A Ex Parte Letter at
4-6;NCTADec. 23,2014 Parte Letter at 19-20. We are not persuaded that those arguments justify a different
outcome regarding section 224 and our associated rules, both for the reasons discussed previously, see supra Sectioni
V.B.I, and because commenters do not meaningfully explain how these arguments impact the section 10 analysis
here, given that the need for regulated access to access to poles, ducts, conduit, and rights-of-wayis not self-
evidently linked to such marketplace considerations. Nor does the record reveal that concerns about adequate access
to poles, ducts, conduit and rights-of-way are limited to broadband providers of a particular size, and we thus are not]
persuaded that these concerns would differ inthe case ofsmall broadband providers, for example. See,- e.g., ACA '
Jan. 12,2015For Parte Letterat 11; AireBeam Jan. 30,2015 PxParte Letter at2. j
""®47U.S.C. §224(a)-(e). ]

See 47 U.S.C. §224(a)(1) (defimng autility as "any person who is alocal exchange carrier or an electric, gas, )
water, steam, or other public utility, and who owns or controls poles, ducts, conduits, or ri^ts-of-way used, in I
whole or in pai% for any wire communications "); see also 47 U.S.C. § 224(a)(5) ("For purposes of this section, |
the term 'telecommxmications carrier' (as defined in section 153 ofthis title) does not include any incumbent local j
excliange carrier as defined in section 251(h) of this title."). ,
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I recently watched the 1985 classic "Backto the Future." Atthe end of the movie. Marty McFly warns Dr. Emmett Brown
as they prepare to head into the future, "Hey Doc, we better back up. We don't have enough road to get up to 88." Dr.

Brown replies, "Roads? Where we're going, we don't need roads."

(t turns out that Dr. Brownwas wrong; in 2017, we still need roads. But even more, what paves the way in the 21st

century is high-speed Internet access, or broadband. That's certainly what we believe here at the FCC. And that's why our

goal is to make sure that every American can get faster, cheaper, and better broadband.

Next-generation networks are hard to build. Ittakes a lotof money and effort to layfiber, install wireless infrastructure,

build satellite earth stations, and more. It also requires a reasonably certain business case for deployment, which is all too

often hard to prove in parts of the country with sparse population and/or lower incomes.

But the benefits of doing so are tremendous. Infrastructure investment is critical to closing the digital divide in our country

and bringing high-speed Internet access to more rural Americans. Broadband has also made many sectors of the
economy more productive, from shipping to energy. And it'shas given birth to entirely new industries, like the mobile apps
economy, telemedlcine, online education, and the nascent Internet of Things.

To bring the benefits ofthe digital age to ail Americans, the FCC needs to make iteasier for companiesto build and
expand broadband networks. We need to reduce the cost of broadband deployment, and we need to eliminate
unnecessary rules that slow down or deter deployment. Atnext month's Commission meeting on April 20, the FCC will be
voting on a number of proposals to do just that. That's why we are calling April "Infrastructure Month" at the FCC.

1. Wired Infrastructure. — In one set of proposals, I'm asking my colleagues to support rules that would facilitate the

construction of wired networks. For example, attaching Internet-related equipment to utility poles is a major cost element

for companies ofall sizes. We'll seek to both lower costs for and speed deployment of this equipment. I'm also proposing
rules to allow companiestospeed the retirement of legacy copper networks, some ofwhich were installed many decades
ago, and expedite the transition to newer, more resilient, higher-capacity fiber-based networks and services. After all.

httpsy/www.fcc.gov/new^-events/blog/2017/03/30/infrastructure-month-fcc[5/23/2017 10:54:47 AM]
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every dollar spent maintaining the fading networks of yesterday is a dollar that can't be spent building the networks of

tomorrow. Finally. I am teeing up questions about whether state and local regulations are stifling networkdeployment and

hether the FCCshould consider using its authority to preempt any unnecessary regulatory roadblocks.

2. Wireless Infrastructure. — Next, the Commission will focus on the wireless side of the equation. The wireless networks

of the future will lookvery different. Instead of tali towers you can see from a mile away, there will be small cells —

wireless access points you might not even see and/or could hold in your hands. With this "densiflcation" of so-called 5G

networks, we'll need to deploy millions of small cells in order to realize the promise of multi-gigabit connectivity through

millimeter-wave technology. That's why I'm advancing proposals to make it easier for the private sector to build these

"6G" networks. We'll aim to expedite state and local approval of infrastructure deployment applications and streamline our

own rules to account for these new networks. Regulations designed for big towers don't necessarily make sense for small

cells. So we need to modernize our rules to keep up with technology.

3. Business Data Services. — Speaking of modernizing our rules that affect Infrastructure Investment, next month we'll

also vote on new rules to update the rules for business data services (BDS), otherwise known as "special access." BDS

involves network connections used by businesses, non-profits, and government institutions to securely move large

amounts of data. ATM withdrawals and credit card transactions are examples of how we rely on these services.

Twelve years ago, the Commission began to study the business data services market to see ifchanging market

conditions warranted changes to our rules. At long last, the time for action has arrived. I'm proposing that we take a

balanced approach to reforming the rules governing this marketplace. The extensive record compiled by the

Commission's excellent staff shows substantial and growing competition in many areas of the country, thanks to new

market entrants like cable companies. Where this competition exists, we will relax unnecessary regulation, thereby

eating greater incentives for the private sector to invest in next-generation networks. But where competition is still

lacking, we'll preserve regulations necessary to prevent anti-competitive price increases.

4. Facilitating Rural Deployment. — As 1mentioned earlier, there are some parts of this country, primarily rural America,

where the business case for broadband deployment is very difficult, and the private sector lacks the economic incentives

to build out next-generation networks no matter how many regulatory barriers the Commission removes. For those areas

that are the most expensive to serve, the Commission provides direct support to companies through the Universal

Service Fund (USF). The USF's high-cost program subsidizes broadband deployment for smalt carriers. I am proposing

that we tweak one of the rules for that program to make sure that some rural households that could be served by these

carriers are not left stranded without broadband service.

While infrastructure will be the focus of the Commission's April meeting, it won't be the only subject we're addressing. If

we're majoring in infrastructure next month, you could say that we're minoring in media, with three items on the agenda.

5. Easing Burdens on Noncommercial Stations. — Recently, the FCC adopted a rule requiring officers and members of

boards of directors of noncommercial educational (NCE) broadcaster stations to provide personal information to the FCC.

However, public television and radio stations have complained that this rule is discouraging volunteers from serving in

these positions. In my view, we should be thanking people who want to serve their community in this way, not Imposing

unnecessary regulatory burdens upon them. So next month, we'll be voting to eliminate this rule.

Allowing Broadcasters to Raise Funds for Charity. — We will also consider giving NCE broadcasters more flexibility to

lise money for disaster relief groups, charities, and other non-profit organizations. In the past, the FCC has granted

waivers to allow NCE television and radio stations to solicit donations for causes such as Hurricane Katrina and Haitian

earthquake relief. I believe that we should make it easier for stations to engage in this type of activity so long as it doesn't
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compromise their non-commercial nature. That's why I'm proposing that stations be allowed to devote no more than 1% of

their total annual airtime to fundraislng for non-profit organizations. Moreover, because certain stations have indicated

hat they have no interest in engaging in such activity, this rule change would not apply to stations funded by the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

7. UHF Discount. — Finally, we'll consider whether to restore the so-called Ultra-High Frequency, or UHF discount, which

is related to the Commission's national television ownership cap. Last September, the FCC voted to eliminate the

discount on a party-line vote. That decision has been challenged in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. In my

view, the FCC is likely to lose that litigation because itwent about eliminating the UHF discount In the wrong way. So I'm

proposing that we hit the reset button, returning the rule to the way it was up until last fall. And then we'll launch a

comprehensive review of the national ownership cap. including the UHF discount, later this year.

Keeping with recent trends, the FCC's April meeting will be a busy one. But it'll be an important one — Infrastructure

Month will present several chances for the FCC to promote deployment and benefit consumers across America.

Infrastructure might not be as flashy as a flux capacitor, but It'll be a 1.21 gigawatt jolt for the digital economy.

Tags:

Communications Infrastructure - FCC Management & Policies - Spectrum - UHF and VHF
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Legislative Request

This report Issubmitted pursuant to H97, Session Law 2015-241, which directed the State ClO to
provide a report to the Joint Legislative OversightCommittee on InformationTechnology and the
Fiscal Research Division on the development and implementation of the State broadband plan
("plan").

The full text of the legislation can be found in Appendix A.
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V.

Introduction

The State Chief Information Officer established the Broadband Infrastructure Office in 2015 as a

statewide resource for broadband access, first responder communications, and classroom

connectivity initiatives led by the State of North Carolina. In accordance with Session Law 2015-

241, H97, the Broadband Infrastructure Office will develop a State broadband plan and will

coordinate with other State agencies In order to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of

available resources.

The Broadband Infrastructure Office aligns NC Broadband, the statewide effort to expand high

speed Internet access, with the FIrstNet public safety initiative for improved resource sharing
across state agencies. The centralized and streamlined Office provides the opportunity to work
across agencies and identify Infrastructure development needs across North Carolina.

The Office's mission includes creating the nation's first giga-state by 2020, expanding broadband
access to underserved communities, and supporting digital learning by extending Wi-Fi access to

every classroom in the State. We also provide policy recommendations and guidance to
government leaders and key stakeholders to foster digital infrastructure expansion, adoption, and
use.
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Current Work

In May 2015, the Broadband Infrastructure Office (BIO) released the NC LITE-Up (North Carolina

Linkingthe Internet to Economically Underprivileged People), an 18-month research study

designed to better understand Internet adoption barriers in low-income households. BIO will use

the findings from this unique study, in part, to help with the development of the comprehensive
statewide plan that will address broadband issues including adoption.

In August 2015, the Broadband Infrastructure Office conducted an online survey to better

understand the challenges that impact continued deployment of broadband Infrastructure and

adoption of broadband technology in the State. The survey received more than 500 stakeholder

responses, a response rate of almost 20 percent, from a diverse sample representing a mixture of

populations and counties. We received at least one response from all 100 counties. The results of

this survey provide a current catalogue of the challenges the state faces to achieving universal

connectivity and adoption. These challenges will be presented to small working groups of

stakeholders and experts that will help identify recommendations to be included in the state

broadband plan.

a BROADBAND

SURVEY
Respondents rated ^e foAowing issues as most important;

- Expanding access, particu^rly for K-12 students

- Increasing adopiloa'digitai iltfrtacy of citizens

- Developing statewide policies that eniiartce access

Key associated'.vith these issues include:

K-12 H«ne Access

Low population density

Digitally Literate
Workforce

Awareness of dtgttal
literacy traintng
priMrams

Leverage Infrastructure

Clarity of exiting
policies for
easements/tower

BIOcontinues to actively reach out to State agencies to look for opportunities to utilize existing

infrastructure and resources and identify ways to streamline permitting and approval processes.

Working with the Departments of Transportation, Administration, Commerce, and Department of

Public Safety we continue to look for and find assets, resources and opportunities to increase high

speed broadband access and adoption throughout the State.
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We are developing a broadband index to rate each county based on availability, adoption and

community readiness. This index, similar to a rating tool, will inform the plan and assist our office in

determining which challenges and which solutions may be needed for individual counties. The data

sets used to develop the index include current NTIA and FCC coverage maps, potentially FCC

subscription data, state Citizen Surveys, the BIO stakeholder survey, and community engagement.

BIO is developing an on-line, interactive toolkit, to leverage our information, resources, and on-the-

ground technical assistance advisors to help communities with planning. This toolkit will work in

conjunction with the Index and the Plan.

Finally, we continue to work closely with more than a dozen counties and communities to provide

technical and community planning assistance. This work includes developing goals, aggregating

demand, developing asset surveys, and identifying funding sources. The technical assistance team

also engages with Internet service providers to highlight unserved or underserved communities,

work through technical solutions, and provide guidance on locating community-owned assets

available to reduce capital costs. These efforts have resulted in bringing broadband for the first

time to communities around the state, including most recently: Yancey, Mitchell, Polk, Graham,

and McDowell Counties. Projects continue in various counties throughout the central and eastern

parts of the state.

Early Findings

The story of broadband infrastructure in North Carolina is a good news story for most of the state.

Many communities, typically in sparsely populated or economically distressed areas, however,

continue to find themselves on the wrong side of the digital divide. The plan will focus on bridging

this divide as well as positioning the state for the future.

Today, North Carolina boasts many unique broadband assets. The state is home to a non-profit
middle-mile network connecting universities, schools, hospitals and libraries among other

institutions. Several large cable and telecom companies such as Time Warner, AT&T, CenturyLink

and Frontier, provide Internet connections to millions of residents. Google Fiber announced at the

beginning of the year plans to offer service in the Charlotte and Triangle areas. Many mid-to-small
providers, including NorthState, Carolina West Wireless, Pangaea, Wilkes, Greenlight, and others,

have established themselves in less populated markets. All of our K-12 schools are connected to

fiber and every classroom will be equipped for WiFI connectivity by 2018. The tele-health market

continues to see success and expand.

The State broadband plan will offer policy and planning recommendations that will leverage these

assets to ensure universal access and connectivity. The speed at which technology evolves and the

projected amount of data to be transferred in the near future will require significant infrastructure

upgrades in our state. While almost 90 percent of the state has availability to the FCC threshold
speeds of 25Mbps download/3 Mbps upload, less than 10 percent of the households have fiber to
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the home. Most of the investments to upgrade infrastructure and expand cell or WiFi connectivity
are taking place in urban areas. To continue to be a hub for technology and biotechnology

Innovation and to continue to attract manufacturing, knowledge-based businesses and improve our
agricultural output, we will need to focus on upgrading existing infrastructure and investing in fiber
and high-speed wireless infrastructure in the remote or sparsely populated areas of the state.

North Carolina leads the nation in many of the broadband categories mentioned above. Therefore,

this plan will use data, stakeholder feedback, and experts to hone in on the most difficult
challenges facing the state. For example, our research shows that despite availability, many
communities are not adopting or utilizing high-speed Internet. We know increased adoption will

drive the need for next-gen infrastructure. We have also found that community readiness or

initiative, particularly in sparsely populated area, distinguishes those that have access to

broadband and those that do not. The plan will address each of these challenges and offer

recommendations to the General Assembly, local leaders and policy makers to overcome these

challenges.

Availability: Broadband Deployment and Existing Infrastructure
In January 2015, the FCC updated the recommended "availability" target speed threshold to

25Mbps (download)/3Mbps (upload) from the previous recommended benchmark 4Mbps

(download)/lMbps (upload).

> 25 mbps download
An estimated 92.3% of households statewide have broadband available at this

speed or higher, which leaves 289,751 households without this availability.

Lfl9wid
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Source; NC Broadband, 2014

At the speed examined, North Carolina ranks 9th in the nation in terms of broadband deployment
rate. Specifically, at 86 percent, North Carolina's broadband deployment rate is slightly above the

U.S. average (83 percent), 13 percentage points behind the most covered state, Connecticut, and is
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V

85 percent of the value of the highest-ranking state {Rhode Island), and is belowthat of all the
comparison states except Colorado and Virginia.

Percent of Population with Broadband Access (Deployment
Rate) at 25 Mbps/3 Mbps or Faster, All U.S. States, 2013
Source: FCC 2015 Broadband Progress Report
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North Carolina ranks considerably lower, however, on fiber deployment. While fiber-to-the-home
deployment has nearly tripled since 2013's Innovation Index to 9.3 percentfrom 3.9 percent, North
Carolina's rank, 37th, remains lower than all peer states and is significantly less than the US
average fiber-to-the-home deployment—24.96 percent.

NC Broadband Data

Fall 2014

fi
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Fiber Coverage
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North Carolina's adoption rate, 10 percent at the examined speed threshold, has increased from
the 1.6 percent rate reported in the previous report in spite of the increase in speed threshold.
However, North Carolina ranks 22nd out of 25—a lower rank than all peer states. Within North

Carolina, 58 of the 100 counties have a household broadband deployment rate at the download
speed examined, equal to or above the US average of 83 percent. Of the 42 North Carolina
counties below the U.S. average, 19 have a deployment rate between 50 and 82 percent, and the

remaining 26 counties have a deployment rate of less than 50 percent.

While standard metrics for middle-mile are difficult to obtain. North Carolina's major broadband
providers do have significant middle-mile assets. In addition, North Carolina possesses a 2,600 mile

long, contiguous open access middle-mile network that touches 82 of North Carolina's 100

counties. Operated by the nonprofit, MCNC, the dark fiber (fiber that Is not being used) shares the

conduit with a lit fiber optic backbone that serves the broadband needs of all K-20 public

education institutions, most of K-20 private education and select research institutes, nonprofit

healthcare providers, public safety and other anchor institutions. Almost half the strands of fiber

are also available to broadband service providers to lease and serve consumers and businesses.

Enterprises across all vertical markets (financial services, technology, healthcare, biotech,

transportation, logistics, etc.) can also lease the fiber strands to build their own enterprise

networks.

MCNC Fiber Network for Public View
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Adoption
While there is a continued need for access to high-speed Internet and infrastructure expansion.

Broadband adoption In NC is lower than it should be given connectivity access across the state.

While more than 90% of NC households have access to higher speeds, only 10% of NC households
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have adopted at Federal Communication Commission (FCC) suggested threshold, 25Mbps

(download)/3Mbps (upload). Adoption is particularly low among low-income households. In 2013

only 47% of NC households with annual incomes under $15,000 adopted broadband.

We know there are four main barriers influencing broadband adoption, particularly among low-

income households, including cost of service, real or perceived costs of computer, laptop or other

devices, digital literacy, and the perceived relevancy of the Internet on dally lives.

Participants in the study became more fully active digital citizens and improved their digital literacy
and broadband utilization for everyday casts. Once the connectivity was established, 85% of

participants signed up for Internet services and 79% continued service after the study's subsidies
ended.

3
CURRENT PICTURE

ADOPTION CHALLENGES
90% ol NChousetwids hav«aee«S31»hffh«r8pee<lt.only10%of NChotscMdihm

adopted atFCCsu^ested threshold. 2S Kffilps/SMbps.

COST OF

SERVICE

DIGITAL

LITERACY

COST OF

EQUIPMENT

RELEVANCY TO

DAILY LIVES

Early research shows that as a State, we need to focus on increasing adoption rates. This Is
especially true in areas where we havefound significant broadband infrastructure, including fiber,
but low utilization. Aside from the economic barriers discussed above, we are finding that large

numbers of certain populations, likethe elderly, do not use the Internet. Often these groups do not
see the benefits of being on-line. Therefore, digital learning and increased education of the
services, such as telehealth, and benefits, such as driver's license renewal, are needed.
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County Broadband Adoption Rate
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Identifying Challenges
The broadband survey issued to stakeholders across the state was Intended to identify challenges

to broadband deployment and adoption in NC. Respondents to the survey were asked to rate their

opinion on the importance of specific broadband issues, such as "expanding access to broadband in

NC." Secondly, respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed that certain factors

posed a challenge to resolving availability and adoption issues. For example, respondents rated the

extent to which they agree that 'The cost to deploy broadband infrastructure" affects connectivity

using a 5-point scale.

Respondents rated expanding access, particularly for K-12 students, increasing adoption/digital

literacy of citizens, developing statewide policies that enhance access as the most important Issues.

The survey also identified some key challenges associated with the issues, including K-12 home

access, having a digitally literate workforce, and the need to leverage existing infrastructure.
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The plan will also Incorporate aspects of the national wireless data network, FIrstNet. The FIrstNet
Initiative for North Carolina, located within BIO, compliments and aids the work on the plan. We

have worked with the federal FIrstNetteam to contemplate the use of the FIrstNet network (with
the objective of 100 percent coverage) bysecondary users when not occupied by public safety or
emergency responders. Remote communities or students without access at home may be able to
use the frequency and bandwidth to connect to the Internet. This network could potentially have a
significant impact In bridging the digital divide for underserved and unserved populations.

Future RrstNetTimeline
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Currently we are providing technical and development assistance to several communities and

counties throughout the state. The lessons learned from the communities that have successfully

expanded broadband to their citizens will be captured in the plan.

3

Next Steps
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We continue to gather, analyze and synthesize availability, adoption, and utilization data from

sources to better inform the report's final recommendations. These sources include the FCC, the
NC Department of Commerce's Citizen Survey, NTIA and other federal agencies, and private
foundations (Pew, Benton, Brookings Institution among others). Much of this data will frame the

current challenges to broadband deployment and adoption we face in North Carolina.

The next phases of planning and development of the State's broadband plan will Involve engaging
stakeholder groups' and state agencies' for assistance and participation. Currently we are

developing a schedule of workshop meetings where BIO will engage stakeholders from a variety of

areas to get specific feedback on strengths and weaknesses, challenges, and opportunities for
improvement. Specific stakeholder groups include K-12/education, workforce development and
small business, telemedicine, and State agencies. These meetings will begin in December and

continue through March of 2016.

The information and feedback gathered in these meetings will inform the recommendations

Included in the plan. Recommendations, in part, will focus on how to better leverage existing

infrastructure, streamlining state and local permitting and access to right-of-ways, methods for
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fostering public-private partnerships, and creative approaches to funding. For example, in the near

future the state may benefit from the federal government's broadening of existing grant programs,

such as E-Rate and HUD community block grants, for broadband deployment. For economic

development initiatives, the plan will consider how the state can leverage existing funds and
Incentives to support projects in disadvantaged communities.

Additionally, community leadership plays a key role in communities that enjoy universal high

speed, affordable broadband service. It will be the difference between the haves and the have-
nots. Therefore, recommendations will consider what communities need to do to organize

effectively.

Solutions will highlight successful methods to incentivize providers to expand, enhance, and lower
costs. For example, all K-12 schools and community colleges have fiber to their doors. Providers bid
to provide service. Communities can work more closely with schools and work to create incentives
to leverage service to the broader community. Also, communities, partnering with private
providers, could look at ways to use fiber to the school to establish wireless servicefrom the school
to the community.

Finally, the state needs to act as the convener, a thought leader and resource center to better
direct projects orproviders. Currently, BIO provides technical assistance team to be proactive ancf
target communities in need. We need to continue to connect private providers, community
leaders, state agencies, and funding sources to identify projects and collaborate to implement
project plans.

The plan will be divided into chapters that will include:

• A brief history, current status of availabilityand general location of broadband
infrastructure,

• Findings and analysis of the Availability challenges throughout the State,

• Astudy and analysis of Adoption challenges facing the State, ;

• An in-depth lookat several keyareas including economic development, workforce,
telehealth, and the "homework gap" (students without access to Internet at home), and,

• Case studies to highlightsuccessful deployment and strategies to support affordability,
including potential partnerships and sources of funding to support the effort, and,

• Recommendations to lawmakers and community leaders that will specifically address the

challenges identified and the means, methods and best practices for achieving state-wide
access.

The target date for the completion of the State Broadband Plan is Spring 2016. ,
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Appendix A

Session Law 2015-241, H97
STATE BROADBAND PLAN

SECTION 7.23.(a) The State ClO shall develop a State broadband plan that includes:

(1) Information regarding the availability and functionality of broadband throughout the

State and an evaluation of the current deployment of broadband service.

(2) A strategy to support the affordabiilty of broadband service as well as maximum

utilization of broadband infrastructure, including potential partnerships and sources of

funding to support the effort.

(3) Analysis of means, methods, and best practices to establish universal broadband access

across the State.

In developing the State broadband plan, the State CiO shall coordinate with other State agencies in

order to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of available resources.

SECTION 7.23.(b) For the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, by December 1, 2015, and then annually

thereafter, the State CIOshall provide a report to the Joint Legislative Oversight Committee on

Information Technology and the Fiscal
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Table 1

Certified States That AdpIv The FCC Rate To Investor-Owned Utilities

State Pertinent Statute(s) Key Rule(s) and/or Order(s)s Methodology/Comments

Alaska Alaska Stat. §§42.05.311,
42.05.321

Alaska Admin. Code, Title 3 § 52.900 -
940; Consideration ofRules Governing

Joint Use of Utility Facilities and
Amending Joint-Use Regulations

Adopted Under 3 AGO 52.900 —3 AAC
52.940, Order Adopting Regulations,
2002 Alas. PUC LEXIS 689 (2002)

FCC Rate

California Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 767.5 Order Instituting Rulemaking on the
Commission's Own Motion into

Competitionfor Local Exchange Service,
Decision 98-10-058, 1998 Cal. PUC

LEXIS 879 (1998)

FCC Rate

Connecticut Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 16-1, 16-19,
16-332

Application ofSouthern New England
Telephone Co. to Amend its Rates and
Rate Structure, Docket No. 92-09-19,
Decision, 1993 Conn. PUC LEXIS 5

(1993)

FCC Rate

Idaho Idaho Code § 61-538 Washington Water Power Co. v.
Benewah Cable Co., Case No. U-1008-
206, Order No. 19229, 1984 Ida. PUC

LEXIS 100 (1984)

FCC Rate

Illinois 220 111. Comp. Stat. 5/7-102, 5/9-
101

83 111. Admin. Code § 315.10 through
315.70

FCC Rate



r c

state Pertinent Statute(s) Key Rule(s) and/or Order(s)s Methodology/Comments

Kentucky Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 278.040 and
278.280(2)

Adoption ofa StandardMethodologyfor
Establishing Rates for CATVPole

Attachments, Case. No. 251, Order, 49
P.U.R. 4*^ 127 (1982); 807 Ky. Admin.

Regs. 5:006 (Sec. 21)

FCC Rate

(Very close state variant)

Massachusetts Ma. Gen. Laws ch. 166, § 25(a) Mass. Regs. Code Title 220 § 45.00 -
45.11; Cablevision ofBoston v. Boston
Edison Co., DPU/DTE 97-82 (1998);

Order Establishing Complaint and
Enforcement Procedures to Ensure that
Telecommunications Carriers and Cable

System Operators Have Non-
Discriminatory Access to Utility Poles,

Ducts, Conduits andRights-of-Way, DTE
98-36-A, Order Promulgating Final

Regulations, 2000 Mass. PUC LEXIS 21
(2000)

FCC Rate

Michigan Mich. Comp. Laws Stat. § 460.6g
(regulating electric poles); Mich.

Comp. Laws Stat. § 484.2361
(regulating telecom poles)

Application ofConsumers Power Co.,
CaseNos.U-10741,U-10816, U-108211,

Opinion and Order, 1997 Mich. PUC
LEXIS 26 (1997)

FCC Rate

New Jersey N.J. Stat Ann. §§48:5A-20, •
48:5A-21

N.J. Admin. Code Title 14:18- 2.9; West
Jersey Tel Co., Docket Nos.

C085121263 etal., 77 PUR4*^ 89 (1986)

FCC Rate



State Pertinent Statute(s) Key Rule(s) and/or Order(s)s Methodology/Comments

New York N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 119-a Certain Pole Attachment Issues Which

Arose in Case No. 94-C-0095, Opinion
No. 97-10,1997 NY PUC LEXIS 364

(1997)

FCC Rate

Ohio Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §§ 4905.02,
4905.71

Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric

Co., CaseNos. 81-1058-EL-AIR, 82-
654-EL-ATA, 50 PUR 4^ 37 (1982)

FCC Rate

Oregon Or. Rev. Stat. § 757.270- 290,
759.650-675

Or. Admin. Rule 860-028-0110 to 860-

028-240; Rulemaking to Amend Oregon
Admin. Rules Relating to Safety and

Attachment Standards, Ore. PUC
LEXIS 483 (2001)

FCC Rate

Utah Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-13 Utah Admin. Code R. § 746-345 •FCC Rate

Vermont Vt. Stat. Ann. Title 30 §§ 225, 226 Vt. Public Service Board Rules 3.700 -

3.710

FCC Rate

. (very close state variant)

Washington Wash. Rev. Code §§ 80.54.010 -
80.54.070

FCC Rate.
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Table 2

States That Apply The FCC Rate To Cooperatively And/Or Municipallv-Owned Utilities

State Pertinent Statute(s) Key Rule(s) and/or Order(s)s Methodology/Comments

Alaska (coops
and munis)

Alaska Stat §§ 42.05.311,
42.05.321; Alaska Stat

§ 42.05.990(5)

Alaska Admin. Code, Title 3 § 52.900
- 940; Consideration ofRules
Governing Joint Use of Utility

Facilities andAmending Joint- Use
Regulations Adopted Under 3 ACC

52.900 - 3 AAC 52.940, Order
Adopting Regulations, 2002 Alas. PUC

LEXIS 689 (2002).

FCC Rate

California

(munis)
Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 9510 FCC Rate, 47 U.S.C. § 224(d).

Pole attachment rate disputes brought
to court.

FCC Rate

Colorado (munis) Co. Rev. Stat. § 38-5.5-108(1) FCC Rate, 47 U.S.C. § 224, as
amended.

FCC Rate

Kentucky (coops) Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 278.040
and 278.280(2); Ky. Rev. Stat.

Ann. §279.210

Adoption ofa StandardMethodology
for Establishing Ratesfor CATVPole
Attachments, Case. No. 251, Order, 49
P.U.R. 4^ 127 (1982); 807 Ky. Admin.
Regs. 5:006 (Sec. 21); BallardRural
Telephone Cooperative Corporation,

Inc. V. Jackson Purchase Energy Corp.,
Case No. 2004-00036 (2007)

FCC Rate

(very close state variant)



State Pertinent Statute(s) Key Rule(s) and/or Order(s)s Methodology/Comments

Michigan (coops) Mich. Comp. Laws Stat. § 460.6g
(regulating electric poles); Mich.

Comp. Laws Stat § 484.2361
(regulating telecom poles); Mich.

Comp. Laws Stat. § 460.6(1)
(giving Mich. PSC jurisdiction

over cooperatives)

Commission's Own Motion to Examine

Setting Just and Reasonable Ratesfor
Attachments to UtilityPoles, Ducts and

Conduits Pursuant to MCL 460.6g^
Docket No. U-10831, Opinion and

Order {1991)', Application of
Consumers Power Co., Case Nos. U-

10741, U-10816,U-1082n, 1997
Mich. PUC LEXIS 26 (1997)

FCC Rate

Missouri (munis) V.A.M:S.§ 67.5104
(pole attachment fees, terms and

conditions must be

nondiscriminatory, just and
reasonable, and in no event more

than the FCC Rate)

FCC Rate, 47 U.S.C. § 224(d) FCC Rate

New York

(munis)
N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 119-a Proceeding on Motion ofthe

Commission to Regulate Pole
Attachment Ratesfor Municipal-Owned

Poles, Case 06-E-1427, Order on
Municipal Pole Attachment Rates,
1997 NY PUC LEXIS 152 (2007)

FCC Rate

Oregon (coops
and munis)

Or. Rev. Stat. § 757.270 - 290,
759.650-675; Or. Rev. Stat.

§ 757.276 (Or. PUC has authority
to regulate pole attachment of

"consumer-owned utilities"); Or.
Rev. Stat. § 757.270(2) (a
"consumer-owned utility"
includes coops and munis)

Or. Admin. Rule 860-028-0110 to 860-

028-240; Rulemaking to Amend
Oregon Admin. Rules Relating to

Safety andAttachment Standards, 2001
Ore. PUC LEXIS 483 (2001)

FCC Rate



State Pertinent Statute(s) Key Rule(s) and/or Order(s)s Methodology/Comments

Texas (munis) Tex. Util. Code § 54.204 Order on Certified Issues, PUC Docket
No. 36633, SOAR Docket No. 473-09-
5470, CPS Energy v. Public Utility
Commission ofTexas, (June 24, 2011)

FCC Rate

(very close state variant)

Utah (coops) Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-13; Utah
Code Ann. § 54-2-1(16) (defining
public utilities to include coops)

Utah Admin. Code R. § 746-345 FCC Rate

Vermont (coops
and munis)

Vt. Stat. Ann. Title 30 §§ 225,
226; Vt. Stat. Ann. Title 30 § 201
(gives Vt. PSB jurisdiction over

coops and munis)

Vt. Public Service Board Rules 3.700 -

3.710

FCC Rate

(very close state variant)
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Re Cable Television Pole Attachments

Intervenors: Louisville Gas and Electric Company, South Central Bell Telephone
Company, Union Light, Heat and Power Company, Cincinnati Bell, Inc., General
Telephone Conpany of Kentucky, Kentucky Power Company, Continental Telephone
Company, Echo Telephone Coitpany, Kentucky Utilities Conpany, Kentucky Cable
Television Association, Consumer Protection Division of Attorney General]s

Office, Kentucky Association of Electric Cooperatives, Duo County Telephone
Cooperative, Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, Foothills Rural Telephone

Cooperative Coiporation, Inc., Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative .Corporation,
Inc., Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., and Logan

Telephone Cooperative, Inc.
Administrative Case No.- 251 '

Kentucky Public Service Commission
September 17, 1982

I

ADOPTION of a standard methodology for establishing rates for cable television
attachments. For prior decision, see (1982) 48 PUR4th 567.

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification. '

RADIO AND TELEVISION

s7.1--Cable television--Treatment as customer. '

Ky.P.S.C. 1982

In order to adopt a uniform methodology of rates, cable television operators were
required to be treated as utility customers and thus have the right to receive service
(make pole attachments) just as telephone or electric customers had the right to receive
service. [1] '

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments
I

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification I

I

RADIO AND TELEVISION

s7.1—Cable television--Bonding requirement for service.

Ky.P.S.C. 1982

The cable television operators formed a separate classification of customer, jwith
different rights and responsibilities; therefore, it was not discriminatory to allow a
bonding requirement to assure safe and adequate construction and operating practilces on
the part of; the operator, especially during the initial phases of construction and
operation. [2] '

I

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments j

Copr. © West2003 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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I

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification |

RTiDIO AND TELEVISION

s7.1--Cal>le television--Penalty charges--Unauthorized attachments.

Ky.P.S.C. 1982

A penalty charge for ijnauthorized attachments was permitted for an amount that was not
greater than' twice the amount equal to the rate that would have been due had the
"installation been made the day after the last previous inspection. [3] |

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification

RADIO AND TELEVISION

s7.1--Cable television--Contract with electric utility--'Joint use' agreementj.
I

Ky.P.S.G. 1982 '

Since cable television customers were to be treated as customers, of the utilities with
concomitant customer rights, they were not required to be offered ' joint use' arrangements
for poles that the utilities offered to each other. [4]

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments

I

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification

I
I

RADIO AND TELEVISION |
s7.1--Cable television--Rates for electric service.

Ky.P.S.C. 1982

To determine the rates utilities should charge for their incremental cost of providing
pole attachment service to a cable television company, a methodology was approved whereby
an annual carrying cha.rge was multiplied by the embedded cost of an average bare pole
of the utility of the type and .size which was or could be used for the provision of an
attachment, and then that figure was multiplied by the percentage of usable space used
for cable pole attachments. [5] |

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments ;

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification

RADIO AND TELEVISION

s7.1--Cable television--Carrying charges for service.

Copr. © West 2003 No Claim to Orig. U.S. GovL Works
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Ky.P.S.C. 1982 I.

Having determined that a cable television operator would be considered a customer of
the utility, the commission required the cable television con^any to be subj ect to carrying
charges even though.some of the charges had no relationship to the services provided.
[6] ' I

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification

RADIO AND TELEVISION

s7.1--Cable television--Utility pole use.

Ky.P.S.C. 1982 |

The use to which a utility's pole was subjected would determine the.appropriate factors
in con:5)uting the rate to be charged an attaching cable television operator. [7]

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments i

P.U.R. Headnote and Classification

RADIO AND TELEVISION
I

I

s7.1--Cable television--Charges for conduit use.

Ky.P.S.C. 1982

The appropriate charge for conduit use by cable television operators was (1) the current
cost per duct foot for the type and size of conduit used, divided by (2) the appropriate
allowable percentage fill for the size of conduit used, multiplied by (3) the current
annual charge factors developed for conduit. [8]

Re Cable Television Pole Attachments

By the COMMISSION:

Preface

The commission has before it South Central Bell Telephone Company's petition for
modification, Louisville Gas and Electric Company's petition to reconsider, Kentucky
Utilities Company's petition for rehearing, Kentucky Power Company's petition for
reconsideration, Kentucky Cable Television Association's motion for rehearing jand/or
modification, all timely filed, with respect to "the commission's order dated Au^st 12,
1982.

This order incorporates the modifications and points of clarification which tiie .
Copr. © West 2003 No Claimto Orig. U.S. GovL Works
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commission finds appropriate after consideration of the above motions and petitions, and
replaces, in its entirety, the order of August 12, 1982 (48 P0R4th 567) . Appendix 'A, '
attached hereto and made a part hereof, contains the comments of the commission on the
issues so raised.

Having considered all the issues raised by the motions and petitions of the parties,
the commission finds that it will not be necessary to have further hearings in this matter.

Amended Order
«

On petitions of regulated telephone utilities (Case No. 8040} and regulated electric
utilities (Case No. 8090) , which were consolidated, the commission on August 2S> 1981,
asserted jurisdiction over the rates, teanns, and conditions for pole attachment space
made available to cable television ('CATV') systems by telephone and electric utilities.
Tariffs ordered to be filed were rejected by the commission, which by order of October
28, 1981, established this administrative case to determine a standard methodology for
calculating rates for pole attachment space.

Hearings were held on February 2, 3, and4, 1982, for direct testimony. Rebuttal testimony
was prefiled, and witnesses subjected to cross-examination on March 18, 1982, with final
oral argument on March 25, 1982.

Parties of record were Louisville Gas and Electric Conpany, South Central Ball Telephone
Company, Union Light", Heat and Power Company, Cincinnati Bell, Inc., General Telephone
Conpany of Kentucky, .Kentucky Power Company, Continental Telephone Company, Echo
Telephone Cortpany (now Allied Telephone Company of Kentrucky) , Kentucky Utilities
Conpany, Kentuc}cy Cable Television Association, consumer protection division.of the
attorney general's office, Kentucky Association of Electric Cooperatives, and Duo County
Telephone Cooperative. Others who submitted information or testiraonywere Thacker-Grigsby
Telephone Company, Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Peopleis Rural
Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative
Corporation, Inc., and Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc.

Discussion

[1] In its order of August 26, 1981, the commission directed regulated utilities which
provide CATV pole attachment services to file tariffs concerning the provision of such
service. The tariffs which were filed proposed rates, terms, and conditions which]varied
widely, and in some cases did not afford CATV operators rights equal to those afforded
other utility customers. For these reasons of convenience, the commission determined
that a uniform methodology should be established by which fair, just, and reasonable pole
attachment rates could be determined. !

I

At the hearings on methodology, it developed that some minimum equitable standards for
teimis and conditions would be required to assure CATVoperators that to the extent possible
they would have the same rights as other utility customers. First, as a tariff customer,
each qualified CATV operator must have the right to receive service (make .pole,
attachments), just as a telephone "or electric customer has the right to receive service.
Similarly, the CATV operator must be allowed to remain a customer by observing the usual
customer obligations, such as payment of bills and conformance to applicable safety
standards. '

I
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Objectionable Provisions in Agreements

[2] [3] Cable television operators assert that the present practice of some utilities
in requiring bonds for satisfactory construction practices and payment of billings imposes
restrictions more burdensome than those imposed on other utility customers. However, while
the CATV operator will be a utility customer, it must be recognized that it forms a separate
classification of customer, with different rights and responsibilities. .The iirqposition
of a bonding requirement is not unlike the deposit requirement for other utility customers,
except that the CATV operator climbs and works on poles, and makes pole attachments, a
situation uniquely different from that of utility customers merely receiving electric
or 'telephone service. For this reason, the commission does not find it discriminatory
to allow a bonding requirement to assure safe and adequate construction and operating
practices on the part of the CATV operator, especially during the initial phases of
construction and operation. However, the commission will expect that the size of the
bond or other required assurances will be reasonably related to the size gruj scope of
the proposed CATV system, and will be reduced or lifted after the operator has proven
itself a reliable utility customer.

The CATV operators complained of the charges imposed by the utilities for periodic
inspections of the attachments to the poles, but generally were not dissatisfied with
'make-ready' charges determined by agreement of the parties after a 'walk-through'

•inspection of the proposed CATV system by representatives of the operator and the utility.
The commission recognizes the necessity for periodic inspections .of utility plant for
safety and other reasons, and commission regulations C807 KAR 5;006. § 22) require them,
without any provision for additional payment by customers. Of course, when substandard
installations are found which are not created by the utility but by the CATV operator,
the utility should charge the CATV operator for the cost of correcting them, plus some
contribution toward administrative costs and labor and materials costs for making such
corrections.

Similarly, since some CATV operators have made attachments to utility poles without prior
authorization, and the utility must rely, between inspections, on voluntary reporting
by such operators, it is reasonable for the utility to charge a penalty for unauthorized
attachments. We will allow tariff provisions which provide for a charge of not greater
than twice the amount equal to the rate that would have been due had the installation
been made the day after the last previous required inspection. Additionally, tariffs may
also provide for 'make-ready' charges for unauthorized attachments not to exceed twice
the charges which would have been in^osed if the attachment had been properly authorized.

Cable television operators argue that some utilities have unfairly imposed provisions
in their agreements that required the operators to reimburse the utilities for changes
made after the initial CATV attachm^ts have been made, when such changes were not required
by CATV operations. They cite some instances when, after initially allowing CATV
attachment to their poles, the utilities changed the use of the pole and required the
CATV operator to' pay for the changes.

The commission agrees that a number of these provisions and charges may have been unfair
or unnecessary. When a utility subsequently requires a change in its poles or attachments
for reasons unrelated to CATV operations, the CATV operator should be given notice of
the changes rec[uired--e.g., relocation to another pole--and sufficient time to acconplish
the CATV-related change. Normally, forty-eight hours will be sufficient time for advance
notice of a change, unless an emergency requires a shorter period. If the CATV operator

i
I
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1

is unable or unwilling to meet the utility's time schedule for such changes, the jutility
may do the work and charge the CATV operator its reasonable costs for performing the change
of CATV attachments.

Also, the CATV operators argue that a number of the agreements imposed on them for pole
attachments have included 'hold harmless clauses' and have required them to maintain
insurance coverage against their negligence and that of the utility. The commission is
of the opinion that such requirements generally are excessive. Except for compelling
reasons requiring additional protective provisions, the commission will approve only
tariff provisions which require insurance or a bond (at CATV's option) to protect the
utility and the public against claims for liability arising out of the negligence of the
CATV operator or the joint negligence of the CATV operator and the utility.

CATV Operators Are Not Joint Users

[4] Considerable argument, and some evidence, was offered on behalf of the CATV operators
that they have been treated unfairly by the utilities in not being accorded many of. the
rights' granted each other by the utilities in their joint use arrangements. This issue
is resolved by the decision of this commission to treat CATV operators as customers of
the utilities, with concomitant customer rights. Cable television operators do not argue
that they should be allowed to construct pole line systems of their own to share with
the regulated utilities •under typical joint use arrangements, and we see no reason why
they should. Since they have no poles to ' share, ' they need not be offered terms equivalent
to those in prevailing joint use agreements between utilities both of which own and share
poles.

Methodology

[5] The CATV operators contend that the FCC methodology should be adopted by ithis
commission. We do not agree. While the FCC methodology purports to recover for the utility
its incremental cost of providing pole attachment service, it does not provide for the
allocation of the utility's full cost of providing such service among all its
classifications of customers. This commission cannot accept a formula which allocates
costs so -unevenly. |

The commission recognizes, as recommended by the CATV operators and most of the utilities
represented at the proceeding, that the formula should be sitrple and easily applied.
Further, the formula should produce a fair, just, and reasonable rate, based on the fully
allocated costs of the utility in furnishing pole attachment services.

• Ideally, the various cost factors needed to apply the formula should be readily available
public information, such as that disclosed in the utility's -required annual reports to
the commission or other piablic agencies. When this is not the case, we find that each
utility shall file with its proposed tariffs the source and justification for cost factors
used in applying the formula to conpute its rate to the CATV operator. j

The commission has determined that the methodology shall, be (1) the embedded cost of
an average bare pole of the utility of the type and size which is or may be used for the
provision of CATV attachment,. (2) multiplied by an annual carrying charge, and (3) this
product multiplied by the percentage of usable space used for CATV pole attachments.

j
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Bare Pole Costs '

In determining the embedded cost of a bare pole^ the commission finds that poles less
than 30 feet or more than 45 feet long are used so infrequently for CATV purposes that
they should be excluded from the calculation. Cross arms^ anchors, guy wires, grounds,
and other appurtenances not installed for CATV puiqjoses will be excluded to establish
the cost of a bare pole.

South Central Bell use 78 per cent of its gross pole accounts as a 'bare pole factor'
to exclude investment attributable to appurtenances; i.e., cross"arms, guysanchors,
etc. KeiitucJcy Cable Television Association's testimony was that 85 per cent of pole
accounts was an accepted industry standard for bare poles,"which standard includes
investment in anchors and guy wires and excludes all other appurtenances. General
Telephone has also used an 85 per cent factor, but has testified that this factor excludes
'cross arms, anchors, and other fixtures, ' which appears inconsistent with the testimony
of other parties.

Therefore, for telephone utilities the commission finds that 22 per cent of the utility's
pole account consists of appurtenances and should be excluded.

For electric utilities, the cost of major appurtenances such as cross arras can be
specifically identified in subaccounts of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
CFERC) Form 1, Account 364, and excluded, but lesser appurtenances such as aerial cable
clamps, pole top pins, and some ground wires are not segregated in the basic pole accounts.
Kentucky Power offered specific evidence on ground wire costs, for which it adds $12.41
to the pole accounts, and estimated that 8.7 per cent of the unsegregated pole accounts
represents lesser appurtenances. It was aclcnowledged generally by CATV operators and
the telephone utilities that an exclusion of 15 per cent for pole appurtenances would
be reasonable, but this percentage did not include the cost of anchors. .

Consistent with our finding that 22 per cent of the utility's pole account is a reasonable
exclusion for telephone utilities, and that the ratio of the cost of anchors to the basic
pole accounts should not vary significantly between telephone and electric utilities,
the commission finds that an adjustment of 15 per cent subtracted from the sum of the
appropriate subaccount of FERC Form 1, Account 364, and a deduction of $12,50 per ^ound,
when such grounds have been included in Account 364, will reasonably approximate the cost
of an average bare wooden electric utility pole. Further, when CATV has used the utility' s
ground wire, the $12.50 should be added into (or back into) the bare pole cost for each
such ground.

Each utility must determine its weighted average cost of two-user and three- user poles.
For telephone utilities, the average cost of a two-user pole will be assumed toibe the
weighted average cost of all 30-foot and 35-foot poles, and for a three-user pole, the
weighted average cost of 40-foot and 45- foot poles. For electric utilities, the average
cost of a two-user pole will be assumed to be the weighted average cost of 35-foot and
40-foot poles, and for a three-user pole, the weighted average cost of 40-foot and 45-foot
poles. Each of these averages must then be multiplied by the bare pole factors'stated
herein. 1

Annual' Carrying Charge
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[5] Having determined that the CATVoperator will be considered a customer of the utility,
the commission findsthat such customers should be required to pay their equitable share
of all the utility's costs in providing service.

Cable television operators argue that certain costs of the utility have ho relationship
to the services provided to them such as directory advertising, insiirance, and
administrative overhead. However, no classification of utility customers can or should
be allowed to pick and choose the categories of.expense to which it will be stibject.

The annual carrying charge should be designed to recover the utility's cost in providing
service. Items included in this calculation should represent an equitable share of all
operating and maintenance escpenses, taxes, and depreciation, and a cost of monei^ return
coirponent. The costs included in the annual carrying charge calculation should be
identifiable by specific account number as established in the Uniform System of Accounts
prescribed by this commission and utilized by each utility.

There should be included in the 'cost of money' factor a reasonable amount representing
a return on the utility's investment in the poles. For convenience and certainty of
confutation, the commission finds that this return should be equal to the return on
investment (or margin) allowed in the utility's last rate case.

We find it reasonable to allow a contribution by CATV toward the common costs of the
utility which cannot be directly allocated to any particular classification of customer.
However, each utility which includes such a contribution in its rate development must
provide justification for the amount of such contribution which it proposes to include.

Usable Space

[7] Parties to this proceeding have generally agreed that 'average poles' be used in
constructing a methodology. No party has offered to incur the costs involved in measuring,
inspecting, and recording each pole which is or may be used by CATV. j

I

Three distinct situations arise with respect to calculation of usable pole space: poles
with only telephone and CATV connections, poles with only electric and CATV connections,
and poles with all three connections.

In the first case, the commission concludes that poles 30 and 35 feet long are commonly
used, and that an average' length for convenience of calculation would be 32.5 jfeet.
Electric and CATV connections are commonly made on 35-foot and 40-foot poles, and
therefore, a 37.5-feet average pole will be reasonable for computation of the charge for
that pole use. Poles with three users (telephone, electric, and CATV) are commonly 40
feet and 45 feet long, with an average length of 42.5 feet. An equal distribution of
the pole population and utilization would produce a composite average pole of 37u5 feet
in length. The'Commission notes that an average pole length of 37.5 feet was supported
by CATV testimony.

All parties have agreed that CATV operators should be responsible for the use, of one
foot of the usable space on poles. |

When a telephone .and CATV attachment occupy a single pole the amount of usable space
will be calculated as if it were a 32.5-foot pole. It will be assumed that the pole is
buried six feet in the ground. There was much testimony concerning the height' of the
lowest attachment. Neither the 18 feet of CATV nor the 21'feet of some of the utilities

1
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appears to be realistic. An 18-foot attachment would not allow for sag in those places
where safety requirements demand 18 feet of clearance, and a 21-foot attachmeiit would
be unnecessarily high for most installations. Cable television should not be penalized
for connections that telephone utilities have placed unnecessarily high on their poles,
but neither will this commission assume that any connections are made so low as to produce
violations of the National Electric Safety Code ('NESC')". Therefore, for purposes of
calculation, the commission finds that an average height of the lowest connection on the
pole of 20 feet is reasonable, and will allow for adequate clearances for cable spans.
The top foot of a pole of this two-user configuration is not normally used.

Assuming the average two-user (telephone and CATV) pole of 32.5 feet in length, less
six feet buried, 20 feet to the lowest attachment, and a foot of unused space at the top,
there would be 5.5 feet of usable pole space. The CATV operator must be responsible for
one foot. (1/55 or 0.1818.)

The typical two-user electric and CATV pole is assumed to be an average of 37.5 feet.
National Electric Safety Code regulations for poles on which high voltage electrical
current is carried require a 40-inch clearance between the lowest electrical conductor
and the highest communications conductor. There was some evidence that on occasion the
electric utilities have used a small portion of the safety clearance space for electrical
appurtenances such as transformers. Similarly, the CATV operators have pointed to
occasional use of the top foot of the pole by electrical utilities as an argument that
this space should be included in 'usable space' for all poles. To take these situations
into account, the commission finds that it is reasonable to assign the top foot of the
pole as usable space by the electric utility, while retaining the integrity of the
NESC-required 40-inch clearance as nonusable space in situations involving the electric
utility.

Assuming the typical two-user electric and CATV pole of an average 37.5 feet in length,
less six feet buried, 20 feet to the lowest attachment, and 3.33 feet required safety
space, there would be 8.17 feet of usable pole space. The CATV customer must be responsible
for one foot. (1/8.17 or 0.1224.)

I
Assuming the typical three-user pole of 42.5 feet in length, less six feet buried, 20

feet to the lowest attachment, 3.33 feet required safety space, there would be 13.i7 feet
of usable pole space. The CATV customer must be responsible for one foot. (1/13.17 or
0.0759.)

I

In summary, the commission finds that the use to which a pole is s-ubjected will determine
the appropriate factors in confuting the rate to be charged the attaching CATV operator.

The telephone utility with a two-user situation (telephone and CATV) , should take its
weighted average cost of 30-foot and 3.5-foot poles, multiplied by its bare pole factor
of 78 per cent, multiplied by its annual carrying charges, and finally multipliedjby the
appropriate usage factor of 0.1818 to arrive at an annual pole charge for CATV attachments
for such use. 1

The electric utiltiy with a two-user situation (electric and CATV) should take its
weighted average cost of 35-foot and 40-foot poles multiplied by its bare pole factor
of 85 per cent, adjusted for grounds, multiplied by its annual carrying charges, and
finally multiplied bythe appropriate usage factor of 0.1224 to arrive at an annual pole
charge for CATV attachrrients for such use". •

Finally, in the case of the three-user pole, the utility should take its weighted average
cost of 40-foot and 45-foot poles, multiplied by its bare pole factor (85 per cent for
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electric, adjusted for grounds, and 78 per cent for telephone utilities) , multiplied by-
its annual carrying charges, and finally mutiplied by the appropriate usage factor of
0;0759 to arrive at an annual pole charge for CATV attachments for such use.

We are aware that some utilities may not have accurate records of the number of two-user
and three-user poles with CATV attachments. Although we require that a two-user and a
three-user rate be developed and filed by each affected utility, the commission will allow
a composite billing rate based on relative pole populations when a complete inventory
of CATV pole attachments is not presently available. Upon compilation of such inventory
records, retroactive billing adjustments should be made to the effective date of the
tariffs. We see no reason why special inventories should be made for this purpose, but
should be accomplished in conjxmction with the periodic inspections of pole plant required
by co^ission regulations. (807 KAR 5;006. § The maximum time limitatipns for the use
of the composite rate will be the same as the time allowed for the applicable plant
inspection req^rements of the regulation.

Anchor Attachments

Much testimony was offered by CATV operators that anchor costs be included in pole costs.
However, since CATV operators generally have the option of installing their ovm. anchors
or utilizing an existing anchor previously installed by the utility, it would be
inappropriate to include a charge for anchor usage as a part of the pole attachment costs.
When anchors of the utilities are used, the commission finds that a fully allocated poirtion
of the utility's cost for such anchors should be identified and paid for separately.

The method should be essentially the same as for pole attachments, being (1) the embedded
cost of anchors, multipliedby (2) annual earring charges multiplied by (3) the appropriate
usage factor. When a utility has recorded its embedded cost of anchors, that figure should
be used. In the absence of such information, it is reasonable to assume that a utility's
cost development of anchors parallels the cost development of poles used by CATV.
Therefore, the embedded investment for an anchor should equal the average ciirfent
investment for a typical anchor, miiltipliedby the ratio of the average embedded investment
for 30- and 4S-foot poles to the average current costs for 30- to 45-foot poles. The
annual carrying charge factors should be the same as for poles. Finally," as to the usage
factor, CATV should be responsible for one- half of the costs for two-user anchors, and
one-third of the cost of three-user anchors.

i
I

Conduit

[8] Very little attention was paid at the hearing to charges for sharing conduit space.
South Central Bell maintained that conduit space should be charged at a rate based on
current costs rather than embedded costs because once wire is placed in conduit, that
portion of the conduit is no longer available for any other use by any party. Hence, current
conduit costs more nearly reflect the utility's costs for sharing this type of
installation.

Although not offered in evidence by any of the parties, the commission takes oifficial
•notice that the National Electric Code ('NEC') sets .forth"the maximum allowable fill
percentage for wire placed in the various sizes of conduit, where electrical conductors
are involved. When only communications conductors are involved, the telephone utilities
should use fill standards appropriate to that industry, with documentation supporting

... I
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Therefore the commission finds that the appropriate charge for conduit use by CATV
operators should be (1) the current cost per duct foot for the type and size of] conduit
used, divided by (2) the appropriate allowable percentage fill for the size ofl conduit
used, multiplied by (3) the current annual charge factors developed for conduit.

Findings and Order

The commission, after considering the matter and all evidence of record and being advised,
finds that:

(1) The CATV operator, as a user of utility poles for attachments of its cables, is a
customer of the regulated utility pole owner; i

(2) As a customer of the regulated utility, the CATV operator should be obligated to
pay its share of the fully allocated costs of providing service to it; |

I

(3) The rights and obligations of the CATV operator and the regulated utility are as
set forth herein;

(4) The method for determining the applicable rates and charges are as set forth herein;

1

(5) The commission will allow deviations from the mathematical elements found reasonable
herein only when a major discrepancy exists between the contested element and the average
characteristics of the utility, and the burden of proof should be upon the party asserting
the need for such deviation,- ,

I

(6) Each utility should file tariffs for CATV pole attachments and charges conforming
to the principles and findings in this order*; and I

I

I

(7) On and after the effective date of the tariffs required herein, all existing pole
attachment agreements should be superseded. '

Appendix ' A'

Appendix to an Order of the Public Service Commission

In Administrative Case No. 251, Dated September 17, 1982

The commission has reviewed, reconsidered, and has made certain modifications and
clarifications to its^ order of August 12, 1982, in Administrative Case No. 251 (48 PUR4th
567) .

The commission's reasons for granting reconsideration, making some modifications, and
denying others, are as follows;

A. South Central Bell Telephone Company's Petition for Modification
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1. Bell pointed out that it does not have accurate records of the number of two-party '
and three-party poles which have CATV attachments. The commission adopted Bell's
suggestion that a composite rate based on relative pole populations (of which it does
have a record) be allowed until accurate records can be obtained. At that tixne^ billing
adjustments are to be made, retroactive to the date of the tariffs.

2. Next, Bell requested clarification as to whether contribution toward common costs
of the utility would be allowed as part of the rate computation. The commission has allowed
such contribution when adequate justification is provided.

3. Finally, Bell correctly points out that the National Electric Code conduit fill
limitations were incorrectly applied to the telephone utilities, which would result in
higher rates to CATV operators. The commission has allowed the telephone utilities to
use conduit fill standards appropriate to their industry, with supporting documentation.
Further, Bell requested the commission to modify its order with respect to the annual
carrying charges for conduit use so that it merely allows the same types of charges for
conduit as for poles. The commission did so.

.B. Louisville Gas and Electric Company's Petition to Reconsider

1. Louisville Gas and Electric Company points out that to limit a CATV operator's
indemnification to those cases in which the operator is at fault might unnecessarily
increase the expense of the utility's insuring arrangements and might cause additional
e3q)ense in the defense of joint fault liability cases. The commission agreed, and has
amended the order to allow a requirement for insuring against joint-fault liability as
well as against the sole negligence of the CATV operator. To go further and require
indemnification by the CATV operator also against the sole negligence of the utility would

* offend the basic premise that the CATV is a customer of the utility.

2 . Louisville Gas and Electric Company argues that the CATV operator should in some manner
pay more than the announced methodology provides as its share of the cost of the 40-inch
safety clearance space required by the NESC where communications lines share pole space
with electric conductors.

The commission finds that the methodology adequately charges the CATV operator with its
proportionate part of.all bare pole costs' which include the cost of the safety space.
Requiring an additional -direct contribution to the cost of the safety space is no more
•justifiable than requiring any one party to bear more of the cost of the undergro-und portion
of the pole than the others. All portions of the pole not included in 'usable space'
have been determined to benefit all parties using the pole.

1

C. Kentucky Utilities' Petition for Rehearing '
I

1. Kentucky Utilities (KU) argues that the commission incorrectly provided a deduction
of $12.50 per pole from pole plant costs even when, as in its case, no costs had been
added to the pole account for grounds. This result was not intended. We have modified
the order to require, deduction for ground costs only when they have previously been added
•to the pole accounts. Further, where CATV has attached to (utilized) the utility's ground
wire, the $12.50 should be added into (or back into) the bare pole cost for each such
ground. '
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2. Kentucky Utilities objects to the use of sinple arithmetic averages of suitable pole
lengths as not reflecting,.the amount of usable space on particular poles, and cites one
example (40-foot and 45~foot poles, when there are more 40-foot poles than 45-foot poles) .
However, KU's evidence shows that the same disparity does not exist with respcet to 35-foot
and 40-foot poles, upon which the two-user methodology is based. Parties to this
proceeding have generally agreed heretofore that ' average poles' be used in constructing
a methodology, to avoid the costs involved in physically measuring, inspecting, and
recording each pole in a system. Further, to recognize 'weighted average pole lengths'
would require that each utility have a separate usable space factor, destroying the
uniformity of the methodology. The logic, if any, in this objection, would require removal
of all 'averages' in the methodology. Therefore, the commission found no merit in this
objection, and made no changes in the methodology.

3. Kentucky Utilities challenges the commission's statement that 'each qualified CATV
operator must have the right to receive service. ' This statement in the order is based
on the essential premise that CATV operators shall be considered customers, and not
independently contracting parties. The utility should not be allowed to exclude any
qualified operator if space is available, or can be made available by 'make-ready' work,
for which the operator requiring the work will pay.

D. Kentucky Power Company's Petition for Reconsideration

1. Kentucky Power Conpany's (KPCo) first point is the same as KU's first point,- addressed
in C-1 of this appendix.

2. Next KPCo asks for confirmation that the 15 per cent deduction required of electric
utilities from their pole accounts is for all appurtenances charged to such accounts,
which was not the sense intended. The discussion of 'major app^lrtenances' and other
appurtenances was by way of esq^lanation of the percentage chosen. Kentucky Power Company
had shown in its testimony that major appurtenances could be identified and removed from
their pole accounts. The 15 per cent was to provide for minor appurtenances not already
segregated, which KPCo estimated to be 8.7 per cent, plus an allowance for anchors,
likewise not segregated, and for which the commission allows a specific charge.

We have clarified the order on this point, and have specified that for electric utilities,
the 15 per cent should be deducted from the sum of the appropriate subaccounts of FERC
Form 1, Account 364, thereby excluding 'major appurtenances.

I

3. Kentucky Power Company asks who should bear the cost of changes made necessary by
utility operations occurring after the CATV connection has been made. Since CATV operators
are to be utility customers, changes occurring because of the utility's system
requirements should be borne by the system as a whole, just as the cost.of changes arising
because of CATV system requirements are borne by CATV. j

I

4. Kentucky Power Company objects that the order provides no incentive for the CATV
operator to report-all attachments. Under the provisions of the August 12, 1982, order,
the maximum penalty would be for two years' charges.

We have modified the order to allow tariff provisions requiring payment of double the
fee "that would otherwise be paid, and likewise requiring that the charges imposed for
necessary 'make-ready' work on poles with unauthorized attachments be double the amount
that would have been due for attachments timely reported and authorized. We find .that
the usual provisions for termination of service for violation of PSC regulations are not
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appropriate as a possible penalty in this situation, since the CATV customers might suffer
as much as the defaulting operator.

E. Kentucky Cable Television Association's Motion for Rehearing and/or Reconsideration

1(a). The Kentucky Cable Television Association (KCATV) operators asked for
clarification, as did KPCo, as to the electric utility accounts from which 15 per cent
is deducted toarrive at bare pole costs. This has been done as set forth above in Section
D-2. Rural Electrification Administration borrowing electric utilities not'reporting
to FERC should follow a parallel methodology. Also, CATV requested clarification of the
treatment of grounds, which has been covered in Section C-1 .of this appendix.

1(b). Kentucky Cable Television Association's second argument concerns the length of
two- and tiiree-party poles upon which average investment is based. This point is addressed
in Section C-2 of this appendix. Further, the commission considered but did not adopt
the results of KCATV's survey, which was contradicted by other evidence in the record,
including that of one of KCATV's own witnesses.

1(c). Kentucky Cable Television Association's argument that the utilities' estimates
of how. many two-party and three-party poles have CATV attachments might be biased is
disposed of by the addition of a provision that such estimates, when replaced by a physical
inventory, are to be corrected by retroactive billing adjustments.

2. Kentucky Cable Television Association argues that* the commission must specify accounts
to be used in arriving at annual carding charges.

We have modified the order to provide that the Uniform System of Accounts will be utilized.
The commision will review the tariff filings and documentation submitted for" adequacy
and conformance to the principles set forth in the order.

3 (a) . Kentucky Cable Television Association argues that a 20-foot minimum grade clearance
is contrary to the evidence; however, the order is based on averages; i.e.,, an average
grade clearance established for calculationof 'usable space.' We are aware there are
clearance requirements other than 18. foot, but determined that 2 0 foot would best
approximate the overall average in order to meet NESC requirements. Kentucky Cable
Television Association's smrvey, relied on in its motion, did not report on NESC safety
clearances.

3 (b) . Kentucky Cable Television Association states that the commission determined that
electric utilities do not use and of the 40-inch safety space. That is an incorrect reading
of the order. The commission 'traded off the occasional use of a portion of the safety
space with the sometime use of the top foot of electric poles by i eluding the entire
top foot and excluding the safety space (for purposes of calculations) . Also,i KCATV's
assertion that streetlights are located in the safety space and produce utility revenues
were taken into accoimt. This use is not general, and testimony in the record indicates
that it is often not revenue producing, but an expense, when providing free streetlights
is a condition of the utilities' franchise with the cities.

3 (c) . Kentucky Cable Television Association asserts that its survey data should be used
to determine 'average pole sizes. ' This is the same argument made by KCATV in Item 1(b)
of its petition", and is responded to in this appendix.

I

4. Kentucky Cable Television Association argues that the commission erred in using
1
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current costs for conduit investment. We stand by the order. Once a section of jconduit
has reached maximum fill/ it is not as easily 'changed out' to a larger size as are poles.
Conduit is generally installed under city streets and sidewalks, and replacements or
additions thereto are quite troublesome and ej^ensive. Therefore, it is more reasonable
to charge current costs for conduit-than to charge current costs for poles. I

I

I

END OP DOCUMENT I
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Allocation of the Full Costs of the Entire Pole under FCC Cable Methodology
FCC Presumptions

37.5 Ft Shared Pole

Usable

Space

13.5'

(Includes 3.33'
Safety Space)

Unusable

Space

24.0'

18' above ground

clearance

6 ' below grd support

Total Cost Allocation

Direct Cost Per Attacher:

Allocation based on use of 1'
occupied space

1/13.5 X

(13.5/37.5)=2.67%

indirect Cost:

Allocation based on direct use

1/13.5 X

(24/37.5)« 4.74%

Direct + indirect «7.41%
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Q. So you became aware of the decision — I am

sorry. You became aware of TVA^s policy when its

board adopted it; is that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. And do you know when the board adopted'it?

A. February of '16, I believe.

Q. But you said you were aware of a study when

it was first commissioned. What study are you

referencing?

A. The LPCs, local — I think they are called

local power companies.

Q. For ease, if you want, we can agree that

LPC refers to the cooperatively owned and municipally

owned utilities who purchase power from TVA.

A. That is good. I knew there was -a study
?

that was being done because some of the electric

co-ops that are TVA members contacted us about — I 1

think we actually commented on some of the original '
j

language. And I don't remember if it was from TVA or

TVPPA.
I

Q. Do you remember when these electric co-ops
I

contacted you? " '

A. No. I could — I could go back to my ,

e-mail or — or records and find that. I would assume

it would have been in 2015. I
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Q. You mentioned AREA earlier. Is that the

Alabama Rural Electric Association?

A. That is correct.

Q. Did AREA contact you, or was it members of

AREA who contacted you?

A. It was some of the cooperative members of

AREA, if I remember correctly.

Q. And which members were those?

A. They were in North Alabama. Probably Joe

Wheeler and Cullman.

Q. I am sorry?

A. Cullman, C-U-L-L-M-A-N.

Q. And you said a name. Joe?

A. Wheeler.

Q. Is Joe Wheeler —

A. It's an electric co-op.

Q. "Is Joe Wheeler an electric co-op?'

A. It is, yes, as is Cullman.

Q. How do you spell Joe Wheeler?

A. J-O-E. Wheeler, W-H-E-L-L-E-R [sic]-. It's

named for the waterway up in that area.

Q. I learn something new every day.

So you mentioned Cullman, Joe Wheeler.

Were there any other co-ops who contacted you about

the TVA study?
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1 A. Not that I remember.

2 Q. And what did the TVA study consist of?

3 A. Well, they were gathering — they were

4 doing fact gathering at the time. They were looking

3 at attachment rental rates and contract terms. I

3 don't believe they ever published anything on contract

1 terms in the docket, and I-don't remember exactly what

8 all we produced and sent them. But it was all

9 historical stuff. It was. And — and we didn't

get — we were never involved any further. It just

kind of went into a black hole.

12 Q. • I want to clarify something. You've

13 mentioned a TVA decision, and you've mentioned a TVA

14 docket. Are you aware of any dockets or decisions

15 related to pole attachment rates issued by the TVA?

18 A. Only — I'm only aware of the exhibit that

17 I provided.

18 Q. Is that Exhibit 8?

19 A. 8. Exhibit 8.

20 Q. WA?

21 A. WA Exhibit Number 8.

22 Q. And that is a board resolution?

23 A. That is what I'm familiar with.

24 Q. So when you talk about the TVA formula and

25 you talk about what TVA has done, what'we are really

10
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talking about is a resolution passed by TVA's board?

A. That is correct.

Q. There is no docket?

A. No.

Q. There is no decision?

A. Correct.

Q. There is no order?

A. Right. A board resolution.

Q. What facts did you provide during this

fact-gathering process?

A. I honestly can't remember what — we were

asked to provide' certain things, and whatever they

asked, we provided. • Both.of those electric co-ops are

clients of ours, and we do design work and inventories

and things like that. So they knew us and contacted

us about questions they had.

Q. Did you provide information about rate

methodologies?

A. No, I don't remember doing that.

Q. Did you propose any rate methodologies?

A. I do not believe we did.

Q. But you mentioned at some point, you

received — you commented on a proposal?

A. I don't remember saying that. I — I don''t

think I — we never commented on anything related to
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1 -this board resolution that was passed.

2 Q. I thought I heard you earlier say that

3 there was a proposal from either TVA or TVPPA, you

4 couldn't remember which, and that you may have

5 submitted comments to that.

6 ' A. I — I think what we provided was input

7 that was requested by the two electric co-ops that I

8 mentioned. And that was the extent.

9 Q. And that input did not include anything
I

10 related to pole attachment rate methodology?

11 A, No. I'm fairly confident that that was the

12 case. And those would have just been two co-ops out

13 _ of the 165 co-ops or — or municipals in the TVA

14 system.

15 Q. Did you have any other role or involvement

16 in the development of the TVA approach adopted by the

17 board resolution?

18 A. None at all.

19 Q. What did you do to educate yourself about

20 -it?

21 A. I got a copy of it and read it, of course.

22 Q. When you say "read it," are you referring,

23 to your WA Exhibit 8?

24 A. Yes.

25 Q. And that includes the board resolution, as
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Do you see that?

A. That is right. That is what I remembered

in the gray area from the last time I read it.

That's — y®s.

Q. And if we keep going in this section, if we

turn the page. The top of the next pagel

MR. VINROOT: Are we on Page 3? It

has a page number.,

MR. G,E0RGE4 Yeah. The Page 3.

BY MR. GEORGE: .

Q. It is board of directors at the top. Page

3. January 22nd, 2016.

A. Right.

Q. Are you on the page at the top?

A. I am.

Q. About midway through that paragraph, do you

see a sentence that begins with "Space Allocation?"

A. "Space allocation will be determined using'

the actual number of attaching parties per pole,

including the pole owner." Yes.

Q. And are you aware of how that calculation

of average number of attached' amenities works?

A. Yes, sir, I am.

Q. How does that calculation work?

A. You only consider in the calculation poles
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1 that have foreign attachments on them. You look at

2 those poles for the pole owner that have foreign

3 attachments. And you count not the number of

4 attachments, but the nimber of parties that are

5 attached to each of those poles.

6 So, for instance, a pole owned by a co-op

7 that has the co-op, a telephone company with six

8 attachments, a cable company with two attachments and

9 a CLEG with two attachments, has four attaching

10 entities, and that's the way the number is developed.

11 You add up.all of those one-party pole — .

12 I'm sorry, not one party, because they don't go into

13 the total.

14 You add up all of the two-party poles, all

13 of the three-party poles, all the four-party poles,

18 all of the five-party poles. In CPS Energy we found

17 an eight-party pole.

18 But you add all those parties together, not

19 the number of their attachments, you sum the number of

20 times they're on the poles, divided by the total,

21 including the owner, divided by the number of poles

22 owned by the owner that are in the universe, and that

23 gives you your average niimber of attaching entities.

24 Q. Is that the Wil Arnett approach, or is that

25 the TVA approach? i
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A. That is my understanding of the TVA

approach.

Q. Okay. And so that approach requires that

the cooperative know how many poles on its system have

the third-party attachment; is that correct?

A. It — yes.

Q. How is that number calculated, when the

utility does not know how many of its poles have a

third-party attachment?

A. There was — there was only one case of the

four where we had to do a calculation. We had billing

records.

Q. Okay. We will get there in a second,

Mr. Arnett.

I guess my question is, how would TVA

calculate the average — under the TVA approach, how

would you calculate the average number of attached —

A. They assume —

Q. — in that situation?

A. Excuse me. They assume three. They assume

there is a telephone company, a cable company and a

power company on every pole. That was their

assumption.

Q. Okay. And you've anticipated my next-

question, which was, how did you calcula-te the average
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1 number of attaching entities for each of the four

2 co-ops in this case?

3 A. We had billing records for the one co-op

4 that didn't have pole-by-pole information. But we had

5 billing records. And we knew how many poles had

6 attachments by the ILEC. And the ILEC has a specific

7 dedicated area. An exchange boundary. They don't

cross into another exchange boundary.

We use that as the base. We assume that

10 all poles — I think it was ILEC. We assume that —

11 it may have been the cable operator. But we assume

12 that the — that the ILECs all had a cable attachment

13 on them, up to the point that we had to utilize all of '

14 the cable attachments that were being paid for. And

13 then after that, we assimied it was just a two-party

16 pole.

17 There was — I think there was one CLEG,

maybe two at that co-op. And we added those on top of

10 the three-party poles and assumed a maximum overlap.

20 Q. And where did you get that methodology?

21 A. Mr. Henry Dent, who works for me, did a VIN

22 diagram drawing of how to calculate the maximum

23 overlap. And he and Ms. Inman, who looked up a

formula off the Internet, both saw — using two

25 different methods, and got the same number to the
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100th decimal place.

Q. Do you know what formula Ms. Inman looked

up?

A.

Internet.

Q.

A.

know.

Q. Okay. And can you look back on just Page

16 and 17 of your testimony, just so we are clear,

which co-op you did this calculation for?

A. Sure. Okay. Union Power had done an

inventory, and we had detailed information for Union

Power about who was- on every pole. And we could very

easily calculate the number. And it was 2.33 average

attaching entities on Union Power.

Surry-Yadkin keeps pole-by-pole attachment'

records and they update those records monthly. The

average there was 2.2.1, and it's in an Excel

spreadsheet that's like 30 MG in size. It's huge.

But we were able to determine which poles had

•attachments and who all was attached. It's by pole.

Jones-Onslow is where we did the annual
I

billing records, by assuming that each pole to which '

Time Warner is attached also has a telephone company •

I don't. But it was — it was on the

Do you know where on the -Internet?

No. But I can find out, and I will let you
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1 attachment on them, up to the total number of

2 telephone attachments. That is the way it was done.

3 So we assumed maximum overlap. We assume

4 that there were no poles owned by Surry-Yadkin with

5 telephone attachments that didn't also have a cable

6 attachment.

7 Q. I am sorry, you made that assumption for

8 Jones-Onslow?

.9 A. That is correct.

10 MR. VINROOT: You said Surry-Yadkin.

11 You meant Jones-Onslow.

12 THE WITNESS: Oh, I am sorry. Thank

13 you.

14 BY MR. GEORGE:

13 Q. And can you explain how —

16 MR. VINROOT: Do you want to let him

11 finish his testimony, or do you want to ask

18 about him about Carteret? Carteret-Craven?

19 BY MR. GEORGE:

20 Q. Did you finish your testimony --

21 MR. VINROOT; He was going —- he has

22 not.

23 • MR. GEORGE: Oh, I'm sorry.

24 the WITNESS: We did. We did. -

25 MR. GEORGE: Well, thank you.
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Mr. Vinroot.

BY MR. GEORGE:

Q. Please. Carteret-Craven.

A. Carteret-Craven has only 38 telephone

attachments on the whole system. So we added those 38

CenturyLink attachments to the Time Warner,

attachments. And again, another maximum overlap. And

calculated the average attaching entities there to be

2.0003 or 2..0.

Q. And what is the relationship between the

average niunber of attaching entities and the space

•allocation factor used in the TVA approach?

A. The — the smaller the number of attaching

entities, the higher the attachment rentals because

there are fewer parties sharing the common space.

Q. So'by not using the TVA assumption of three

for Jones-Onslow, your calculation produces a higher

rate?

A. That is correct. But, that was one

of the — the TVA method says that's a rebuttable

presumption.

Q. So do you think it's reasonable that the '

TVA approach allocates the safety space entirely to

the communications attachers on the pole?

A. Well, Delaware'does that as -well. So yeah.

DAVE) FBLDMAN WORLDWE)B. INC.
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1 Q. I'm not going to make any promises, but

2 read into it what you will.

3 A. Okay.

4 - Q. So on Page 53, you propose contract

5 language that you submit the commission should adopt

6 related to the recovery but for costs; is that right?

? A. Yes, I do.

8 Q. How do you define "but for costs"?

9 A. That the expense would not" have been

10 required but for the presence of the cable attachment,

11 Q. And what does that include?

12 A. Permit fees. When a licensee wants to make

13 an attachment and they submit a permit, the cost

14 associated with receiving, logging, doing a field

13 investigation, any engineering associated with making

18 that pole ready, any construction "that the pole owner

1? would be required to do 'to make the space available

18 for the licensee. All those typical engineering

19 inspection may create a cost that the pole owner would

20 not be doing but for the presence of the licensee on •

21 the pole.

22 Q. And do you know whether those types of

23 costs are typically provided for in a pole attachment ,

24 agreement? |
I

25 A. Yes, they are. 1
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Q. And how are they typically addressed in a

pole attachment agreement?

A. It's — agreements I'm familiar with, they

are — are addressed in Articles 3 or 4, which is the

permit process and the application process to get on

the pole. It talks about make-ready. It talks about

advanced payment in many cases for the make-ready. It

talks about the timing for release of the construction

work order. It's usually very — very early in the

contract that all those things are set out.

Q. It's an industry standard rate to have —

A. I would.

Q. — an application fee, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And to have the licensee pay for the

make-ready costs required to attach to a pole?

A. Yes.

I

Q. Are you proposing this paragraph in lieu of

those typical full attachment provisions?

A. I thought it was important that it's clear

that the attachment rental doesn't cover those kinds

of costs. •

Q. What other costs?

A. Those are the ones that come to mind.

Q. In your proposed definition, you list —
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you say, "And to perform'other activities that the

cooperative would not have to do but for the presence

of TWC attachments."

What other activities?

A. Periodic inventories. A five-year

inventory of attachments is an example.

Q. Would you agree it's industry standard for

the parties to agree on some language about sharing

costs for that type of inventory?

A. It's — it's in all the contracts I have

been involved in when we are finished with them.

Q. So those are typically addressed in the

contract, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And typically, it requires the attachment

party to pay for the inventory to the extent that its

attachments are counted?

MR. VINROOT: Well, object —

BY MR. GEORGE:

Q. Is that right?

MR. 'VINRGGT: — typical.

BY MR. GEORGE:

Q. Is that industry standard?

A. It's very common in the agreements, I — I

have been involved in, that the licensee pays for his
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share of attachment inventory at periodic intervals.

Q. Based on the number of its attachments

accounted in the inventory?

A. No, I disagree there. I would say, based

on the number of poles in the area that the licensee

serves, not the number of poles they are attached to.

If we know how many poles they were attached to, we

wouldn't be doing inventory.

So you take the licensee service area and

you create a polygon around it, it's very easy to do

now with GIS systems. And if in that area you look at

5,000 poles, and 4,800 of them have licensee

attachments on it, the licensee pays for the 5,000

poles, one way or another. It's either baked into the

rate, based on 4,800 poles, or it's based into the —

baked into the rate. We are looking at 5,000 poles.

And the cleanest, safest, easiest way is to say a rate

per pole inspected are inventoried instead of a rate

per pole with attachments.

Q. When you say it's "baked into the rate,"

are you saying that the inspection costs are baked

into the annual pole attachment rate?
1

A. I'm — No. I'm saying — I am sorry, that

was a — that was a — not a good statement.

I'm saying that^ if the charge is $3 per
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pole, with an attachment to do a'n inventory, and it's

known that there are — only about half the poles have

an attachment on them at $3 a pole becomes $1.50 for

every pole looked at.

Somebody doing an inventory can't look at a

pole to determine whether or not it has an attachment

without recovering its cost to doing that.

I may not be clear in what I'm saying

but —

Q. But the parties typically would have a

contact around that?

A. That is correct, yes.

Q. And the contract,.typically, if it's not a

payment based on the number of attachments, then it

would typically be based on a polygon approach or

another approach that you described that would try to

identify the service area where the third-party

attachment —

A. That's correct.

Q. — attachments exist?

A. Yes. I interrupted. But that is correct.

I think we are saying the same thing. I

just didn't want it to be on the record that I agreed

that the rate ought to be per attachment found because

there is an incentive when you do that to find a whole
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bunch of attachments.

The better thing is to pay somebody per

pole looked at, period, and then do a QC — quality

checks to make sure that they are properly identifying

everything they are looking at. And then you are not

driving them to find additional attachments or

additional violations or additional transfers. Just

how much per pole that you are going to look at.

Q. When you say that there is an incentive

for — you are talking about the company doing the

attachment has an incentive to find more? Is that —

•doing the audit has incentive to find more

attachments?

A. • If you are paying the person based on the

number of attachments they find, instead of the number

of- locations they look at, then they are going to try

to find as ma-ny attachments as possible. You would

hope they would do it either way. But the better way

is to say, I want this part of my system inspected —

inventoried. How much would you charge me per pole to

go look at it? I want you to tell me how many

attachments, how many violations, how many transfers,^

how many whatever. But this area'has got this many !

poles.. How much per pole? |

Q. So we were talking about payment by the

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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1 licensee. And you are talking about now payment to

2 the company conducting the inspection?

3 A. And they could be one in the same. If the

4 licensee is paying for the cost of the inventory is a

5 but-for cost, then I'm saying my•experience is — the

6 more appropriate way to do it is on — based on the

7 number of poles looked at.

8 ' Q. Based on the total poles looked at?

9 A. That is correct.

10 Q. And the licensee would pay for the entire

11 inspection?

12 A. I go back to what I said earlier. If — if

13 you've got to look at 2,000 poles and only 1,000 of

14 them have attachments on it, you've got to have a rate

15 that covers looking at all 2,000 poles.

16 Q. What if you know that only 20,000 poles

17 have an attachment on it, but your system consists of

18 . 60,000 poles, would that be reasonable to charge the

19 attaching entity for the inspection of the entire

20 system? ,

21 A. ' What you would want — my proposal — my

22 belief is that you ought to look at everything at one

23 time. You shouldn't do one licensee today in this

24 area of your system, and then next year do another

25 licensee, like the telephone company in that same area

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWE)E, INC.
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of the system. And you pro rate the cost, based on

what is found in that particular area on a per pole

basis.

Q. Does the pole owner derive benefits from a

systemwide inspection?

A. An inventory?

Q. Uh-huh (affirmative).

A. From an inventory? If there are unreported

attachments and he gets his attachment records

correct, yes. If you look for unsafe conditions at

the same time, then those can be found,, as well.

Q. Whether they are caused by the third-party

attacher or caused by the utility itself, right?

A. Whatever — whatever is in the scope of the

inventory. -Yes.

Q. Are there any other activities that you

maintain are not recovered by an annual rental rate?

A. The ones that I mentioned are the ones that

come to mind.

Q. Are there any others?

A. I — there may be, but I can't think of

them right now.

Q. If the commission were to approve this

contract language, anybody could think of some other '

activity, right?

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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1 A. Yes. I'm sure they could if they were of

2 that character.

3 Q. And that could lead to more disputes,

4 • right?

5 A. The best is to get it in writing, agreed to

6 by the parties and get a signature on it.

7 Q. Would you agree that the standard terms

6 that we talked about that would address application

9 fees and make-ready fees and sharing of expenses for

10 audits and inspections are the best way to. address the

11 but-for costs that you discussed?

12 A. And things like make-ready when it's

13 required on behalf of the licensee, those — those

14 would be but-for cost as well. But yes.

15 Q. • The best way to do that is to address it

16 specifically in a contract?

17 A. Absolutely.

18 Q. Which is the standard approach?

19 A. That is the best approach, in my opinion.

20 Q. And it's actually the same approach that is

21 taken in each of the contracts that are currently in

22 effect between the parties in these proceedings,

23 right?

24 A. I would — I haven't — I read all of the

25 contracts, but I can't remember exactly how they

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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address" all those things.

MR. GEORGE: I may be done, but let's

take a short break and let me review my.

notes.

MR. VINROOT: Sure.

MR. GEORGE: I'm done.

(Deposition concluded at 4:55 p.m.-)
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2 STATE OF

) : ss

4 COUNTY OF

5

6

7 I, WILFRED ARNETT, the witness

herein, having read the foregoing

9 testimony of the pages of this deposition,

10 do hereby certify it to be a true and

11 correct transcript, subject to the

12 corrections, if any, shown on the attached

13 page

14

15
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16 WILFRED ARNETT

17

18
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20 Sworn and subscribed to before

21 me, this day of

22 , 2017.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Pole attachment rates in this countiy are generally established by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). These rates are approximately $6 per pole
attachment peryear. ^Due torecent court decisions, there is the potential that the FCC will
be displaced as the arbiter of pole attachment rates for both"^ Internet and wireless
connections. Should the Supreme Court of the United States decide that the FCC has over
stepped its authority, there is the potential that pole attachment rates could increase
significantly. We believe this could have a detrimental effect on the deployment of
advanced services to all Americans. If the FCC loses its jurisdiction over this rate setting
activity, we believe the States should assert jurisdiction over pole attachments and
maintain the currently established rate structure. We further believe that current rates are
both fair and reasonable and ^at they promote facilities based competition. This paper
contains a draft recommendation that model legislation hom California may be considered
by other States that may assume jurisdiction over the rate making process for pole
attachments.

'1

See pg. 8 for rate survey results.
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INTRODUCTION

Testifying before the U.S. Senate on pole attachments, John E. Logan, Acting Chief

ofthe FCC's Cable Services Bureau in 1*998, stated:

Congress enacted Section 224 of the Communications Act to ensure that

utilities' control over their infrastructure (poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-

way) would not create a bottleneck that stifled the growth of cable television.

The 1996 Act expanded the scope of Section 224 to support access by

telecommunications providers as well. Access to utility infrastructure at just .

and reasonable rates is critical to the development of competition in the

1



telecommiimcations and video markets. Without reasonable access, electric,

phone and other utility infrastructure owners could effectively prohibit the

entry of new providers to the market and stifle current providers in the

delivery ofnew services. Section 224, and the Commission's implementation

of the statutory provision, are therefore fundamental to the emergence of a

competitive environment as they ensure access, particularly by new entrants.

Section 224 also provides for increased compensation for utilities, so that they

are appropriately cornpensated for this expanded use of their facilities. The

Bureau is responsible for pole attachment rulemaking and enforcement and

adjudicates complaints relating to access, rates, terms, and conditions of pole

attachment agreements. This work benefits wireless and wireline

telecommunications providers, pursuant to Section 703 of the 1996 Act, as

well as data services companies and providers of video.

Inagreement with these comments regarding ii^astructure bottlenecks, the National

Association ofRegulatory Utility Commissioners passed the following resolution:

WHEREAS, Section 224 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended
(47 U.S.C. Section 224 "the Pole Attachment Act"), requires utilities to
provide telecommunications carriers with non-discriminatory access to poles,
ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way; and

WHEREAS, Prompt, nondiscriminatory access to poles, ducts, conduits and
rights-of-way at reasonable rates, terms, and conditions is essential to 'the
development of facilities-based competition, the deployment of state-of-the-
art telecommunications services to the public and-the implementation-of
facilities- based / broadband network redundancy to safeguard against
network outages; and



WHEREAS, Carriers seeking to offer new facilities - based / broadband and
other telecommunications services have reported an inability to obtain'
prompt, non-discriminatory access at reasonable rates and on reasonable
terms and conditions from some utilities; and

WHEREAS, The failure of a utility to provide prompt, non-discriminatory access
might be an insurmountable barrier to entry to new carriers offering innovative
facilities-based / broadband and other services; and

WBDEREAS, Pursuant to the Pole Attachment Act, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has jurisdiction to ensure that the rates,
terms, and conditions governing access to poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-
way are just and reasonable and to hear complaints regarding the same, unless
a state chooses to regulate such rates, terms, and conditions; and

WHEREAS, State Commissions have been at the forefront of implementing
and enforcing open market requirements to ensure that all consumers have •
access to broadband communications services; and

W^HEREAS, State Commissions have regulatory authority over utilities and
the expertise to address the inability to receive non-discriminatory access to
then: poles, ducts, conduits and rights ofway; now therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC), assembled in its November 2000 112th Annual
Convention in San Diego, California, supports and recommends State
Commissions consider asserting jurisdiction over the rates, terms and
conditions governing access to poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way; and
be it further

RESOLVED, That NARUC establish an ad hoc committee to investigate the
policies, practices and procedures of utilities, including those owned by a
cooperative or by a state, county, municipality or other governmental or
quasi-governmental body, regarding the provision of access to their poles,
ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way and to submit its recommendations at the
NARUC Winter Meeting 2001 regarding rules, regulations, policies and

s



incentives that State Commissions should adopt to further the goal ofprompt,
non-discrioiinatory access at reasonable rates; and be it further

RESOLVED, That NARUC urges State Commissions, to the maximum
extent possible, to take all actions necessary to ensure that prompt, non-
discriminatoiy access is provided to requesting carriers at reasonable rates
and terms to guarantee access to facilities - based / broadband
communications to all consumers.

The following report is an attempt to investigate the policies, practices, and

procedures regarding the provision of access to poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way.

To facilitate the determination of rules and regulations that State Commissions may

consider to insure the goal of prompt, non-discriminatory access, the staff of the Ad Hoc

Committee compiled the following:

1) State statutes currently in effect regarding access to poles, ducts, conduits and

rights-of-way (referred to as "pole attachments" for the remainder of report).

2) State rules regarding access to pole attachments.

3) Survey of state rates for attachment.

4) Recent time line of FCC development of attachment rules and settlement of

disputes.

5) Model State Legislation

At a time when legal uncertainly regarding attachment rates is becoming
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pronounced, it is critically important that all States be prepared to step in to insure that fair

rates are established and that the goals of the 1996 Telecommunication Act are fulfMled.

Former FCC Commissioner Kennard stated:^

Those cut off from these high-speed networks today will find themselves cut
off from the economic opportunities of tomorrow. And more importantly,
they will be cut off from the most important network that there is ~ the
network of our national community. We must always be looking for ways to
remove barriers to investment and to promote competition. I am particularly
concerned about deployment in rural areas and in inner cities. Given the early
stage of deployment of advanced telecommunications generally, it may seem
difficult to discern the extent of the disparity between rural and urban areas.
But today's Report suggests that in the very short term, demand for high
bandwidth will really start to take off. My concern is that a geometric
increase in demand may be mirrored by a geometric increase in the urban-
rural disparity.

The Pole Attachment Act of 1978 and subsequent related FCC regulations were

enacted in an attempt to open the bottleneck control of poles and conduit. Bottleneck

control was being misused to cor^train facilities-based competition. Today, the FCC has

created a pricing mechanism that forestalls the need for protracted and expensive litigation

among utility companies. As the enclosed survey indicates, a vast majority of the States

determine pole attachment rates via this formula.

2
Separate Statement ofChairman Kennard, accompanying the Commission's Report on the Deployment ofAdvanced

Telecommunications Capability to All Americans, CC Docket No. 98-146, released February 3, 1999.
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POLE REGULATION

Currently, 42 States follow tihie FCC's rules in handling pole attachments. Eight

States and the District of Columbia have their own rules (see Attachment A). While States

arepermitted to "certify" theirjurisdiction and regulate pole attachments directly, only 18,

and

the District of Columbia, have done so. They are:

Alaska

California

Connecticut

Delaware

Massachusetts

Michigan

New Jersey

New York



District of Columbia Ohio

Idaho Oregon

Illinois Utah-

Kentucky Vermont

Louisiana Washington

Maine



FCC/STATE POLE ATTACHMENT RATES

Under FCC rules, to determine attachment rates, one must determine three things: 1)

cost of thebare pole,^ 2) cost of carrying charges,"^ and 3) the"useratio."^ AsofFebruary

8,2001, the rules have been altered to consider not only usable space, but to also allocate a

portion of the cost related to unusable space (for telecommunication attachments). This

rule change is being factored in over a five year period. Based upon the assumption that 3

parties attach to a pole, it is' estimated that this change will result in rates going from $5 to

$6 today to the mid-teens by 2006. The following charts (see the next five pages) detail

the findings ofabiennial census ofattachment rents across the nation:^

3
Gross investment in pole plan^ less the depreciation reserve for poles, less accumulated deferred taxes. Deduction is made for

"pole appurtenances" th^ are ofnovalue totheattacher, such asthecross-arms used for power lines.

4
Carrying charges include maintenance expense, depreciation expense, administrative expense, taxes, and a factor for state

determined rate-of-retum.'

^The use ration is the portion of space occupied by an attachee. Presumptive calculations can be altered though the submittal of
proper surveys and or inventory reports. '

^Paul Glist, Cole,Raywid, and Braverman, 1919PeimsylvaniaAve., N.W., Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20006-3458,
www.CTblaw.com.



1997/1999 POLE RATE SURVEYANALYSIS

1997

State

1999

State

1997

State

Eleefcaric

1999

State

State Average Average % Change Average Average % Change

l^abama $4.01 $5.17 28.93% $7.02 $7.02 0.00%|
Alaska $7.00 $10.00 42.86% $7.00 $9.01 28.71%

'Arizona $3.50 $3.35 -4.29% $5.20 $4.61 -11.35%)
AiKansas $1.99 $1.99 0.00% $4.00 $4.00 0.00%

[Caltfomia $5.18 $3.40 -34.36% $5.61 $5.26 -6.24%1
Colorado $4.00 $4.00 0.00% $3.44 $1.72 -50.00%

[Conhecticut $5.83 $5.83 0.00% $5.83 $5.83 0.00%(

Delaware $2.68 $2.68 0.00% $7.30 $7.30 0.00%

jDistrict of Columbia $2:57 $2.57 0.00% $5.00 $5.00 0.00%|
Florida $3.54 $3.99 12.71% $4.90 $5.36 9.39%

(Georgia . $4.56 $4.56 0.00% $5.79 $5.79 0:00%|
Hawaii $7.20 $8.50 18.06% $8.50 $8.50 0.00%

(Idaho $2:76 $2;76 0.00% $4.33 $5.00 15.47%!
Illinois $3.46 $3.73 7.80% $4.16 $4.20 0.96%

lliidiaha $3.75 $3.75 0.00% $5.70 $5.57 -2.28%1

Iowa $2.75 $2.75 0.00% $3.50 $3.50 0.00%

jl^nsas $3.60 $3.21 -10.83% $4.01 $4.00 -0.25%;

Kentucky $4.64 $5.16 11.21% $4.97 $4.97 0.00%

rLbulsianai $6.90 $6.90 0;00% $6.16 $6.56 6.49%|
Maine $7.13 $7.13 0.00% $7.20 $7.50 4.17%

(Maryland $2.21 $2.21 0.00% $6.40 $6.40 0.00%)
Massachusetts $3.59 $3.59 0.00% $6.66 $6.80 2.10%

(Michiqan $3.47 $3.47 0.00% $3.74 $3.74 0:00%(
Minnesota $3.13 $3.13 0.00% $3.48 $3.48 0.00%

(Mississippi $4.94 $4.71 -4.66% $5.20 $5.77 10.96%!

Missouri $3.94 $3.39 -13.96% $6.44 $4.72 -26.71%

IMbhtaha $2.50 $2.50 0.00% $3.38 $3.55 5.03%!

Nebraska $4.58 $4.50 -1.75% $5.77 $6.12 6.07%

(Nevada $4.38 $4.38 0.00% $5.22 $5.22 0.00%)

New Hampshire $7.26 $7.26 0.00% $7.61 $7.61 0.00%

[New Jersey $4.91 $4.91 0.00% $6.73 $6.73 0.00%(
New Mexico $2.95 $1.07 -63.73% $5.30 $1.00 -81.13%

(New York $9.43 $9.43 0.00% $9.88 $9.88 0.00%]

North Carolina $4.45 $4.45 0.00% $6.22 $6.22 0.00%

(North Dakota $2.75 $2.75 0.00% $3.50 $3.50 0.00%|

Ohio $2.70 $2.72 0.74% $4.09 $4.00 -2.20%

(Oklahoma $2.91 $2.14 -26.46% $3.78 $4.24 12.17%1
Oregon $3.71 $3.96 6.74% $7.12 $8.12 14.04%

[Pennsylvania $4.60 $4.60, 0.00% . $6.80 $6:80 0.00%(

Rhode island $4.98 $4.98 0.00% $6.71 $6.71 0.00%

(South Garblina $4.41 $4.41 • 0.00% $7.23 $7.23 0.00%^l

South Dakota $2.75 $2.75 0.00% $2.33 $3.50 50.21%

(Tennessee $4.57 $6:18. 35.23% $7.30 $7.30 0.00%!

Texas $3.00 $2.58 -14.00% $4.05 $4.06 0.25%

[Utah $4.00 $3.00 -25.00% $4.65 $2:33 .-49:8g%|

Vermont $9.06 $9.06 0.00% $6.01 $6.01 0.00%

iVirginla $2.40 $2.40 0.00% $4.39 $4.39 0.00%]

Washington $3.35 $3.10 -7.46% $7.34 $7.76 5.72%

iWest Virginia $3.73 $3.73 0.00% $5.84 $5.84 0.00%|

Wisconsin $2.91 $2.90 -0.34% $3.24 $3.98 22.84%

IWvorhing $1.85 $2.00 8.11% $4.21 $4.21 0.00%!

TOTALS

Average Rates $4.17 . $4.19 0.57% $5.49 $5.45 -0.83%

Maximum Rates $9.43 $10.00 $9.88 $9.88

State New Yoric Alaska New Yori< Now York

Minimum Rates $1.85 $1.07 $2.33 $1.00

State Wyoming New Mexico South Dakota New Mexico

States Self Reaulate

Average Rates $6.13 $6.00 -2.10% $7.39 $7 . 85 6.18%

FCC Regulated

Average Rates $3.00 $3.12 3.82%

9
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Based on an informal survey of State rates as of the end of 2000, there is not an

appreciable difference between the rates charged in 1999 and those currently in effect.

The national average for pole attachment rates is $4.19 for telephone and $5.45 for

electric. The average for States that self-regulate is $6.00 for telephone and $7.85 for

electric. The highest state average is Alaska at $10.00. The lowest in the country is New

Mexico, at just over $1.00.

SECTION 224 RULES

Section 224 of the 1996 Telecommunication Act mandates nondiscriminatory access

to the poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way of telephone and electric utility companies

at just and reasonable rates. The Act requires that pole owners can only deny access for

reasons
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of safety, reliability, and generally applicable engineering purposes. Charges for

attachment must bejust, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory.^ Pole attachment charges for

telecommunication providers shall include both costs for usable and unusable space.^ A.

utility must impute and charge its affiliates the pole attachment rates it charges others.

At the FCC, an electric or telephone utility can only charge for the cost related to the

portion of usable space that is occupied on the pole. However, as of February 8, 2001,

telecommunications providers who wish to attach will also be assessed a portion of utility

costs associated with the unusable space on the pole. This "telecommunications

surcharge" does not apply to cable attachments. The new rate formula will be phased in

over five years, but will take seven years before the provisions are fiilly effective.

Section224(f)and251(b)(4).

Section 224(a)(5), (e)(1).

^Section 224(d)(1)-(3), (e)CO.

10
Section 224(g)

^' Electric Utilities arid the Telecommunications Act of1996, Alfred MMomlet, pg. 5.
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COURT ACTION

In the 1960's, the telephone companies made aggressive moves against the cable

industry through pole attachment rates and conditions. This had a detrimental effect on the

deployment of cable services. Cable industry and consumer groups alike led an effort to

get the FCC to assert authority over the regulation of pole attachments in an attempt to

promote the deployment of cable service. This successful effort, along with the 1978 Pole

Attachment Act, resulted in increased levels of deployment and investment in cable

facilities. By eliminating monopolistic control over access and the imposition of

unreasonable rates and charges, the cable industry was able to blossom.

Today we are threatened with history repeating itself. The players are different,

now we have CLEC providers and power utilities, but the scenario is the same. While the

ILEC industry generally accepted Congressional action on and FCC regulation of pole

15



attachments, the electric utilities have steadfastly fought these measures. Electric

companies have repeatedly claimed that rates set by the FCC or individual States are

insufficient and constitute a taking ofprivate property under the-takings clause.

In a decision issued April 11, 2000, the United States Court of Appeals for the

Eleventh Circuit addressed various aspects of the FCC's 1998 Pole Attachment Order

implementing Section 224 of the Communications Act.^^ The court concluded that the
.FCChad nojurisdiction overpoleattachments for wireless andIntemet services.

Prior to the 1996 Act, Section 224 established principles govemiiig the rates that

could be charged by pole owners to cable operators who attached their facilities to utility

poles, ducts, conduit and rights-of-way. The 1996 amendments to Section 224 added a

mandatory access requirement to the statute, and also extended the statute to cover pole

attachments by telecommunications carriers. The EleventhCircuit affirmed a district court

decision that Section 224(f) constitutes a taking of utility property, but that it is not

unconstitutional because the statute provides for compensation to be set by the FCC, and

for judicial review as a matter of right.

In Gulf Power 11, the court addressed challenges to the FCC's implementation of

Section224, as distinct firom the facial challenges to the statute itself in Gulf Power L The

court agreed with the electrical utilities that the FCC had exceeded its authority under

12
Fifth Amendment ofU.S. Constitution.

See Attachment K.
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Section 224 by claiming that wireless carriers have a right of access to utility poles under

Section 224(f). Reading the access requirement of Section 224(f) in combination with the

definition of utility in Section 224(a)(1), the court ruled that Congress clearly intended to

give the FCC authority only over attachments for wire communications, and by negative

implication, does not give the FCC authority over attachments to poles for wireless

communications.

The court also agreed with the pole owners that the FCC has no jurisdiction with

respect to attachments for Internet service. The court reasoned that Section 224 provides

the Commission with authority to regulate rates for attachments "solely to provide cable

service" and attachments to provide "telecommunications services." Because the FCC has

defined Internet services as infomiation services, and not cable nor telecommunications

services, the court ruled that the FCC did not have jurisdiction over these attachments.

The case is now before the Supreme Court and a decision regarding FCC jurisdiction is

expected early next year.

RECOMMENDATION

First, the Ad Hoc group would recommend that immediate action is unnecessary and

that we should await the Supreme Court's decision in the Gulf Power 11 case. Should the

court affirm the FCC's role in rate setting over advanced services and wireless

17



attachments, then the nation can continue to rely on the regulations which have been

developed to date.

Secondly, should the Supreme Court decide that the FCC has no rate setting

jurisdiction over advanced services and wireless attachments, then the individual States

should seriously consider passing legislation/rules that will allow State utility coromissions

to determine fair and reasonable rates for intrastate access to poles, ducts, and rights-of-

way.

• Thirdly, should more States assert jurisdiction over pole attachments rates, we

, believe it would be expedient to use the case proven rules of the FCC as a guideline. The

FCC has resolved approximately 300 cases in20 years ofpole attachment regulatiori '̂̂ and

this body of casework should not be abandoned.

To frame the decision making process for rate setting, the following underlying

principles should be considered:

< presumption of "attach ability"

< preclusion of subsidiaiy favoritism

< prohibition against "reserving" space

14 '
Implementation of Section 703(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Amendment of the Commission's Rules and Policies

Governing Pole Attachments, CS Docket No. 97-151 at pg. 8, n. 97.
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< reasonable time certain deadlines for handling applications and conducting

make-ready preparations

< permit "overlashing"

< provide remedial tools to Commissions to deter discrimination and

unreasonable denial of access

< cooperative federalism between the FCC and the States

We also recommend that a single formula be determined and that the

"telecommunications surcharge" currently in the FCC rules be eliminated/^ For this

reason, we are recommending that States use the California statute as a model for

determining pole attachment rates; a model that sets one rate for both cable and

telecommunications. The following details the California rule and further information can

be found in Attachment J:

SECTION 767. Whenever the commission,, after a hearing had upon its own
motion or upon complaint of a public utility affected, finds that public
convenience and necessity requhe the use by one public utility of all or any
part of the conduits, subways, tracks, wires, poles, pipes, or other equipment,
on, over, or under any street or highway, and belonging to another public
utility, and that such use will not result in irreparable injury to the owner or
other users of such property or equipment or in any substantial detriment to

See Attachment L
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the service, and that such public utilities have failed to agree upon such use or
the terms and conditions or compensation therefor, the commission may by
order direct that such use be permitted, and prescribe a reasonable
compensation and reasonable terms and conditions for the joint use. If such
use is directed, the public utility to whom the use is permitted shall be liable
to the owner or other users for such damage as may result therefrom to the
property of the owner or other-users thereof, and the commission may
ascertain and direct the payment, prior to such use, of fair and just
compensation for damage suffered, if any.
SECTION 767.5. (a) As used in this section; (1) "Public utility" includes any
person, frnn, or corporation, except a publicly owned public utility, which
owns or controls, or in combination jointly ovms or controls, support
structures or rights-of-way used or useful, in whole or in part, for wire
communication. (2) "Support structure" includes, but is not limited to, a utility
pole, anchor, duct, conduit, manhole, or handhold. (3) "Pole attachment"
means any attachment to surplus space, or use of excess capacity, by a cable
television corporation for a wire communication system on or in any support
structure located on or in any right-of-way or easement owned, controlled, or
used by a public utility. (4) "Surplus space" means that portion of the usable
space on 'a utility pole which has the necessary clearance from other pole
users, as required by the orders and regulations of the connnission, to allow
its use by a cable television corporation for a pole attachment. (5) "Excess,
capacity" means volume or capacity in a duct, conduit, or support structure
other than a utility pole or anchor which can be used, pursuant to the orders
and regulations of the commission, for a pole attachment. (6) "Usable space"
means the total distance between the top of the utility pole and the lowest
possible attachment point that provides the minimum allowable vertical
clearance. (7) "Minimum allowable vertical clearance" means the minimum
clearance for communication conductors along rights-of-way or other areas as
specified in the orders and regulations of the commission. (8)
"Rearrangements" means work performed, at the request of a cable television
corporation, to, on, or in an existing support structure to create such surplus
space or excess capacity as is necessary to make it usable for a pole
attachment. When an existing support structure does not contain adequate
suiplus space or excess capacity and cannot be so rearranged as to create the
required surplus space or excess capacity for a pole attachment,
"rearrangements" shall include replacement, at the request of a cable
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television corporation, of the support structure in order to provide adequate
siirplus space or excess capacity. (9) "Annual cost of ownership" means the
sum of the aimual capital costs and annual operation costs of the support
structure which shall be the average costs of all similar 'support structures
owned by the public utility. The basis for computation of annual capital costs
shall be historical capital costs- less depreciation. The accounts upon which
the historical capital costs are determmed shall include • a credit for all
reimbursed capital costs of the public utility. Depreciation shall be based
upon the average service life of the support structure. As used in this
paragraph, "annual cost of ownership" shall hot include costs for any property
not necessary for a pole attachment.

(b) The Legislature finds and declares that public utilities have
dedicated a portion of such support structures to cable television corporations
for pole attachments in that public utilities have made available, throu^ a
course of conduct covering many years, surplus space and excess capacity on
and in their support structures for use by cable television corporations for pole
attachments, and that the provision by such public utilities of surplus space
and excess capacity for such pole attachments is a public utility service
delivered by public utilities to cable television corporations. The Legislature
further fmds and declares that it is in the interests of the people of California
for public utilities to continue to make available such surplus space and
excess capacity for use by cable television corporations.

(c) Whenever a public utility and a cable television corporation or
association of cable television corporations are unable to agree upon the
terms, conditions, or annual compensation for pole attachments or the terms,
conditions, or costs of rearrangements, the commission shall establish and
enforce the rates, terms, and conditions for pole attachments and
rearrangements so as to assure a public utility the recoveiy of both of the
following: (1) A one-time reimbursement for actual costs incurred by the
public utility for rearrangements performed at the request of the cable
television corporation. (2) An annual recurriug fee computed as follows: (A)
For each pole and supporting anchor actually used by the cable television
corporation, for a period of four years following the effective date of this
section, the annual fee shall be two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50). Thereafter,
the annual fee shall be two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) or 7.4 percent ofthe
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public utility's annual cost of ownership for the pole and supporting anchor,
whichever is greater, except that if a public utility applies for establishment of
a fee in excess of two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) under this section, the
annual fee shall be 7.4 percent of the public utility's annual cost of ownership
for the pole and supporting anchor. (B) For support structures used by the
cable television .corporation, other than poles or anchors, a percentage of the
annual cost of ownership for the support structure, computed by dividing the
volume or capacity rendered imusable by the cable television corporation's
equipment by the total usable volume or capacity. As used in this paragraph,
"total usable volume or capacity" means aU volume or capacity in which the
public utility's line, plant, or system could legally be located, including the
volume or capacity rendered unusable by the cable television corporation's
eqiaipment.

(d) In the event that it becomes necessary for the public utihty to use
space or capacity on or in a support structure occupied by the cable television
corporation's equipment, the cable television corporation shall either (1) pay
all costs for rearrangements necessary to maintain the pole attachment or (2)
remove its cable television equipment at its own expense.

SECTION 767.7.(a) The Legislature fmds and declares all of the following:
(1) The Legislature has encouraged, and continues to encourage, the rapid and
economic development oftelecommunications services to all Califomians. (2)
Pursuant to Section 767.5, public utilities have dedicated a portion of their
support structures to cable television corporations which have been
increasingly attaching fiber optic cable that is capable of a variety of
telecommunications uses. Other utilities not under the jurisdiction of the
commission have also made the same dedication. (3) Public utility and
publicly owned utility support structures are also used by entities, other than
cable television corporations, with the acquiescence of the public utility and
voluntary permission of the publicly owned utility, for the purpose of
installiug fiber optic cable in order to provide various telecommunications
services. (4) Electric public utilities are currently installing fiber optic cables
on their systems to enhance their operations and better serve their customers.
Fiber optic cables installed by telephone, cable, and other telecommunications
corporations may be accessed by electric public utilities and publicly owned
utihties to enhance their operations and better serve their customers. The
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access may be accomplished by contract or through the purchase of tariffed
services.

(b) It is therefore the intent of the Legislature that public utilities and
publicly owned utilities be fairly and adequately compensated for the use of
their rights-of-way and easements for the installation of fiber optic cable, and
that electric public utilities and publicly owned utilities have the abihty, if
they so desire, to negotiate a purchase, lease, or rent of access to those fiber
optic cables for. their own use.

(c) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to change existing law with
respect to Section 767.5.

The simplicity of the California method is that there is only one pole attachment

formula and this calculation can be easily made from readily available information.^^

Since the opening of the local exchange market to competition, various cable operators

now offer telecommunication services over the same connections used for cable television

service. There is generally no difference in the physical connection to the poles or

conduits attributable to the particular service involved. In many cases, a cable operator

may not be able to delineate exactly what particular services are being provided to a

customer at a given time, since the customer can use the connection for various services,

depending on the equiprnent attached at the customer's premises. In such instances, it

would be difficult and .impractical to police how a given pole attachment is used to provide

separate services offered over the same pole connection, or to delineate what portion of the

usage was attributable to telecommunications versus other services offered by the cable

company. Accordingly, to avoid the problems involved in separately measuring different

Each cost element is recorded in the ARMIS accounts (telephone) and FERC Form 1 Accounts (power). Pole ownership

numbers can be obtained fi:omcontinuing properly records. Deprecation and rate-of-retum rates can be obtained from individual state

commissions.
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v..

types of data transmission services over the same connection, we conclude that the formula
\

prescribed by California rule for cable television pole attachments could apply uniformly

to cable, Internet and telecommunications services. By applying a consistent formula for

all attachments, one would hope to avoid protracted disputes over how particular

attachments are being used or how separate rates will be prorated among different volumes

of transmissions over the same connection. California appears committed to ensuring that

all telecommunications carriers gain access to utility attachments under nondiscriminatory

rates, terms, and conditions. They have concluded that all CLECs should be entitled to

comparable pole attachment rates as are available to those CLECs afSliated with or owned

by a cable, phone or electric company. They believe the use of the existing cable pole

attachment rate for all CLECs will also avoid the need for further protracted proceedings

requiring expensive cost studies. California has directed that the same pole attachment rate

provisions applicable to cable operators providing telecommunications services be

extended to all CLECs, including those not owned by or affiliated with a cable

corporation.^^

Currently, the FCC's authority does not extend to ILEC attachments on power

poles. We recommend that the pole attachment formula also be applied to ILECs since

they are essentially "pole renters" outside of their home service area. With the right price

and open access, all viable competitors should be able to access the "last mile," be they

IXCs, ILECs, ALECs, or CLECs.

17
California Order Instituting Rulemaking on the Commission's Own Motion Into Competition for Local Exchange.
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While it would be politically difficult to accomplish, this standard rule and rate

mechanism could also be applied to both municipalities and cooperatives. As both of these
I

organizations begin to become involved in the telecommunications business and in the

provision of broadband services, they should not be able to hold their citizens or

constituents hostage to a single provider. The necessity of providing these groups an

exemption from pole attachment rules has diminished considerably and true competition

will dictate that all the competitors, in all areas, have an equal opportunity to provide

service. Islands of regulatory exception will only serve to segregate market development

(see Attachment G).

] 8
City of Abilenevs. FCC,No. 97-1633and No. 97-1634,Petition for Reconsideration,February 19, 1999,pg. 3.
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OTHER ISSUES

Nondiscriminatoiy access should be required to any pole. Certain engineering and

safety concerns could restrict access, but there should be a presumption of accessibility

that could only be overcome through a credible demonstration by the pole owner. Time

certain deadlines for handling applications and make-ready should be imposed. Effective

sanctions should be put in place to ensure timely adherence to enacted regulation.

For rearrangement inspection and make-ready costs, the attacher should only be

responsible for actual and reasonable costs. The new attacher should only be responsible

for the costs of necessary make-ready changes and should not be held liable for any cost to

correct pre-existing safety violations.

It should be illegal for a pole owner to require that lines be deeded to the utility, or

that pole owners can require that only their employees or their independent contractors can

conduct attachment work. It should also be illegal to preclude overlashing, unless there is

a credible showing that restriction is warranted for reasons of safety or engineering

capacity. Eviction from poles should only be allowed following a showing of just cause
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and with specific authorization ofthe State commission.

Companies such as Gemini Networks need reasonable access to poles to build

their network. They claim that "securing pole access is a slow, burdensome process
on

despite nondiscriminatory access requirements." Gemini claims that the turn around

time for processing make-ready invoices and paying ILECs is between one and two days.

Gemini states that the average tum-around time for granting pole licenses is 141 days (45
01

day federal limit). Rules should include certain deadlines and sufficient sanction to

promote compliance.

Pole o^ers may require applicants to post a security bond prior to submittal of a

license application. This "bond barrier" should not be permitted unless there is a credible

basis for concluding that the applicant may not be able to satisfy its obligations. Bonding

requirements should be based on a demonstrated history of late or non-payment. There

should be a nexus between the bond requirement and the costs that the pole owner will

incur,
f

Pole owners should not be permitted to recover the costs of correcting pre-existing

pole violations solely fi*om new licensees. The costs to correct these violations should be

19
www.gemnets.com. Note: Reed Hundt is on the Board ofDirectors.

20
Gemini Networks presentation, July 2000, pg. 18.

Id. pg. 19.

22
See Attachment M.
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assessed onthe existing attachers and not to the newlicensee. Pole attachment agreements

should include conditions whichspecify a method for allocating the costs of modifications

among the different parties. Parties effected should also be able to recoup a portion of

these costs from subsequent licensees who benefitfromrequired modifications,

Pole owners should only be permitted to recover reasonable, documented and

verifiable costs for field survey work. In order to avoid excessive make-ready expense,

only reasonable and actual expense should be allowed. Fees should be adequately

substantiated and flat per-pole fees should not be allowed, as they usually have Httle

relation to the actual costs to be incurred. Charges for field surveys, and the preparation of

make-ready estimates should be fully disclosed in advance. Billing for service should only

take place upon completion of the work and determination of actual costs. •

Pole owners should streamline state wide agreements for pole attachments. It is

inefficient to have separate agreements for different areas within a state and can lead to

unnecessary expense for the attachers. There should be a single agreement that covers all

areas controlled by a utility.

License applications differ significantly among different pole owners and even

differ in separate areas controlled by a single utihty. Pole owners, to as great an extent as

possible, should adopt a uniform hcense applicatioil. While unique local circumstances

may necessitate special language in a application, the majority of conditions for these

applications can be standardized in an attempt to expedite the process and minimize the

cost.
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In order to facilitate the application process, pole owners should be required to

provide license applicants access to their maps and other information that could expedite

the application process. This information can be invaluable to license applicants who are

required to specify the poles, conduits and rights-of-way to which they require access.

Making each potential attacher "rediscover" information that is already compiled by the

pole owners is expensive and redundant.

Pole owners should not unilaterally impose artificially low limits on the number of

applications that may be filed at one time. Unreasonable restrictions on the number of

applications can prevent the rapid deployment ofnew networks.

Pole owners should be required to give sufficient advanced notice to existing

attachers that modifications to poles is planned. With this knowledge, attachers can gauge

the potential savings of makiag concurrent modifications to their attachments.

In situations where poles are jointly owned, these parties should process license

applications in a coordinated fashion and only require that one application and one

application fee be submitted. Joint owners should be required to work together to avoid

unnecessary delays and to coordinate their decision making process.
I

We also recommend that rates and terms agreed upon by the parties should either be

readily available in tariffs, or in the alternative, allow the contracts Jo be posted on the

Internet so that all parties will have an opportunity to verify charges and adopt contract

solutions on a nondiscriminatory basis.
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PUBLIC SAFETY

Poles go up. Poles come down. In an attempt to protect the public from faulty pole

construction or attachments, a number ofjurisdictions in the United States have developed

programs for pole inspection. Be it reliance on internal utility inspection, building code

inspectors, or reporting of pole problems by rate payers, it is vitally important that these

facilities be monitored. Several States have instituted online reporting of pole problems.

See Attachment I for further information on the Florida inspection program.

23 httpj'/horaepages.go.com/~samait/forms/techn6logy.htin.
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CONCLUSION

Today, cable and telephone companies face a challenge to their monopoly local

exchange market from facilities based competitors that must attain access to poles and

conduits. The incentives for incumbents to impede competition, be it through action at

the FCC, unreasonable business practice, or court action, has magnified in the last few

years.

The purpose of the 1996 Act is to encourage investment in competing facilities. If

pole rents are artificially high, the cost of line extensions becomes uneconomic. This can

dramatically effect all areas, especially rural areas with lower density of subscribers and

greater number of poles per customer. Lower pole attachment rates are an incentive to

attract facilities based competition. Lower, yet reasonable, attachment rates will allow

cash strapped CLECs the opportunity to reinvest revenue in facility upgrades instead of

paying rent. -When determining fair rent for pole attachment, one should always be

cognizant of the fact that pole and conduit facilities are frequently recovered through

regulated rates, or in otherwords, already in rate base. Add to this equation the fact that a

vast majority of these poles sit on right-of-way that was either fully contributed to the

utility or leased at a discounted rate. Considering these factors, one begins to understand

that the general public has an ownership interest in these poles and should benefit

accordingly. Be it the benefit of greater facilities based competition, the benefit of rapid

deployment of advanced services or be it the public benefit of avoiding expensive

litigation costs, a mechanism must be maintained that ascertains a reasonable rate for pole

attachment and provides an efficient method for complaint resolution. We believe this has

already been accomplished at the FCC.
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When it comes to pole attachments, why don't the utilities agree? Well, it's because

there is an incentive for pole owners who want to get into the telecommunications and

Internet business-to forestall the efforts of others. It's not so much the rate of the rent, but

rather how much time can be gained by erecting a cost barrier.. For power companies, pole

rental income is a rounding error on their financial statements. But, if they can comer a

telecommunications market With their monopoly position over the "last mile," they could

significantly improve their bottom line. There is abundant incentive to overprice, delay,

and or file court action if these tactics will buy time for pole owners to develop a

broadband business plan. This is fundamentally unfair to those currently implementing a

business plan of their own and to the public who is victimized by retarded deployment of

advanced services. Stewardship of public resources should be the primary concern- ofpole

owners and pohcy makers alike. Increasing the rent for these resources by as much 600%

is neither fair to competitors nor to the public. '̂'.

The potential economic effect of pole attachment rates has been described by some

commentators as the "biggest sleeper" issue in telecommunications. If the owners of the

estimated 90 million poles^^ in America were able to charge $38 per pole attachment, as

requested by Gulf Power inNorthwest Florida,^^ instead ofthe national average of $6, the

annual impact could be as great as $3 biUion per year. Increased costs such as these could

adversely affect economic development, educational opportunities and the quality of life in

24
See Attachment H.

25
Robert Gi^ Matthews,The WallStreet Journal. Four millionpoles per year need to be replaced because of routine

maintenance, accidents and construction.
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the entire nation. Quantifying the effects of inhibited competitio^i is difficult, if not

impossible to do, but it is easy to understand that issues involving the deployment of

advanced services and access to last mile infrastructure are ofparamount importance.

^6
See Attachment H.
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Resolution Regarding Pole Attachment Policy

WHEREAS, The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) strongly
supports the implementation of federal and State telecommunications policies which facilitate
the deployment of advanced communications products and services throughout the United States,
protect the-safety and reliability of the nation's critical electric infrastructure, and preserve the
prerogatives of the States to ensure safety, reliability and engineering standards; and

WHEREAS, The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has found that advanced
telecommimications continues to play a critical role in the economy of the United States and in
American life; and Congress requires that the FCC "take immediate action to accelerate
deployment of such capability by removing barriers to infrastructure investment and by
promoting competition in the telecommunications market;" and

WHEREAS, The FCC recently reconvened the Federal-State Joint Conference on Advanced
Services (Joint Conference). The Joint Conference was originally formed in 1999 as part of the
FCC's ongoing efforts to ensure that advanced services are deployed as rapidly as possible to all
Americ^. The Joint Conference serves as a forum for an ongoing dialogue among the
Commission, State regulators, and local and regional entities regarding the deployment of
advanced telecommunications capabilities; and

WHEREAS, State Commissions have a mutual and long-standing commitment to adopt in
conjunction with the FCC policy to facilitate the deployment of advanced services by removing
barriers and promoting technology neutral solutions; and

WHEREAS, NARUC's Committee on Telecommunications convened a panel discussion on
pole attachmentpolicy during the 2008 Winter Meetings in Washington, D.C. The diverse panel
of stakeholders acknowledged the rights of communications providers under the FCC's
jurisdiction to attach to utility distribution poles under Section 224 of the Telecommunications
Act and the ejfficiencies provided in relation to this existing infrastructure in order to accelerate
deployment of advanced communications products and services; and

WHEREAS, NARUC recognizes that certain States have certified to the FCC that they regulate
pole attachments, while other Statesrely on the FCC to govern and resolve issues amongparties;
and

WHEREAS, Certain States have had and continue to have significant success with the adoption
of technology neutral pole attachment policy and in effect the use of pole attachments to
facilitate the delivery of competitive products and services to consumers; and

WHEREAS, Certain States have acknowledged the significant auxiliary benefit of using utility
-distribution poles for the siting of communication equipment to improve communications among
first responders and public safety; and

WHEREAS, Some States have noted the use of utility distribution poles as a means to site
communications equipment and as a means to balance consumer requests for access to products
and services while utilizing more environmentally sound and aesthetically pleasing practices;
and



WHEREAS, It is generally accepted among regulators that the attachment of communications
equipment to distribution poles can be done in accordance with FCC rules, State-specific safety
rules and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guidelines; now,
therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Board of Directors of the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC), convened at its 2008 Summer Meetings in Portland, Oregon, directs
the General Counsel ofNARUC to compile, by the best means available, a report on the status of
pole attachment regulation across the United States including a comprehensive list of
appropriate "best practices" which could be employed by other States in an effort to advance
policies which would further facilitate the deployment of advanced services by attaching
communications equipment to utility distribution poles; and be itfurther

RESOLVED, That NARUC staff shall report on the completed report, consistent with this
resolution, at the 120^ Annual Convention inNew Orleans, Louisiana.

Sponsored by the Committee on Telecommunications
Adopted by the Board ofDirectors July 23, 2008
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Before The

Federal Communications Commission

Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of

Implementation of Section 224 of the
Act; Amendment of the Commission's
Rules and Policies Governing Pole
Attachments

WC Docket No. 07-245

RM-11293

RM-11303

REPLY COMMENTS OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UnLITY CONSUMER ADVOCATES

On November 20,2007, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC" or

"Commission") released a Notice ofProposed Rulemaking {"NFRM*) seeking comment on the

Commission's implementation of47 U.S.C. § 224, which confers on cable television systems

and telecommunications carriers the right to pole attachments at just and reasonable rates, terms

and conditions.' After publication inthe Federal Register,^ the comments ofamultitude of

entities were filed on March 7, 2008.

Having reviewed most ofthe dozens ofcomments, the National Association ofState

Utility Consumer Advocates ("NASUCA")^ submits these briefreply conpnents.'' NASUCA

finds itself in perhaps a unique position among the commenterl NASUCA members represent

the customers of the companies ~ providing cable television service, telecommunications

' FCC07-187. Pursuantto the statute, the FCCregulates pole attachment rates exceptwherethey are regulated by
the states. Id., ][4.

^73 FR6879 (February 6,2008).

^NASUCA is avoluntary, national association ofconsumer advocates inmore than 40states andtheDistrict of
Columbia, organized in 1979. NASUCA's members are designated by the laws of their respective states to
represent the interests of utility consumers before state and federal regulators and in the courts. See. e.g., Ohio Rev.
Code Chapter 4911; 71 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 309-4(a); Md. Pub. Util. Code Ann. § 2-205(b); Minn. Stat. Ann.
Subdiv. 6; D.C. Code Ann. § 34-804(d). Members operate independently from state utility commissions, as
advocates primarily for residential ratepayers. Some NASUCA member offices are separately established advocate
organizations while others are divisions of larger state agencies (e.g., the state Attorney GeneraPs office). Associate
and affiliate NASUCA members also serve utility consumers, but have not been created by state law or do not have
statewide authority.

Pursuant to DA 08-582, the reply comment date was extended to April 22,2008.
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services, and broadband service ~ that attach topoles.^ In that respect, NASUCA members are

interestedin keeping the costs ofpole attachmentsdown, so as to keep the costs of the services

provided through the pole attachments down. But NASUCA members also represent the

customer ofthe utilities to which the attachments are made. In that respect, NASUCA members

are interested in ensuring that pole attachment rates appropriately compensate the owners of the

poles, so that other services are not required to subsidize the attachments.^ That dual perspective

informs thesereply comments, whichfocus on generalprinciples rather than delving intomany

of the specific questions raised in die NPRM.

hiitial comments were filed by all manner of "pole attachers" and "pole attachees." The

"attachers" included those whose principal business is telecommimications,' and those whose

principle business is cable television.^ These two groups are increasingly involved ineach

other's business, and both groups typically provide broadband service.^ The "attachees" were

^As the NPRMnotes, "the definition of a 'pole attachment' forpurposes of section 224 ... include[s] not onlypoles
butalso 'any attachment' to a 'duct, conduit, or right-of-way owned or controlled bya utility.'" NPRM, TJ1.

®It appears thatthe impact ofpole attachment revenues onend-user electric consumer rates is a matter ofvast
variability, depending onstate law, state regulatory policy andthespecific circumstances oftheelectric utility, so
that little can be definitively said about that impact. Nonetheless, as a generalprinciple,NASUCA supports
compensatory poleattachment rates. Thedefinition of "compensatory" is discussed below.

' Alpheus Communications, L.P. and 360Networks (USA), Inc.; AT&T Inc.; Cavalier Telephone LLC; CenturyTel,
Inc.; CrownCastle Solutions Corp.; CTTA - TheWireless Association®; DAS Forum; ExteNetSystems, Inc.;
FiberTower Corporation; Frontier Commrmications ("Frontier"); Independent Telephone & Telecommimications
Alliance ("ITTA"); Knology, Inc.; MetroPCS Communications, Inc. ("MetroPCS"); National Telecommunications
Cooperative Association; NextG Networks, Inc.; Qwest Commrmications International Inc.; segTEL, Inc.; Srmesys,
LLC; T-Mobile USA, Inc.; Time Wamer Telecom Inc.et al. ("TWTelecom"); United States Telecom Association
("USTelecom"); Verizon; Windstream Corporation ("Windstream"); Zayo Bandwiddi Entities ("Zayo").

®Alabama Cable Telecommunications Association, et al.; Charter Commrmications, Inc. ("Charter"); Comcast
Corporation ("Comcast"); Ml-Connection Communications System; Mississippi Cable Telecommunications
Association; National Cable & Telecommimications Association ("NCTA"); TimeWamer CableInc. ('TWC");
WOW! Intemet Cable and Phone.

' SeeNPRM, ^ 14. Among the othercommenters, CURRENT Group, LLC("CURRENT") is a provider of
broadband overpowerline andvoice overIntemet protocol service; theWireless Communications Association
International, Inc.is the tradeassociation of thewireless broadband industry; andFibertech Networks, LLCand
Kentuclty DataLink, Inc., which filedjointcomments, arerespectively, a brulder of fiber networks anda
telecommunications carrier providing service over fiber networks. :



companies whose principal business is electricity supply, although some are also involved in

communications.'̂ Afew comments were filed by other interests."

As is all too typicalin these situations, most of the comments are highly parochial. That

is, each attaching industry segment seeks to decrease (or at the very least, not increase) its costs.

Many of thecomments also oppose decreasing the costs ofcompeting industry segments.'̂ And

the electricutilities to whosepoles the attachments are made seek to maximize their revenues (or

at least seek to ensure that their revenues do notdecrease)." Allthis is understandable, butit

does not make for good public policy.

In response to these various positions, NASUCA starts from the simple proposition that a

pole attachment is a pole attachment is a pole attachment. That is, imless there is a significant

difference shown in the space used or other costs imposed upon the pole, there is no reason why

different attachments should bedifferently priced.'"* That means that the current variety ofprices

—depending on the nature of the attaching entity ~ makes little sense.

Thus the attachments by incumbent local exchange companies ("ILECs"), competitive

local exchange carriers ("CLECs"), wireless carriers, and cable companies, among the primary

Alabama Power, et al.; Ameren Services Company and Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Ameren");
American Electric Power Service Corporation, et al.; Clark Public Utilities; Coalition ofConcerned Utilities
("CCU"); Edison Electric Institute and the Utilities Telecom Coimcil O'oint comments); Empire District Electric
Company ofJoplin, Missouri; Florida Power & Light and Tampa Electric; Idaho Power Company; Oncor Electric
Delivery Company; Pacificoip, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, and Wisconsin Public Service Corporation; •
Portland General Electric Company; Utilities Telecom Council (separate comments).

Hance Haney, Director & Senior Fellow - Technology & Democracy Project, Discovery Institute. "Reply
Comments" were filed on April 1,2008 by Seth Cooper, Director, Telecommunications & hiformation Technology
Task Force, American Legislative Exchange Council ("ALEC"); because diose comments do not really respond to
or identify any other party's comments, they are listed here.

See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 24-30; Zayo Comments at 1. But see NCTA Comments at ii (suggesting that the
Commission "move the rate for telecommunications attachments closer to the rate produced by the cable formula");
see also id. at 21-22.

" See, e.g., Alabama Power, et al. Comments at 15-26.

Likewise, attachments to a "duct, conduit, or right-of-way," while individually priced, should be the same to all
that seek to attach.
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industrysegments, should come at the same price. And narrowbandand broadband attachments

should also be made at that same price. That would be the arrangement that would be most

competitively neutral, leveling the playing field for all the industry participants who needto

attach toutility poles.^^

As the illustrationsprovided in the early-filedReply CommentsofFibertower

Corporation^^ show (at pages 2 and 3), all attachers must share the limited space onpoles. There

17
is no reason why any attachmentshould be priced differently than another.

Then there is the all-important question of what that price shouldbe based on. hi tMs

respect, thepoles towhich attachments aremade areessentially bottleneck facihties owned by

1

public utihties, to which the lawhasgranted otherparties access. In similar circumstances ~

the provision ofunbundled network elements ~ the Commission has determined thatforward-

looking costs aremostappropriate to use,because prices wouldbe basedon suchcosts if there

were a competitive supply ofthe facilities.^® This pricing mechanism was upheld by the United

States Supreme Court.^®

Similarly, the Commission adopted the "cablerate,"which is the amount that cable

television providers pay fortheir attachments. This is the lowest of the rates currently being

See,e.g.,Frontier Comments at 1;MetroPCS Comments at 2; Windstream Comments at 2.

Filed April 7,2008.

Again, unless there isa functional difference inthe attachment. That may bethecase with pole-top wireless
attachments.

47U.S.C. § 224. See TWTelecom Comments at 1-2 ("[A]s isoften the case, poleowners compete with attachers
in downstream retail markets for broadband internet access and odier services."); CURRENT Comments at 2
(referring to 'The existing system ofpoles erected inscarce public rights ofway and funded with decades of
monopoly revenues").

In theMatter ofImplementation ofthe Local Competition Provisions ofthe Telecommunications Act of1996, CC
Docket 96-98, et al.. First Report and Order, 11FCC Red 15499(1996).

Verizon Communications v. FCC, 535 U.S. 467 (2002).



charged forattachments. This ratewas upheld against challenges thatit was confiscatory.^^

Thus this is the rate that should be used for all pole attachments, regardless of the exact service

provided over the attachment, and regardless ofthe identity of the attacher.^ This will "remove

regulatory bias from investment decisions regarding deployment ofbroadband and other

services."^^

NASUCA thus agrees with the Commission's tentative conclusion that "all categories of

providers should pay the same pole attachment rate for all attachments used for broadband

Internet access service,but urges the Commission to go beyond that tentative conclusion to

one that is truly competitively neutral..^^ Equally importantly, the Commission must notincrease

the rate paid by broadband service providers because this would be contrary to "the nation's

commitment to achieving universal broadband deployment and adoption.. As ITTA states,

"Consumers share the brunt ofunjust discriminatory tactics that obstruct effective broadband

deployment." ' A key part of the Commission's job is to encourage deployment of advanced

A A

services ; reducing attachment rates for broadband services would help meet that goal.

FCCv. Florida Power Corp., 480 U.S. 245,254 (1987); see aIsoiVa/7 Cable &. Telecommunications Ass'n v.
GulfPower, 534 U.S. 327 (2002). See Comcast Comments at 12-19, especially n.41. This effectively rebuts, e.g.,
ecu Comments at 6-25.

ALEC "Reply" Comments at 4.

^NPRM,^\1.

^ Id.,Tf 36; seeMetroPCS Comments at 5-6.

ALEC "Reply" Comments at 2-3.

26 Comments-at i. See, e.g., Ameren Comments at23(suggesting thatthebroadband ratecould behigher than
the current ILEC rate).

ITTA Comments at 7.

^M7U.S.C. § 706.
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TVA Restricted Information - Confidential and Business Sensitive

PROPOSED BOARD RESOLUTION
(Pole Attachments)

WHEREAS, TVA regulates the retail rates ofthe Local Power Companies (LPCs) that distribute
TVA power andestablishes the terms and conditions under which TVA power is sold to ensure
that LPG systems areoperated for the benefit of the electric consumers and that rates are kept
as low as feasible;

WHEREAS, so that electric system assets andfunds are notused In a manner thatwould result
in the subsidization of non-electricactivities, an LPCs electric system must be appropriately
compensated for the use ofelectric system assets, including use by cable and
telecommunication providers making or maintaining wireline attachments on an LPCs electric
system poles;

WHEREAS, a memorandum from the Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President.
Fioancial Services (CFO), dated January 22, 2016 (Memorandum), a copy ofwhich isfiled with
the records of the Boardas Exhibit , recommends that the Board of Directors
approve the recommended methodology for regulation ofpole attachment rates by adopting the
Determination on Regulation ofPole Attachments as described In the Memorandum;

BE IT RESOLVED, that after review ofsaid Memorandum, the Board ofDirectors finds itto be
appropriate and in the interest of TVA to approve the recommended methodology for regulation
of pole attachment rates and adopts the Determination on Regulation ofPole Attachments
attached to and described in the Memorandum.

RESOLVED further, thatthe Board hereby authorizes and directs the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), to take al! actions necessary orappropriate to Implement the Determination on
Regulation of PoleAttachments as further described in the Memorandum.



TVA Restricted Information —Confidential and Business Sensitive

^ January 22, 2016
Financial Services

Board of Directors

SUBJECT

The Board is requested to approve the recommended methodology for regulation of pole
attachment rates by adopting the Determination on Regulation of Pole Attachments set out in
Attachment A and further described in this memorandum. The Board is further requested to
authorize the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to take all actions necessary or appropriate to
implement the Determination on Regulation of Pole Attachments as described.

BACKGROUND

TVA sells electric power to local power companies that distribute TVA power (LPCs) pursuant to
the Property Clause of the Constitution. Specifically, TVA electric power is property of the
United States, and Congress has delegated to TVA the authority to manage that property.
Through the TVA Act, Congress has vested broad discretion in the TVA Board of Directors in
the exercise of their authority to sell surplus power. Section 10 of the TVA Act authorizes the
TVA Board:

... to include in any contract for the sale of power such terms and conditions,
including resale rate schedules, and to provide for such rules and regulations as
in its judgment may be necessary or desirable for carrying out the purposes of
this chapter...

TVA is the exclusive retail rate regulator for LPCs that distribute TVA power. Further, through
the wholesale power contract with each LPC, TVAseeks to ensure that electric systems are
operated for the benefit of electric consumers and that rates are kept as low as feasible, it is
important to achieving these objectives that TVA ensure that LPC electric systems are
appropriately compensated for the use of electric system assets for non-electric purposes.

Over the last few years, TVA has seen an Increased regulatory focus on pole attachment fees in
the Valley. For example, in 2012 the Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association (KCTA)
petitioned the Kentucky Public Service Commission (KYPSC) to order that the KYPSC has
jurisdiction over the rates charged by TVA LPCs. In 2015, the KYPSC determined that itwas
preempted from regulating the pole attachment rates charged by TVA LPCs.. KCTA has
appealed the decision by the KYPSC. Similarlyin 2014, an opinion was sought from the
Tennessee Attorney General regarding the jurisdiction of the State of Tennessee (State) to
regulate the pole attachment rates of TVA LPCs. The Tennessee Attorney General concluded
that such regulation by the State Is not currently"clearlypreempted," but stated that ifTVAwere
to assert its regulatory authority over the rates and revenues of TVA LPCs in a way that directly
affected pole attachments, then regulation by the State would likely be preempted.

These and other activities in the Valley led to TVA's reevaiuation of the need to refine TVA's
regulation of pole attachment rates to ensure that electric systems are being appropriately
compensated for the use of electricsystem assets. Failure to do so has a direct impact on the

V
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retail rates charged by LPCs because electric ratepayers will be forced to subsidize the
business activities of those entities attaching to the assets of LPCs for non-electric purposes.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

TVA's Regulatory Assurance staff (Staff) reviewed Information related to pole attachment
regulation throughout the country and sought input from LPCs and the Tennessee Valley Public
PowerAssociation (TVPPA) on the need forfurther regulation and suggested methods for such
regulation. TVPPA proposed a rate fonnula to TVA, and after consideration of feedback that
was received, Staff developed a draft proposal for refinement of TVA's pole attachment
regulation. TVA sought feedback from LPCs on the proposal, and based on that feedback TVA
developed the following recommendation. TVA has held weblnars and othermeetingswith
LPCs to discuss and solicit input on pole attachment regulation. Feedback from individual LPCs
and the TVPPA Board of Directors has been generally supportive of TVA's efforts and the
actions recommended.

RECQMIVIENDED ACTION AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS

It Is recommended that the Board approve the methodology recommended by Staff for
regulation of pole attachment rates that is furtherdescribed below by adopting the
Determination on Regulation of Pole Attachments set out inAttachmentA. A summary of
Staffs considerations and the feedback received In developing this recommendation is provided
as Attachment B.

Afterstudying several methodologiesfor calculating pole attachment rates, Staff developed a
methodology that providesfor the fully allocated cost of the pole and is consequently designed
to better protect the electric ratepayer. Under this rate methodology, the pole attachment rate is
calculated by first establishing the total annual cost of pole ownership, which includes
administration, depreciation, maintenance, taxes, and return on investment (ROi). The total
cost is then allocated among pole users based on: the actual number of pole users; an equal
allocation of support space among the pole users; an equal allocation of safety space among
pole users that are attaching for communication purposes; and an allocation of usable space to
each pole user.

The methodology provides for equal sharing of support space among all users, including
electric. Safety space, however, is allocated equally among users that are attaching for
communication purposes. While Staff had initially developed a methodology that allocated
safety space to all users, based on Inputfrom TVPPA and LPCs, Staff further evaluated the
appropriate allocation of safety space. As noted by the National Electrical Safety Code, the
safety space on a pole is for the safety of communication workers. Staff concluded that It is
proper to allocate safety space to users that attach for communication purposes, and the
methodology Is reflected in Attachment A.

Certain assumptions have been used for simplification and ease of administration in developing
a fully allocated cost methodology for individual LPCs. The calculation assumes: an average
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pole height of 37.5 feet, which is consistent with pole attachment rate formulas used in many
jurisdictions; a 15% discount factor to remove items such as cross arms and anchors from pole
costs; a uniform ROl equal to 8.5%; and that one foot (or two feet depending on the attacher) of
space is occupied by each non-electric attaching party. Space allocation will be determined
using the actual number of attaching parties per pole, including the pole owner. TVA may adjust
the appropriateness of using assumptions and the assumptions being used from time to time.
Any such adjustments will be reported at least annually to the Audit, Risk, and Regulation
Committee of the TVA Board.

Some LPCs asked that TVA allow an LPC to apply actual data in place of the other assumptions
used in the formula, noting that some LPCs have actual system data that would allow for a more
accurate calculation. Staff considers a uniform ROl important to promoting consistency across
the Valley, but agrees that it may be appropriate to allow LPCs to use actual system data for
average pole height and discount factor. Accordingly, where such data is available and the LPC
provides sufficient justification to TVA supporting the use of actual data inputs for both pole
height and discount factor assumptions, the LPC may be permitted to use actual data. This is
reflected in Attachment A.

Staff completed a preliminary analysis to better understand the potential impacts of the
proposed new pole attachment rate methodology. Based on a review of current pole
attachment rates charged by LPCs, the mid-point in the Valley is approximately $18. Applying
the recommended methodology may result in a mid-point of approximately $30. Although most
LPCs are expected to see increased rates, some will see decreases from rates that are
currently charged. These Impacts will likely change once individual LPC pole accounting data Is
reconciled and validated by both the LPC and TVA;

Several LPCs expressed concern about the variance from current rates that will be produced by
the methodology. While Staff considers these changes necessary to ensure proper cost
recovery, Staff also recognizes the need to mitigate impacts of new rates. Accordingly, the
recommendation reflected in Attachment A provides for a phase-in period. Further, before an
LPC may apply the rate derived from the fully allocated cost methodology, Staff must validate
data and approve such rate. Following the Board's adoption of the methodology set out in
Attachment A, Staff will evaluate the rates calculated by analyzing each LPCs actual data. It is
recommended that the CEO be authorized to approve a mechanism, if needed, to further
address LPC rates that fail outside certain statistical parameters. This mechanism would be
subject to review bythe Audit, Risk, and Regulation Committee ofthe TVA Board prior to
implementation.

It is recommended that the Board authorize and direct the CEO to take ail actions necessary or
appropriate to implementthe Determination on Regulation of Pole Attachments. Further, for
purposes ofclarity, TVA will developa contract amendment in form and substance acceptable
to the Office of the General Counsel to more specifically incorporate TVA's regulatory control
over pole attachment rates into the wholesale power contract.
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Staff will continue to work with LPCs and TVPPA to provide fororderlyimplementation of the
pole attachment methodoiogy. All LPCs will be expected to enter Into the contract amendment
described above as soon as practicable. An LPC maybegin using the rate methodology
adopted herein as soon as TVAcompletes an evaluation of and affirms the rate. Ail LPCs are
expected to begin using the new pole attachment rate methodoiogy byJanuary 2017-, but no
later than January 2018, as described in Attachment A.

Attachments

Attachment A: Determination on Regulation of Pole Attachments
Attachment B: Summary,of Considerations and Comments

John M. Thomas ill
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Financial Services

MR 6 D-C

Attachments
CO (Attachments)

Dwain K. Lanier, MR 6D-C
Daniel P. Pratt, MR 6D-C
Van M. Wardlaw, BR 5D-C
Laura J. Campbell, MK 1A-MET
Jeffrey T. McKenzle, WT 7C-K
EDMS, WT CA-K

Sherry A. Quirk

A
Date William D. Johnson



Attachment A

Tennessee Valley Authority

Determination on Regulation of Pole Attachments
February 2016

. Determination Bv TVA Board

TVA is the exclusive retail rate regulator for local power companies (LPCs) that distribute TVA
power. Primariiy through the whoiesale power contractwith each LPC, TVA seeks tcensure
that electric systems are operated forthe benefit of electric consumers and that electric rates
are kept as low as feasible. Ensuring that LPCs are appropriately compensated for the use of
electric system assets is important to achieving these goals. Importantly, failure to do so will
have a direct impact on retail electric rates because electric ratepayers will be forced to
subsidize the business activities of those entities that are utilizing electric system assets. To
this end, TVA has evaluated the need to refine its regulation of the rates charged by LPCs
where parties such as cable ortelecommunication (including broadband) providers make or
maintain wireline attachments to electric system assets.

The TVA Board determines it to be appropriate to refineTVA's regulation in this area by
identifying the methodology to be used by TVA LPCs in determining pole attachment rates and
clarifying TVA's regulatory control over pole attachments within the wholesale power contract
between TVAand each LPC.^

Methodology

In establishing theformula to reflect the fully allocated costmethodology for each individual •
LPC, certain assumptions have been used to simplify the calculation. The calculation for each
attaching party assumes: an average pole height of37.5 feet; a 15 percent cross arm discount
factor; and allocation ofeither onefoot ortwo feet of- space depending onspace occupied by
the communication attaching party; and a uniform return on investment (ROl) equal to 8.5%.

A more detailed explanation ofthe components in the pole attachment formula is located in
Appendix 1. and an example of the data used in theformula is located in Appendix 2. The
formula to be used by all LPCs in establishing pole attachment rates is:

Pole Attachment Rate = (Space Allocation) x (Net Cost of Bare Pole)x (CarryingCost)

Space Allocation - The percentage share of spacebased upon amount, types, and purposes
of space on the pole. Space is allocated based on: the actual number of pole users; anequal
allocation ofsupport space among the pole users; an equal allocation ofsafetyspace among
pole users that are attaching for communication purposes; and an allocation of usable spaceto

• each pole user. (See Appendix 3)

^Nothing herein isintended to apply to reciprocal orjoint use agreements at this time, although TVA
expects that appropriate costs will be borne by all participants in these reciprocal orjoint use agreements.

RestrictedInformation - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page1



Attachment A

• Net Cost of Bare Pole - The net pole investment, after applying Discount Factor,
divided by the number of poles.

• Carrying Cost - Annual operating expenses associated with pole ownership.
(Administrative Charge, Maintenance Charge, Depreciation Charge, and Taxes as a
percent of net plant plus the Return on Investment)

It is recognized that there may be circumstances in which it is appropriate for LPCs to use
actual system data where such data Is available. Accordingly, ifan LPC provides sufficient
justification to TVA supporting the use of actual data inputs for both average pole height and
discount factor, TVA may approve the use of such data. Further, TVA may re-evaluate the
assumptions used in the formula periodically as well as the appropriateness of using
assumptions or actual data In the formula and make adjustments as deemed appropriate. Any
such adjustments will be reported at least annuallyto the Audit, Risk, and Regulation
Committee of the TVA Board.

Before an LPC may apply the rate derived from the fully allocated cost methodology, TVA must
validate data and approve such rate. Thereafter, on an annual basis, TVAwill evaluate and
approve the rate to be used. In the event that the methodology produces a rate for an individual
LPC that TVAdetermines to be outside certain statistical parameters, an additional level of
review will be required for such rate.^ Recognizing that LPCs will need a period oftime to
phase-in any necessary changes to pole attachment rates to mitigate the effect of any
significant changes In rates, TVAwill work with LPCs to implement the rates derived from the
methodology adopted herein using "the attached Guideline Adjustment Scale(See Appendix 4)
to provide for a transition period to the new rates.

Once the LPC begins applying the rate derived from the fully allocated cost methodology to Its
arrangements with communication attachers, such rate shouid be properiy adjusted either by -
using the Handy Whitman Index or by applying the updated TVA approved pole attachment
rate. TVA also expects pole attachment counts to be updated on a reasonable cycle in order to
ensure accurate revenue collection to cover costs.

Incorporation into Wholesaie Power Contract

For purposes of clarity, each LPC is expected to enter into an agreement with TVA as soon as
.practicable to more specifically incorporate TVA's regulatory control over pole attachment rates
into the wholesale power contract. An LPC may begin using the rate methodology adopted
herein as soon as TVA completes an evaluation of and affirms the rate. Ail LPCs are expected
to begin using the new pole attachment rate methodology by January 2017 for all new and
renewal contracts. In the event that individual LPCs' circumstances warrant, TVA may extend
the time for implementation to no later than January 2018. TVA will develop guidance for LPCs
to address the application of new rates where existing contracts contain such provisions as
automatic renewal, extension, or re-opener provisions.

^Following the Board's adoption ofthe methodology, TVA Staff will evaluate therates calculated by
analyzing each LPCs actual data. If it is determined that there is a need to do so, the CEO is authorized
to approve a mechanism to further address LPC rates that fall outside certain statistical parameters,
subject to review by the Audit, Risk, and Regulation Committee of the TVABoard prior to Implementation.

Restricted Information - Deliberativeand Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 2
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V

Pole Attachment Formula Components

Definitions: For purposes ofthis Exhibit, the following definitions shall apply, and all financial data have
been obtained from the local power companies (LPCs) most recent Annual Report to the Tennessee
Valley Authority:

"Administrative Charge" shall mean the total of all of the LPCs' administrative and general
expenses shown in all of the Sample LPCs' FERC Account 625 (which is a totaling account for
FERC Accounts 920, 921, 923-926, 929 & 930) divided by the total of all of the LPCs' electric
plant, net of accumulated depreciation.

"Carrying Costs" shall mean the sum ofthe Administrative Charge, the Depreciation Charge, the
Maintenance Charge, the Rate of Return, and the Tax-Equivalent Charge, all of which shall be
stated as a percentage of net plant.

"Depreciation Charge" shall mean the median depreciation rate forthe LPCs' multiplied by the
quotient ofthe LPCs' gross FERC-Account 364 plant divided by the LPCs' net FERC Account 364
plant.

"Maintenance Charge" shall mean the three year average of the LPCs' FERC Account 593 plant
expenses divided by the sum ofthe Sample LPCs' plant shown in FERC Accounts 364, 365 and

^ 369, net of accumulated depreciation.

"Net Cost of Bare Pole" shall mean the pole investment as shown in the LPCs' FERC Account
364, net of accumulated depreciation, multiplied by 1 minus the discount factor divided by
the total number of LPC utility poles included in FERC Account 364.

"Discount Factor" represents the percentage of distribution pole plant items (only) in FERC
Account 364 excluding cross arms, anchors, etc.

"Return on investment" shall mean eight and a half percent (8.5%).

"Space Allocation" is based upon a standard average 37.5 foot pole and the actual number of
parties per pole, including the pole owner.

"Tax and Tax-Equivalent Charges" shall mean the quotient of the LPCs' tax and/or tax-
equivalent payments shown in FERC Account 408.1 divided by all ofthe LPCs' electric plant, net
of accumulated depreciation.

Restricted Information - Deliberativeand Pre-Decisional Privileged
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Pole Attachment Formula Example

Net Cost of Bare Pole

Carrying Charge

Annual Cost of Ownership (a*b=X)

$

S

278.93 (a)

26.61% (b)

74.22 X

SpaceAllocation (% of TotalPole)
Fully Allocated Cost Formula (B+(l/(A-l)*C)+{l/A)*E)/(DtE)

MaximumRate per Pole

Fully Allocated Cost Formula (X'Ys^) $ a.ii z

Net Cost of a Bare Pole:

(1) Gross Pole Investment {FERC A/C 364) S 7,545,190.30
(2) Depreciation Reserve (FERC A/C 108.364) S 1,972,753.62
(3) Gross Plant 1nvestment (FERC A/C 364,365,& 369) S 14.998,392.35
(4) Net Investment (Poles) {L(l)-L(2)) $ 5,572,436.68
(5) Net Investment (Bare Pole) (L(4) x .85) S 4,736,571.18
(6) Number of Poles 16,981
(7) NetCostofaBarePole(L{5)/l(6)) $ 278.93 (a)

Carrying Charge;

(1) Administrative Charge
(2) Maintenance Charge
(3) Depreciation Charge
(4) Taxes

(5} Returnonlnvestment

(6) Total Carrying Charge Rate {L(lK(2)+L(3)-t-L(4H(5))

3.26%

8.56%

4.0692

2.23%

8.50%

26.61% (b)

Restricted Informational -Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged

Space AUocatlon: Assumptions Include 3entities attaching to 37.5' pole.
(A) Number of Attaching Parties 3
(B) SpaceOccupied by Attaching Party 1 feet

> (C) Safety Space 3.33 feet
(D) TotalUsable Space 13.5 feet
(E) TotalSupportSoace(6'Ground +18' Clearance) 24 feet

Administrative Charge
(1) A8iG Expense (TVA AR Rpt item 625 &a/c 935 -page 6) $ 1,321,181.13
(2) Net Plant Investment (TVAAR Rpt item 6-Page 1) $40,478,879.32
(3)Administrative Charge (L(l)/L(2)) 3.26%

Maintenance Charge
(1) Maintenance Exp.{Three yravg. -TVA AR a/c 593-Page 6) $ 837,521.00
(2) Net Investment (Pole Accounts 364,365 &369) $ 9,779,762.19
(3) Maintenance Charge (L{l)/L(2)) 8.56%

Depreciation Charge

(1) Depreciation Rate {TVA AR Rpt -page 11) 3.00%

(2) Gross Pole Investment (Account 364) $ 7,545,190.30
(3) NetPole Investment (Account 364) $ 5.572,436.68

(4) Depreciation Charge (L(l) x (L{2)/L{3)) 4.06%

Taxes

(1) Total Current and Deferred Taxes (TVA AR a/c408 Property -pg 29) $ 902,919.19
(2) Net Plant Investment $40,478,879.32
(3) Taxes (L(l)/L(2)) 2.23%

Return on Investment

AuthorizedbyRegulatoryAuthority 8.50%
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Space Allocation Illustration:
The FullyAllocated Cost Method

Allocates usable space

Equal sharing of safety space
among all users attaching for
communication purposes

Equal sharing of support space
among all users including
electric

Space allocation is 28.44%
based on assumed 37.5 foot

pole with 3 average users

Results In a fair allocation
of costs among pole
owner and pole users

Electric

(7.17')

Safety
(3.33')

Cable (1.0')

Telephone
I2£)_

Support

(24.0')

NOTTO

SCALE
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Guideline Adjustment Scale:

Monthly - Adjustment (+/-)
Dollar Variance Transition Period * Low High

$0-$5 Immediate action $ $ . 0.42

S 6-Sio No more than 2 years $ 0.21 $ 0.42
SII-S20 No more than 3 years .$ 031 $ 0.56
S21-$30 No more than 4 years $ 0.44 $ 0.63
$31 or greater No more than 5 years S 0.52 S >0.52.

* Transition period begins upon effective date of new or updated contract with attaching party.

Restricted Information - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged
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Summary of Consideration and Comments

Related to Recommendation to TVA Board February 2016

To understand the proposal being made to the TVA Board, the following summary Is being
provided to address: 1) pole attachment rate methodologies, 2) the scope of pole attachment
regulation, and 3) comments TVA received regarding such regulation.

I. METHODOLOGIES

TVA's Regulatory Assurance staff (Regulatory Staff) reviewed several methodologies by which
other regulatory bodies set pole attachment rates. After such review, Regulatory Stafffocused
on four methodologies. Generally, all formulas for calculating pole attachment rates are the
product of space factor and annual pole cost. Space factor, which establishes the percentage
of annual pole costs that each user of the pole will bear, is the primary driver in the differences
between formulas.

A. The Federal Communications Commission Method (FCC):

The FCC has established formulas for determining pole attachment rates for cable and
telecommunication attachments for investor-owned utilities. The FCC uses separate formulas
for cable and telecommunication service attachments. The FCC rate for cable service
attachments results in the lowest rate, requiring the attacher to typically only pay a rate that
amounts to recovery of approximately 7.4% of the annual pole cost. The traditional
telecommunication formula produces a rate that is typically 16.9% of the annual pole cost In
non-urban areas and 11.2% in urban areas. In order to further the FCC's goal of "promoting
consistent, cross-industry attachment rates that encourage deployment and adoption of
broadband Internet access services,the FCC, in recent years, has taken steps to "bring cable
and telecom rates for pole attachments Into parity at the cable-rate level" by applying certain
allocators that serve to reduce recovery of capital and operating costs. The FCC does not have
jurisdiction to regulate the pole attachment rates of municipal and cooperative systems.

After careful review. Regulatory Staff recognized that because the FCC formulas are designed
to further the policy goal of encouraging broadband investment, particularly In rural areas, they
do notappropriately compensate the electric utility for the attachment. Unlike the FCC, however,
TVA is charged with keeping electric rates as low as feasible, and ensuring that electric
ratepayers do not subsidize other business activities is important In achieving this objective.
The manner in which the FCC methods determine space allocation on poles requires pole
owners to absorb most of the capital and operating costs of a pole on the assumption that pole
owners do not take the interests of attaching entities into account in making their capital

^Implementation ofSection 224 of theAct; ANational Broadband Plan for Our Future. WC Docket No. 07-245, GN
Docket No.09-51, Order on Reconsideration, (released Nov.24, 2015)
httDs://apDs.fcc.eov/edocs Dubiic/attachmatch/FCC-15-151Al.pdf
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investment decisions. This is particularly true in the cable formula, which only accounts for the
space occupied on the usable space of a pole. Regulatory Staffdisagrees vi/ith this assumption.

TVA's recommended methodology differs from the FCC . telecommunication formula in
determining the space factor In several respects. Safety space, which is an amount of unused
space that is required on utility poles to safely separate electric facilities from communication
facilities, is assigned to the electric pole owner even though the safety space is solely for the
safety of communication workers. Regarding support space, the FCC telecommunication
method assigns 1/3 of the support space to the pole owner, which is the electric utility, and then
the remaining 2/3 of the support space is equally shared among all attaching entities, which also
includes the electric utility. The recommended TVA methodology allocates all of the safety
space to the communications attachers and equally allocates support space among all
attachers, including electric.

B. The American Public PowerAssociation Model (APPA):

The APPA has created a model licensing agreementthat qovers attachments to municipal utility
poles, ducts, and conduits owned by municipal electric utilities and a shared-cost formula for
calculating rates. The APPA model Is designed to provide the utility with full recovery of its
expenses and fair compensation for use of its poles,' and Regulatory Staff was able to utilize
many components from the APPA model. The primary difference between the TVA proposed
methodology and the APPA methodology is in allocation of safety space.

In determining the space factor, the APPA model allocates safety space equally among all pole
users, including electric. Like the APPA model, TVA plans on employing assumptions for
average pole height and discount factor, but with flexibility to allow the use of actual data when it
is available and otherwise justified.

C. "Analysis of Pole Attachment Rate Issues in Tennessee," prepared by Tennessee
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (TACIR^):

In 2007, the TACIR commissioned a study of proposed legislation in Tennessee that addressed
the issue of pole attachments by cable and telecommunication providers to the poles owned by
cooperative and municipally owned utilities. The TACIR report collected information about
methods used by eiectric providers in Tennessee, and it provided a comparison of the FCC
cable formula, the FCC telecommunication formula, and a "full-cost" methodology utilized by
some electric utilities. The full cost allocation method reviewed in the TACIR report most closely
met the objectives of TVA's pole attachment regulation. For a three-party pole, this method
generally results in a space factor of 28.4%, which allocates safety space to non-electric users
and provides for equal sharing of support space. This is consistent with the final TVA
recommendation.

Available at https://www.tn.gov/assets/enttties/taclr/attachments/pole_attachment_ratejssues.pdf
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D. Tennessee Valley Public PowerAssociation (TVPPA):

In response to a request from TVA, TVPPA proposed a methodology for TVA to consider in its
regulation of pole attachment rates. (See Appendix 1) Like the formula reviewed in the TACIR
report, TVPPA proposed a methodology that provides for an equal allocation of support space,
an equal allocation of safety space to all communication users, and an allocation of usable
space to each pole user. Because Regulatory Staff concluded that the methodology proposed
by TVPPA best reflects full cost allocation, the final recommendation is largely consistent with
the TVPPA proposal. It does, however, differ in a few respects. Notably, the Regulatory Staff
recommendation includes an 8.5% ROI instead of 10%, and the TVA methodology uses the
actual number of pole attachers instead of an assumption of three per pole.

II. SCOPE

The scope of pole attachment regulation by many regulatory bodies is broader than the
regulation that TVA is seeking to refine with this current effort. Regulatory Staff considered
whether such regulation should include joint use agreements or other similar reciprocal
agreements with telephone companies that also own poles within LPCs' respective service
areas. Because joint use and reciprocal arrangements provide benefits (from reciprocal use of
poles) that are not present in non-reciprocal arrangements, the rate methodology under
consideration was not determined at this time to be well-suited to address joint use and other

reciprocal arrangements.

Further, Regulatory Staff noted that many regulatory bodies not only regulate the rate for pole
attachments but also the terms-and conditions for pole attachment, such as dismantling fees
and penalties. Regulatory Staff contemplated a similar regulatory scope but determined that
regulating beyond the rate is neither feasible nor.appropriate at this time.

HI. COMMENTS

A. Solicitation of input

On August 12, 2015, TVA sent a letter to LPCs and the Tennessee Valley Public Power
Association (TVPPA) indicating that TVA was evaluating further refinement of TVA's regulation
of pole attachment rates. TVA invited recommendations on a pole attachment methodology.
(See Appendix 2) TVPPA recommended the methodology described above, and TVA reviewed
the TVPPA recommendation along with research conducted by Regulatory Staff. On November
10, 2015, TVA provided to all LPCs for input a draft recommendation addressing refinement of
TVA's regulation of pole attachment rates and setting out a proposed methodology. (See
Appendix 3)

TVA conducted a series of webinars and meetings with LPCs and received feedback from many
of them and TVPPA. Largely, that feedback fell into three broad categories: methodology:
changes in rates/implementation; and scope of regulation. Regulatory Staff considered the
feedback in developing the final recommendation made to the TVA Board. Below is a summary
of the Regulatory Staffs consideration of the feedback received.
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B. Summary of Feedback

1. Methodology

TVA's initial draft recommendation provided for the safety space on an electric pole to be
allocated equally among all attachers, including electric. TVA specifically asked for input on this
Issue, and many LPCs expressed concern about the appropriateness of allocating any of this
space to electric. While some LPCs supported the equal allocation of safety space, almost all
that commented on this issue noted that safety space is only required for the protection of
communication workers. The National Electrical Safety Code recognizes this space as being a
"Communication Worker Safety Zone," and many LPCs urged TVA to recognize this by
allocating all of the safety space to non-electric attachers. Regulatory Staff agrees that safety
space should be allocated to the communications attachers and this is reflected in the ultimate

recommendation to the TVA Board.

For simplification and ease of administration, the methodology developed by Regulatory Staff
for calculation of pole attachment rates includes certain assumptions. Regulatory Staff
attempted to balance rate calculations for each LPC with concerns about cost and other

resource constraints associated with compiling and validating individual data components that
may not be easily available. The initial draft that was provided to LPCs for input included
assumptions for pole height, discount factor, return on investment, space occupied per attacher,
and number of attachers per pole. Feedback on each of these is provided below:

• Pole Height - Reguiatory Staffs initial draft recommendation assumed a pole height of
37.5 feet, which is consistent with the assumption included in pole attachment rate
formulas used in many jurisdictions. Several LPCs noted that pole heights vary
significantly and questioned whether actual pole height data should be used. Some
expressed concerns about using such assumptions since some LPCs operate and
maintain an electric system with an average pole height greater than 37.5 feet and some
LPCs may be lower. LPCs also indicated that utilizing each LPCs actual average pole
height will produce a more accurate rate for that utility. While Regulatory Staff considers
pole height to be an area where It is appropriate to utilize an assumption, the final
recommendation to the TVA Board allows for LPCs to use actual data for both pole
height and discount factor when requested by the LPC and verified by TVA as
appropriate.

• Discount Factor - In order to determine the cost of a pole, the net pole cost as reflected

in the LPCs financial records is reduced by an amount determined to represent costs
associated with items such as cross arms and anchors because these items are not

used by communication attachers. Consistent with some of the methodologies
reviewed, Regulatory Staff considers 15% of the net pole costs to be a fair

representation of these costs. Some LPCs suggested that it would be more appropriate
to permit LPCs to use their actual system data for this input into the formula. As
explained above, this is reflected in the final recommendation.

• Return on Investment - Staff has recommended that the methodology include an 8.5%
return on Investment (ROI). Several LPCs questioned the use of a standard ROI instead
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V of allowjng for the use of Individual LPC calculations of the cost of capital. Some
suggested that 8.5% is too high, and others thought it is too low. Rather than using an
individualized ROI that is calculated for each LPC system, Regulatory Staff-considers a
uniform ROI to be appropriate In order to promote consistency across the Valley. The
assumption Included In the methodology was calculated by TVA's Treasury Staff utilizing
2014 LPC financial data. TVA provided additional Information to LPCs to describe the
manner In which TVA concluded that 8.5% represents a reasonable weighted average
cost of capital for LPCs as reflected In the final Regulatory Staff recommendation. (See
Appendix 4)

• Space Occupied per Attacher - The initial draft recommendation Included an assumption
• that one foot of space is occupied by each attaching party. Some LPCs noted that the

amount of space used by an attacher can vary depending upon the type of attachment
and questioned whether different assumptions should be used. To address this,
Reguiatory Staff modified the formula to calculate a rate for either one foot of space or
two feet of space. This is reflected in the final recommendation to the TVA Board.

• Number of Attachers per Pole ~ Regulatory Staffs initial draft recommendation utilized
an assumption of three attachers per pole In determining space allocation. Regulatory
Staff considered this to be a reasonable average to use across the Valley, and this
assumption is consistent with some of the other methodologies that were reviewed.
Several LPCs provided information about the actual number of attachers on their system
and questioned the use of an assumption Instead of actual data. This feedback
increased TVA's level of confidence that LPCs have the data available to determine the
actual number of attachers. In the final recommendation to the TVA Board, space

allocation will be determined using the actual number of attachers on the poles.

Tax-equivalent charges directly paid by LPCs are included in determining the carrying costs
component of the proposed formula. Some LPCs suggested that 5% of the LPC power costs
should also be added to their annual pole costs because LPC wholesale rates include an
amount^hat represents payments paid by TVA to state and local governments in-lleu-of taxes
(PILOT). Regulatory Staff does not consider it appropriate to Include these power costs
because they do not directly apply to the cost of the pole asset.

2. Change in Rates and Implementation Issues

As LPCs evaluated the rates for their own systems using the methodology being proposed to
the TVA Board, many raised concerns about both the variance from current rates and the
appropriate way to Implement the rates. Several LPCs noted that their own rates are likely to
Increase based on a preliminary review of-the rate methodology. They expressed concern
about the reaction of current attachers to these Increases and suggested that this could result In
legal challenges and collection problems. Some LPCs suggested that it may be appropriate to
cap the rates produced by the methodology or to otherwise provide for some flexibility In
determining the appropriate rate for an LPC. For example, one LPC questioned whether TVA
would allow an LPC to charge the Valley-wide average pole rate or a rate that is within a certain

, band of the Valley-wide average pole rate.

I
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While Regulatory Staff considers It necessary for the TVA Board to adopt a methodology that
ensures appropriate cost recoyery for the use of electric system assets, Regulatory Staff
recognizes the need to mitigate some of the impacts associated with the new rates.
Accordingly, where rates are determined to be outside certain statistical parameters an
additional level of review will be required. Following the Board's adoption of a methodology,
Regulatory Staff will evaluate and analyze the rates calculated by applying each LPC's actual
data to the methodology. The recommendation being made to the TVA Board provides for
TVA's Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to approve a mechanism to further address LPC pole
attachment rates that fall outside certain statistical parameters.

Regulatory Staff is also recomrhending a phase-in approach to implementing new pole
attachment rates. This is designed to provide a period of time for the LPC and attaching parties
to adjust to changes in rates calculated by the new methodology. TVA received many questions
related to implementation and TVA's expectations related to new and existing contracts.
Regulatory Staff believes that the nature of the issues raised is such that they can be resolved
through continued discussion between TVA and LPCs.

3. Scope of Recommendation

Several LPCs suggested that TVA's regulatory focus should extend beyond the rates charged
for attachments. For example, some suggested that TVA should authorize punitive actions to
be taken for certain actions, such as failure to pay in a timely manner and failure to remove
attachments. Some LPCs noted that certain actions by attaching parties can create safety and
other concerns for the electric department. Some also suggested that TVA should develop
regulations or guidance to address things such as non-payment, late fees, back-billing for
unreported attachments, contractual issues, and enforcement of new rates.

Regulatory Staff considers these Issues to be outside the scope of the present effort and is not
making any recommendations to the TVA Board at this time. Regulatory Staff will continue to
work with LPCs on issues related to pole attachments and evaluate the appropriateness of
further regulation.
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October 8,2015

Ms. Jennifer Brogdon
TVA Regulatory Assurance
1101 Market Street MR 6D

Chattanooga TN 37402

Dear Ms. BrogdoiL-

As you know, the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Public Power
Association (TVPPA) and various TVPPA committees have been evaluating
ways in which TVA could more directly regulate pole attachment rates for
TVPPA member systems. While pole attachment rates are already within
TVA's regulatory oversight, this approach would provide a more specific
framework for evaluating and regulating these rates.

The TVPPA Board ofDirectors discussed this matter at its September 14,
2015 meeting. At that meeting, the Board of Directors unanimously approved
some pole cost calculation and cost allocation principles for recommendation
to TVA based upon the work of the TVPPA Joint Use Committee and the
TVPPA Regulatory Committee. TVPPA has developed a proposed Rate
Formula based upon this methodology.

We have attached an overview of the proposed Rate Formula as Exhibit A.
Exhibit B contains more detailed information on the Rate Formula. TVPPA

submits that the Rate Formula provides a rate methodology that appropriately
shares costs ofpole ownership between local power companies and the parties
that utilize their poles. The Rate Formula calculates the total annual cost of
pole ownership, including administration, depreciation, maintenance, taxes
and payments in lieu of taxes, cost of capital and a rate of retum, and then
allocates that total cost among pole users based on an assumed system average
number of pole users. The allocation methodology provides for an equal
allocation of support space on the pole among all pole users, an equal
allocation of safety space on the pole among pole users other than the electric
system, and an allocation ofusable space to each pole user.

As you will note, TVPPA suggests that this formula should be limited to
regulation ofrates included in license agreements between local power
companies and third parties making or maintaining wireline attachments in the
communications space on the local power companies' poles. Today, local
power companies typically operate under long-standing joint use
arrangements or other similar reciprocal agreements with telephone
companies that also own poles within the local power companies' respective
service areas. This regulatory policy is not intended to apply to such current or
future joint use arrangements.

An organization of municipally and cooperatively
owned electric power systems purchasing power
from the Tennessee Valley Authority.
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Ms. Jennifer Brogdon
October 2, 2015
Page 2

The TVPPA Board recommends that TVA adopt a transition period that will
give local power companies sufficient time to compile, review and, if
necessary, reconcile theirpoleplantaccounting records in order to capture the
appropriate costsof ownership. This transition periodshouldalso allowlocal
power compames sufficient time to phase in any necessary changes to their
pole attachment rates to mitigate any significant changes inrates - positive or
negative - on TVPPA member systems and the parties that utilize ieir poles.
To providegreater predictability and stability for this rate structure, TVPPA
further submits that TVA should allow local power companies to use plant
account datafi-om multiple years where necessary to normalize a local power
company's plantcosts; and TVPPA requests thatTVAallow local power
companies to utilize a generally accepted index, suchas the Handy-Whitman
Index, to adjust costs on intervals notto exceed five (5) years.

The transition plan willplay a critical role in ensuring the success of thismore
detailed regulatory structure, andTVPPA would welcome the opportunity to
discuss transition issues in greater detail with TVA. The TVPPA Joint Use
andRegulatory Committees havea wealth of knowledge onthis topic and will
be valuableresources to TVA in this process.

We appreciate the opportunity to work with you and others at TVA on this
issue. The TVPPA Board, its Committees, its staffand I will be available at
your convenience to discuss next steps in this process.

Smcerely,

Jac; W. Simmons

ident & CEO
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EXHIBIT A

Pole Attachment Rate Formula

Attachment _ Pole Carrying Space
Rate Cost Costs Allocatipii

>

s

Pole cost = Net cost of a bare pole (the average I
investment per pole net of depreciation)
Carrying costs = Annual operating expenses associated
with pole ownership |

- Administrative

- Maintenance

- Depreciation
- Taxes and in lieu of tax payments
- Cost of capital and rate of return

Space allocation = share of costs based upon amount of
space on a pole

3

Cd

>

'Id

Page 1



EXHIBIT A

Space Allocation: The Fully Allocated Cost Method

Electric (7.17)
1 'S

I--:

Safet>' (3.33)

Cable (1.0)

Telephone (2.0)

Support (24.0)

NOT TO SCALE

•The fully allocated cost method allocates;

•Usable Space

•Equal sharing of Safety Space with
communications attachers

•Equal sharing of Support Space with
all users (including local power
company)

•Space Allocation: 28.44%, based upon an
assumed 37.5' pole with 3 average users

•This allocation method results in a more
equal allocation of costs among the pole
owner and pole users

Page 2
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EXmBITB

Rate Formula

1. Attachment Rate Calcniation. A local power company (or "LPC") will use the
followingformula for calculatinga cost-basedpole attachmentrate:

Attachment Rate = Pole Cost * Space Allocation * Carrying Costs

2. Definitions. For purposes of this Exhibit, the following definitions shall apply, and an
LPC shall calculate the Poleattachment ratefinancial data drawn from the LPC's Annual Report
filings withTVA:

a. "Administrative Charge" shall mean the total of all of the LPC's administrative
and general expenses assodated with ownership of its overhead plant, including without
limitation those expenses shown in the LPC's FERC Account 625 (which is a totaling account
for FERC Accounts 920, 921, 923-926, 929 & 930) divided by the total of all of the LPC's
electric plant, net of accumulated depreciation.

b. "Carrying Costs" shall mean the sum of the Administrative Charge, the
Depreciation Charge, the Maintenance Charge, the Rate of Return, and the Tax-Equivalent
Charge, all of which shall be stated as a percentage of net plant.

c. "Depreciation Charge" shall mean the depreciation rate for the LPC's pole plant
multiplied by the quotient of the LPC's gross FERC Account 364 plant divided by the LPC's net
FERC Account 364 plant.

d. "Maintenance Charge" shall mean the total of all of the LPC's maintenance
expenses associated with ownership of its overhead plant, including without limitation the LPC's
FERC Account 593 plant expenses divided by the sum of the LPC's plant shown in FHRC
Accounts 364,365 and 369, net of accumulated depreciation.

e. "Pole Cost" shall mean eighty-five percent (85%) of the pole investment as shown
in the LPC's FERC Account 364,- net of accumulated depreciation, divided by the total number
of LPC utility poles included in FERC Account 364.

f. "Rate of Return" shall mean ten percent (10%).

g. "Space Allocation" shall mean twenty-eight and 44/100 percent (28.44%), which
is based upon an average 37.5 foot pole and an average of three pole users per pole, including the
pole owner.

h. "Tax and Tax-Equivalent Charges" shall mean the total of all of the LPC's tax and
tax equivalent charges associated with ownership of its overhead plant, including without
limitation the quotient of the Sample LPCs' tax and/or tax-equivalent payments shown in FERC
Account 408.1 divided by all of the Sample LPCs' electric plant, net of accumulated
depreciation.
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3. Applicability. The Rate Formula is limited to regxdation of rates included in license
agreements between LPCs andthird parties making or maintaining wireline attachments in the
communications space on the local power companies' poles. As of the date of adoption of this
policy, LPCs typically operate under long-standing joint use airangements or other similar
reciprocal agreements wth telephone companies that also own poles within the local power
companies' respective service areas. Those agreements provide for a different allocation and
sharing of operating and financial responsibilities between the parties. While a LPC is not
precluded from using this rate policy for joint use agreements, nothing in this rate policy is
intended to apply to such current or future joint usearrangement.
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Tennessee Valley Authority, 1101 Market Street, MR 6D-C, Chattanooga. Tennessee 37402-2801

August 12, 2015

Dear:

At the February 5, 2014, TVPPA Regulatory Committee meeting, TVA President and CEO
Bill Johnson stated that in light of increased regional regulatory focus on pole attachment
fees, TVA will evaluate whether further refinement of its regulation of Local Power Company
(LPC) pole attachment rates is needed. TVA, pursuant to the TVA Act, has the exclusive
authority to regulate retail rates and service practices of LPCs, including establishing terms
and conditions under which TVA power is resold. TVA has a duty to ensure that electrical
power is supplied at the lowest feasible cost, and this requires that the electric system is
appropriately compensated for the use of electric system assets. To this end, in accordance
with Mr. Johnson's directive, TVA is further analyzing the pole attachment charges
throughout the Valley to determine whether current practices ensure appropriate recovery so
that ratepayers are charged costs properly assigned to their electric system.

TVAappreciates the efforts by TVPPA's Joint Use Committee, on behalf of the TVPPA
membership, In studying pole attachment rate practices atTVA's request. We look forward
to the Committee making a recommendation to TVA on a fair and consistent pole attachment
cost recovery methodology. Given that any regulatory policy changes in pole attachment
regulation will impact many, if not all, LPCs, TVAencourages TVPPA's and LPCs'
engagement and input on this matter. If, as a result of these efforts, TVA staff concludes that
refinements to TVA's pole attachment regulation are necessary or desirable, we expect to
make such a proposal to the TVA Board at its February 2016 meeting. In order to provide
adequate time for review and consideration of feedback from all 155 LPCs, the following
preliminary timeline has been established:

August to September 2015 - TVAcontinues to coordinate with TVPPA Joint Use
Committee and solicits Input from LPCs. Send all feedback to Barry Barnett at
jbbamett@tva.gov.
September 2015 - Date by which TVAexpects a recommendation from LPCs and
TVPPA

September 2015 - TVA completes draft recommendation and provides to TVPPA
and LPCs

October 2015 to November 2015-TVA solicits feedback from LPCs and TVPPA
on TVA's draft recommendation

January 2016 - TVAfinalizes recommendation for TVA Board action Sincerely,

V.

Jennifer Brogdon
Director

Regulatory Assurance
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Tennessee Valley Authority, 1101 Market Street, MR6E)-C, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402-2801

November 10, 2015

Dear TVA Local Power Company:

TVA has been reviewing its regulation of pole attachment rates. We appreciate the local power
companies (LPCs) who responded to our August 12 request and provided input to TVA on an
appropriate and consistent cost recovery methodology. TVA also appreciates the collaborative
effortsof TVPRA and the Joint Use Committee who, on behalfof Itsmembers, studied pole
attachment rate practices and made a proposal to TVA.

TVA has incorporated feedback from LPCs and TVPPAIn developing the enclosed pole attachment
rate methodology. Information is provided on the scope, methodology, and implementation plan.

So that you can fully consider TVA's recommendation, Iam enclosing a rate calculation template to
assist you in calculating the pole attachment rate that would be derived from the formula proposed In
TVA staffs recommendation if it is ultimately adopted by the TVA Board. An excel spreadsheet
version will be e-mailed to you for your use. Ifyou need assistance with the template, please contact
Laura McDade at 423-751-2474 or Idmcdade@tva.gov.

TVA plans to present a final recommendation to the TVA Board at the February 2016 meeting. As
you will see in the enclosed recommendation, TVA Is specifically seeking additional input on the
allocation of safety space to pole users. Please submit your input on TVA's Staff
Recommendation to Barry Barnett at 865-632-2107 orjbbarnett@tva.gov. To allow adequate time
for TVA's review and consideration, please provide your feedback on this recommendation by
November 30. Please note that a webinar Is scheduled Thursday, November 19 from 2:00 p.m.
until 4:00 p.m. (CT) to provide an opportunity for more discussion.

In order to better analyze pole attachment rates, TVAwould appreciate current pole attachment rate
information from you. Your assigned TVA DistributorAssurance field accountant will contact your
accountant for information in the coming days. Ifyou have any questions, please contact me at 423-
751-8397 or a member of the Regulatory Assurance staff.

Sincerely,

(Original Signed By):

Jennifer Brogdon
Director

Regulatory Assurance

Enclosures
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V Tennessee Valley Authority

TVA Staff Recommendation for Refining Pole Attachment Rate Regulation

Provided For Input

November 10, 2015

Scope

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is the exclusive retail rate regulator for local povwer companies (LPCs)

that distribute TVA power. One primary objective of TVA is to ensure that power is soid at rates as low

as feasible, and accordingly, LPC electric systems must be appropriately compensated for the use of
electric system assets for non-electric purposes. As part of approving each IPG's electric rates, TVA

evaluates each IPG's revenue requirements which, among other things, include revenue from pole

attachment fees.

TVA staffs recommendation for refining its pole attachment regulation (StaffRecommendation) is being
provided for TVPPA's and IPG's input, and a final recommendation ultimatelywill be proposed to the
TVA Board. The scope of the Staff Recommendation is limitedto regulation of rates included in
agreements between IPGs and third parties making or maintaining wirelineattachments, such as cable
or telecommunication (Including broadband) providers. This recommendation is not intended to apply
to reciprocal or Joint use agreements at this time althoughTVA also expects appropriate costs to be
borne by ail participants in these reciprocal or Joint use agreements.

MethodoloEV

TVA staff reviewed information related to pole attachment regulation throughout the country. Staff has
observed that most methods for calculating pole attachment rates are based on the annual cost (or
carrying charge) ofa poleand the proportion ofthe attaching space on the poleoccupied by an
attachment. TVAdoes not feel that these methods recover the full costs associated with the pole

attachment, so the Staff Recommendation provides for a pole attachment rate methodology that

recovers the full cost of the pole in order to ensure that electric system ratepayers are not incurring

costs that should be borne by attachers.

Underthis proposed rate methodology, the pole attachment rate iscalculated byfirst establishing the
total annual cost of pole ownership, which includes administration, depreciation, maintenance, taxes,

and rate of return. The total cost is then allocated among pole users based on: an assumed system

average number of pole users; an equal allocation of support space amongthe pole users; an equal
allocation of safety space among pole users; and an allocation of usablespace to each pole user. As to
the allocation of safety space among all pole users, TVA is specifically seeking additional input.

I,

Restricted Information - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 1
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It has been suggested to TVA that allocation of safety space to only the third-party attachers would be

more appropriate because the safety space is for the benefit of those third parties. Accordingly, while

the attached methodology reflects an equal allocation of this space, TVA staff will further evaluate this

issue along with any additional feedback that is received.

TVA recognizes that LPCs will need a period of time to phase-in any necessary changes to pole

attachment rates to mitigate any significant changes in rates that will impact the LPCs and the attachers.

Accordingly, TVA will work with LPCs to implement the rates derived from this rate methodology using

the attached Guideline Adjustment Scale (Appendix 1) to provide for a transition period to the new

rates. The Guideline Adjustment Scale provides for a period of time to adjust rates based on the

difference between current and new rates.

In establishing the formula to reflect the fully allocated cost methodology for each individual LPC, TVA

has utilized certain assumptions to simplify the calculation. For example, the calculation assumes an

average of three attaching parties per pole, an average pole height of 37.5 feet, a 15 percent cross arm

discount factor, and a uniform return on investment equal to 8.5%. A uniform return on investment

percent used by all LPCs in the calculation of their pole cost rate will help promote consistency across

the Valley. TVAwill re-evaluate this percentage periodically for the pole attachment formula. A more

detailed explanation of the components in the pole attachment formula is located in Appendix 2, and an

example of the data used in the formula is located in Appendix 3.

Formula: (Space Allocation) x (Net Cost of Bare Pole) x (Carrying Cost)

0 Space Allocation - The share of cost based upon amount, types, and purposes of space on the

pole. (See Appendix 4)

• Net Cost of a Bare Pole - 85% of the net pole investment divided by the number of poles.

• Carrying Cost - Annual operating expenses associated with pole ownership. (Administrative,

Maintenance, Depreciation, and Taxes as a percent of net plant plus input for return on

investment.)

Once the LPCis applying the rate derived from the fully allocated cost methodology, then the LPCmay

use the Handy Whitman Index to annually escalate the pole attachment rate. Also, TVA would expect

pole attachment counts to be updated in a reasonable cycle time to ensure accurate revenue collection

to cover cost.

Implementation

Contingent upon TVA Board approval, TVA and LPCs should enter into an agreement no later than

January 2017 to put the new methodology and rate into effect, some of which will be transitioned over

time. TVA expects LPCs financial and accounting records to be accurate and urges LPCs to begin

reviewing accounting information now. TVA recognizes that some LPCs may need this additional time

(until January 2017) to review and reconcile pole plant accounting data.

Restricted Information - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 2
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Appendix 1

Guideline Adjustment Scale:

Monthly - Adjustment (+/-)
Dollar Variance Transition Period * Low High

s 0-S5 Immediate action $ $ 0.42

$ 6-SlO No more than 2 years $ 0.21 $ 0.42

$11 - $20 No more than 3 years $ 0.31 $ 0.56

$21-$30 No more than 4 years $ 0.44 $ 0.63

$31 or greater No more than 5 years $ 0.52 $ >0.52

* Transition period begins once current contractual agreements have expired.

Restricted Information - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 3
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, Appendix 2

Pole Attachment Formula Components

Definitions: For purposes of this Exhibit, the following definitions shall apply, and all financial data have
been obtained from the local power companies (LPCs) most recent Annual Report to the Tennessee
Valley Authority:

"Administrative Charge" shall mean the total of all of the LPCs' administrative and general
expenses shown in all of the Sample LPCs' FERC Account 625 (which is a totaling account for
FERC Accounts 920, 921, 923-926, 929 & 930) divided by the total of all of the LPCs' electric
plant, net of accumulated depreciation.

"Carrying Costs" shall mean the sum of the Administrative Charge, the Depreciation Charge, the
Maintenance Charge, the Rate of Return, and the Tax-Equivalent Charge, al[ of which shall be
stated as a percentage of net plant.

"Depreciation Charge" shall mean the median depreciation rate for the LPCs' multiplied by the
quotient of the LPCs' gross FERC Account 364 plant divided by the LPCs' net FERC Account 364
plant.

"Maintenance Charge" shall mean the three year average of the LPCs' FERC Account 593 plant
expenses divided by the sum of the Sample LPCs' plant shown in FERC Accounts 364, 365 and
369, net of accumulated depreciation.

"Pole Cost" shall mean eighty-five percent (85%) of the pole investment as shown in the LPCs'
FERC Account 364, net of accumulated depreciation, divided by the total number of Sample LPC
utility poles included in FERC Account 364.

"Rate of Return" shall mean eight and a half percent (8.5%).

"Space Allocation" shall mean twenty-six and 96/100 percent (26.96%), which is based upon an
average 37.5 foot pole and an average of three parties per pole, including the pole owner.

"Tax and Tax-Equivalent Charges" shall mean the quotient of the LPCs' tax and/or tax-
equivalent payments shown in FERC Account 408.1 divided by all of the LPCs' electric plant, net
of accumulated depreciation.

Restricted Information - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 4
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Appendix 3
Pole Attachment Formula Example

Net Cost of a Bare Pole

Carrying Charge

Annual Cost of Ownership (a*b=X)

S

%

278.56 (a)

26.81% (b)

74.68 X

Space Allocation (% of Total Pole}

Fully AllocatedCost Formula{B+(1/(A)*C)+(1/A)*E)/(D+E)

Maximum Rate per Pole

Fully Allocated Cost Formula (X"YaZ) % 20.13 Z

Space Allocation: Assumptions Include 3 entitiesattachingto 37.5' pole.

(A) Number of Attaching Parties 3

(B)Space Occupied by Attaching Party 1 feet

(C)Safety Space 3.33 feet

(D)Total Usable Space 13.6 feet

(E)Total Support Space (6' Ground •* 18' Clearance] 24 feet

Administrative Charge

(1) A&G Expense [TVA AR Rpt item 625 & a/c 935 -page 6) $ 1,321,181,13

(2) Net Plant Investment (TVA AR Rpt Item 6-Page 1) $40,478,879.32

Net Cost of a Bare Pole; (3)Administrative Charge (L{l)/L(2)) 3.26%

(1) Gross Pole investment ( FERC A/C364) $ 7,545,190.30

(2) Depreciation Reserve (FERC A/C108.364) $ 1,972,753.62 Maintenance Charge

(3) Gross Plant Investment ( FERC A/C364.365,8i 359) $ 14,998,392.35 (1) Maintenance Exp.(Threeyr avg. -TVA ARa/c 593-Page 6) $ 855,593.57

(4) Net Investment (Poles) (L(l)-L(2)) S 5,572,436,68 (2) Net Investment (Pole Accounts 364,365 8i 369) $ 9,779,762,19

(5) Net Investment (Bare Pole) (L(4) x .85 ) $ 4,736,571.18 (3) Maintenance Charge {L(l)/(.(2)) 8.75%

(6) Number of Poles 17,004

(7) Net Cost of a Bare Pole (L{S)/U6)) % 278.56 (a) Depreciation Charge

(1) Depreciation Rate (TVAAR Rpt-page 11) 3.00%

(2) Gross Pole Investment (Account 364) $ 7,545,190.30

(3) Net Pole Investment (Account 364) $ 5,572,436.68

Canving Charge: (4) DepreciationCharge (L(l)x (L(2)/L(3)) 4.06%

(1) Administrative Charge 3.26% Taxes

(2) Maintenance Charge 8.75% - (1) TotalCurrentand DeferredTaxes(TVA AR a/c 408 Property-pg29) S 902,919.19

(3) Depreciation Charge 4.06% ^ (2) Net Plant Investment $40,478,879.32

(4) Taxes 2.23% (3) Taxes (L(l)/L(2)) 2.23%

(5) Return on Investment 8.50%

(6)Total Carrying Charge Rate (L{l)+L(2)+L{3)+L(4)+L(5)) 26.81% (b) Return on Investment

4dithorl2ed by Regulatory Authority S.50%

Restricted Informational -Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 5
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Appendix 4

Space Allocation:

The Fully Allocated Cost Method

Allocates usable space

Equal sharing of safety
space among all users

Including electric

Equal sharing of support
space among all users including
electric

Space allocation is 26.96%

based on assumed 37.5 foot

pole with 3 average users

Results in equal allocation
of costs among pole owner
and pole users

Electric

(7.17')

Safety
(3.33')

Cable (1.0')

Telephone
(2.0')

Support

(24.0')

NOTTO

SCALE

Restricted Information - Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged Page 6
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POLE ATTACHMENT FEE CALCUIATIDN

FISCALYEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2014

detect Local Power Company Input FiKol YearofData

Thistemplate is a tool to calculate pole attachment rates under TVA's proposed pole attachment recommendation. To use, input data specific
to the local power company for the gray sections only. All other numbers calculate automatically. Source locations for the required data are
noted in blue. Foranyquestionsor helppopulatingthe requireddata, please contact Laura McDade at (423) 751-2474 or ldmcdade@tva.gov.

DATAINPUTS

Plant Account Data

Total Plant

Item 1 - Gross Plant

Item 2 - Depreciation

Net Plant

Data requiredfor gray sections only.

2014

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGE 1

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGE 1

2014

Gross Plant Depreciation Net Plant

Plant Related to Poles ANNUALREPORT.PAGES9 & 11

Account 364 - Poles, Towers, and Fixtures S S

Account 365 - Overhead Conductors & Devices s $

Accou nt 369 - Services s 5

Total $ - s $

Account 364 Data

Number of Poles Pole

Depreciation {%Gross Plant)

Expense Data
Item 625 + Account 935 - Administrative ftGeneral Expense

Account 408.1 - Property Taxes Net

Current Deferred Operating Income Taxes Net
Noncurrent Deferred Operating IncomeTaxes

Account 593 - Overhead Lines Distribution MaintenarKe

2012

2013

2014

3 YearAverage

Rate of Return

Authorized by Regulatory Authority

CALCULATIONS

Space Allocation Scenarios

(A)Number of Attaching Parties

(B)Space Occupied byAttaching Party
(C)Safety Space

(D)Total Usable Space
(E) TotalSupport Space(6'Ground *• 18' Clearance)

S)»ce Allocation (%ofTotalPole)
Fully AllocatedCostFormula (B+(1/(A)*C)+{1/A)*E)/(D+E)

Net Cost of a Bare Pole (Breakdown betew)
Carrying ChargeRate (Breakdown below]

Annual Cost of Ownership

Maximum Rate per Pole (Space Allocation%x Annual Cost)

Fully Allocated Cost Formula

2014

ILPC INTERNM. POII COUNT RECORDS
IANNUAL REPORT. PAGE LI

2014

8.5%

3 party. 1 foot

3

1

3.33

13.50

24

26.°

NA

NA

NA

ANNUALREPORT, PAGE 6

ANNUALREPORT. PAGE 29

LPC INTERNAL ACCOUNTING RECOROS

LPC tNTERNAl ACCOUNTING RECORDS

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGE 6

Note: Conflrm tfiot account 593 captures
maintenarKe expenses for accounts 364,
365 & 369

Restricted Information -Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged



POI^ ATTACHMENT FEE CALOJLATION

FISCALYEARENDED JUNE 30,2014

5etecf Local Power Company

Attachment B - Appendix 3

Breakdown of Inputs in Calculations

Net Cost of a Bare Poie

(1) Gross Pole Investment

(2) Depreciation Reserve
|3) Net Current Deferred Operating IncomeTaxes
(4) Net Noncurrent Deferred Operating Income Taxes
{5) Net Deferred Operating IncomeTaxes (L(3H'L(4)}
(6) Gross Plant Investment
(7) Net Deferred Operating IncomeTaxes (Poles) ((L(l)/U6) x 1(5))

(8) Net Investment (Poles) (L(l)-L(2)-L(7))
(9) Net Investment (Bare Pole) (L(8)x .85)

(10) NumberofPoles

(11) NetCostofaBarePole(M9}/L(10})

Carrying Charge Rate
CarryingCharge

(1) AdmlnistrativeCharge

(2) Maintenance Charge
(3) Depreciation Charge
(4) Taxes

(5) Return on Investment
(6) Total CarryingCharge Rate (L(l)H(2)+l(3K(4)+L(5))

AdmlnistrativeCharge

(1) A&GExpense (625 + 935)
(2) Net Plant

Investment

(3) Administrative Charge(L(l}/L(2))

Maintenance Charge

(1) AverageMaintenanceExpense(593)
(2) Net Investment (Pole Accounts 364,365 & 369)
(3) Maintenance Charge (L(l)/L(2))

Depreciation Charge

(1) Depreciation Rate
(2) Gross Pole Investment (Account 364)

(3) Net Pole Investment (Account364)
(4) Depreciation Charge (1(1) x (L(2)/L(3))

Taxes

(1) Total Current and Deferred Taxes
(2) Net Plant Investment

(3) Taxes (L(l)/L{2))

Return on Investment

Authorized by Regulatory Authority

Restricted Information -Deliberative and Pre-Decisional Privileged

Input Fiscal Year ofData

NA

NA

NA

NA

. NA

NA

NA

NA

8.5%

J!i&

NA

0.0096

NA

NA

83%
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WACC with Public Utility Basis Capital Structure

Using a Public Power Utility Basis Model implied LPC capital structure and applying a CAPM

approach to derive targeted ROE, a reasonable WACC for LPCs would be 8.5%

Components

Debt Rate of Return

Equity Rate of Return

WACC RESULTS

LPC Average

LPC Minimum

LPC Maximum

TVA Equivalent Debt

7.0%

8.7%

8.4%

7.6%

8.7%

Lower Cost Debt

6.8%

8.7%

8.3%

7.5%

8.7%

Lowest Cost Debt

6.6%

8.7%

8.3%

7,4%

8.7%

The table above does not include any adjustments for project specific risk, which should be

considered when calculating hurdle rates for project analysis

The equity return of 8.7% is estimated using the Capital Asset Pricing Model

Ti =rrf+P(Rm-rrr)
r^f = 4.08% (30 year average of 10-year US Treasury Bond Yield)
P = 0.93 (debt/equity per Utility Basis model; utility unlevered Barra beta estimate of 0.42*)

- r^) = 5% (research-based long-term average equity return)**

* beta estimate sourced from January 2015 update of Betas by Sector by Aswath Damodaran, Stern School of Business, NYU
**5% was commonly used prior to 2008, after which all equity market risk premium have significantly increased. A lightdownward trend is
observed after 2010 according to a KPMG study in January 2015.
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BEFORE THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

UTILITIES COMMISSION

RALEIGH

TIME WARNER CABLE
SOUTHEAST LLC,

Coinplainaiit,

V.

CARTERET-CRAVEN ELECTRIC

MEMBERSHIP CORPORATION,
Respondent.

TIME WARNER CABLE

SOUTHEAST LLC,
Complainant,

V.

JONES-ONSLOW ELECTRIC

MEMBERSHIP CORPORATION,
Respondent.

TIME WARNER CABLE

SOUTHEAST LLC,
Complainant,

V,

SURRY-YADKIN ELECTRIC

MEMBERSHIP CORPORATION,
Respondent.

UNION ELECTRIC '
MEMBERSHIP

CORPORATION d/b/a UNION

POWER COOPERATIVE,
Complainant-Petitioner,

V.

TIME WARNER CABLE

SOUTHEAST LLC

Respondent-Petitioner

DOCKET NO. EC-55, SUB 70
•DOCKET NO. EC-43, SUB 88
DOCKET NO. EC-49, SUB 55
DOCKET NO. EC-39, SUB 44



V DECLARATION OF J. AARON GEORGE

I, James Aaron George, pursnant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows:

1. I am an attorneyadmittedpro hac vice to practice before this Commission.

I am an associate with SheppardMullinRichter & HamptonLLP, attorney of recordfor

Time Warner Cable Southeast, LLC in the above-captioneci dockets. I have personal

knowledge ofthe information set forth in this Declaration.

2. I submitteda requeston January 13,2017 to the TennesseeValley

Authority ("TVA") under theFreedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 ("FOXA"), for

documents relatedto the February11, 2016, resolutionof the TVA Board of Directors

regarding pole attachments.

3.. The documents attachedto this declaration are true and correctcopiesof

documents provided to mebytheTVA inresponse to myFOIA request.

I declare imder penalty ofpeijury thattheforegoing is trueandcorrect.

Executed June 14,2017, in Washington, DC.

I.

J.'AafonGbjrgejy ^
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LPC Pole Attachment Rate Regulation
Lunch & Learn

January 15, 2016
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Rates Impact Under Proposed Methodology

New mid-point ~ $30 vs. $18 today

Minimum rate $7.60

Maximum rate $85.50

30% LPCs are within $5 of new rate

50% LPCs are within $10 of new rate

-$10 -

Pole Attachment Rate Increase/Decrease per LPC

84% Require Rate Increase

TrTfr fiiTiTiTiT Tr nTmTfm rnTi mffirfffmn

16% Require Rate Decrease

Thenew rate for each LPCIs ioasedon three attaching parties using a 37.5'poie height and a 15% discount factor for cross arms and other appurtenances.
When LPCs use system-specific data and reconcile poie accounting data, rate impacts may change.
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Rates Impact Under Proposed Methodology
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POLE ATTACHMENT RATE

TEMPLATE WORKSHOP
APRIL - MAY 2016

Barry Barnett, Regulatory Assurance



Calculatini the Number of^ttachers

For purposes of calculating the space allocation component of the pole
attachment rate methodology, TVA has established standard assumptions for
the number of attachers based on rural and urban classifications.

LPC's should use this Standard Assumption unless the LPC provides sufficient
justification to TVA that it has readily available actual data for calculating the
number of attachers.

m
TVA RcGtrictod InformDtion Dolibcrativo and Pro DGcisionQl PrivilGgod



ndard Assumption

Under the Standard Assumption, each pole is presumed to have:

- 3 attaching entities for RURAL (<= 40 customers per mile)

- 5 attaching entities for URBAN (>40 customers per miie)

Customers per mile is calculated by:

Totai number ofcustomers divided by the totai miies ofiine

Standard Assumption - Rural
• 126 TVA IPGs fall into the Rural category*

Standard Assumption - Urban
• 28 TVA IPGs fall into the Urban category*

*Source: DARSDatabase (Data as ofJune 2015)

TVA Rostrictod Information Dol:'̂ ^t^vo ond Pro Docisionol Privilogod
10



Example -Standard Assumpti

Example Example
(3 Attachers) (5 Attachers)

Total poles in Sample 10

Total poles used by Communication Attacher N/A

System Average #of Attaching Parties 3 or 5

# of cable attachments N/A

# of telecom attachments N/A

Total number ofcomm. attachments N/A

Space Allocation - Pole Attachment Template

-1

(A) Num

(B)Spac

(C)Safet

(E)Tota

lerof Attadjing Parties
Occupied tlY Attaching

i Space

-Us-able-Spaife
SupportSpace

Party

Spare'A" ocatto n(%"ii)fToTah?ol^
Euily-Mocated Cc

Net Cost of a Bare Pole

Carrying Chiirge Rate

Annual Cost ofOwnership

St Formula

RuraP

3.00

1

3.33

-B6-

24.0

28.44%,

400.00

25.00%

100.00

UMrf

5.00

,12

1

,33

4.0

,69%.

400.00

25 00%

100.00

Maximum Rate per Pole(Space Allocation' 3.0 Party^ 1 Foot 5.0 Party, 1 Foot

Fully Allocated Cost Formula $ 28.44 $ 17.69

* Based on $100 pole ownership cost times space allocation for T of space occupied using an average
number of attachers with 37.5' pole height per option above.

M 11



AcHal System Data Apprach
LPCs may use actual system data with sufficient justification and TVA approval. There
are two potential approaches.

Approach 1 - LPC Known System Data
• Other considerations in calculating average number of attaching parties:

- Data needed to calculate average number of attaching parties
Number of poles without communication attachers

Number of communication attaching parties
o Number of attachments

- Some LPCs calculate the number using their mapping system software or
engineering estimates (e.g.,, CIS)

O

O

/

12



Actual System Data Approach

Approach 2 - Probability Method (Template Provided)
• Knovyn: number of communication attaching parties

• Known: number of attachments

• Unknown: number of poles without communication attachers
- Uses probability to estimate system average number ofattaching parties

M 13



Afflbroach 1 - LPC Knowrftystem Data

Calculate avera

Total poles in Sample

Total poles used by Communication Attacher

System Average #of Attaching Parties

Hofcable attachments

#oftelecom attachments

Total numberof comm. attachments

;e numberof attaching entities based on known system data

10

2.50

12

Space Allocation • Pole

{fffN uiijitie rofAtta cTiTng Pa rtles
I I

sado-OGCupied-b^AttaGhlng-Party-

(C) Safety Space

.(Cl)IatalJJsai)le-Spa££

Supports pace (Ground: 2'+ 10% total

rounded to nearest foot)

ipace AOocation

Allocated

NeTCosrafTBafTPo

large RateCarrying C

AnnuariCost ofUw

ofTotalMe)

:Gst^ormu]aTB+(l/(A4)^)^}^4)/{D+i}

F(Br^"cIc

[Breakdow

nership

wn Deiowr

1below)

Attachmen Template

height; Clearanee: 18';

2.50

24.0

-34. 9%-

'400,00"

2S.C0%

TOO

Maximum Rate per Pole (Space Allocation %xAnnual Cost)

Fully Allocated CostFormula

2.5 Party,1 Foot

12 commcQtion ottoc/iers plus 8EL poles with comunicotion ottochers divided by 8EL poles=2.50

* Basecj on $100 pole ownership cost times space allocation for 1' of space occupied using an average
number of attachers with 37.5' pole height per option above.

14



Approach 2 - Probability |vlethod Template

W

POLE ATTACHMENT - AVERAGE NUMBER OF ATTACHING PARTlEi
Pre>declsionai / deliberativeprocess privllegel

Number of Attachmetits on Electric Owned Poles

Total Number oT DislribuLlon Poles ]
Total Number of Dislrlbullon Poles With Communication Attachments

Total Number oT Distrlbulion Poles With Electric Attachments (Only)

Cable / Broadband / Fiber Attaching Parties:

Attaching Party « 1

Attaching Party# 2

Attaching Party # 3

Attaching Party # 4

Attaching Party # 5

Total Cable /BS/ Fiber Attaching Parties

Telephone Attaching Parties:

Attaching Party# 1

Attaching Party# 2

Attaching Party# 3

Attaching Party # 4

Attaching Party # 5

Total Telephone Attaching Parties

Probability of Electric Poles Only

Number of Average Attaching Parties on Electric Owned Pole:

Total Cable /BB / Fiber Attachments

Total Telephone Attachments

Total Electric Attachments

Total of All Attachments

Divide By Actual Poles With Attachments

Average Number of Attaching Parties:

21

9

2.36

Enter data in blue
highlighted areas

only

10

2
20%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20%

2
60%

_0%
_0%
0%

0%

60%

12%

;-(6 divided by 10 )=
20% probabiiity of

Ebmething other than
cable is on the pole.

|I-(4 divided by 10 )=
60% probability of

|something other than
^lephone is on the pole.

Probability in the
sample of poles

with electric

attachments only of
12% is derived by

multiplying 20% by
60%.
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AflbroacW - Probability"ethod

The TVA Template Probability Method requires the LPC to provide and input
data to calculate their average number of retail communication attachers.

Average number of attaching parties

Total poles in sample

Total poles used by Communication Attacher

r~ - ;

System Average #'of AttacUg Parties - —

# of cable attachments

# of telecom attachments

Total number ofcomm. attachments

10

12

Pole Attachment Rate Template

Space Allocation - Pole Attachment Template

(A) Number of Attaching Parties

(B) Space Occupied by Attaching Party

(C) SafetySpace

(D) Total Usable Space

(E) Total Support Space r _, - I

Space Allocation (% of Total Pole)

Fully Allocated Cost Formula

Net Cost of a Bare Pole

Carrying Charge Rate

Annual Costof Ownership

T ::

2.36

1

3.33

13.5

24.0

36.31%

400.00

25.00%

100.00

Maximum Rate per Pole (Space Allocation * 2.4 Party, 1 Foot

Fully Allocated Cost Formula $ 36.31

* Based on $100 pole ownership cost times space allocation for 1' of space occupied using an
average number of attachers with 37.5' pole height per option above.

16



Raie Comparisons of Attaching Parties Calculation

v Method # of Attaching
Parties

Rate ($)

Standard Assumption - Rural 3.00 28.44

Standard Assumption - Urban 5.00 17.69

LPC Known System Data 2.50 34.19

Probability Method 2.36 36.31

Based on $100 pole ownership cost times space allocation for 1' of space
occupied using an average number of attachers with 37.5' pole height per
option above.

Note: The number of attaching parties for the probability approach may not
always be less than known system data approach.

17



From: Magee, Thomas
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:08 AM
To: Brogdon, Jennifer N



Cc; Hallam, Mary Elizabeth; Richards, Jack B.
Subject: RE: TVA Pole Attachment Questions

Jennifer:

Following up on our call In March about pole attachment regulation, we were wondering whether there
have been any developments at TVA?

Please let us know if you have questions or if we can be of further assistance.

Thanks, Tom/Jack

Thomas B. Magee, Partner
tel: 202.434.4128 | fax: 202.434.4646 | maqee@khlaw.com
1001 G Street, N.W.. Suite 500 West | Washington. D.C. 20001

KELLER AND HECKMAN LLP

SERVING BUSINESSTHROUGH LAW AND SCIENCE®

Please visit our website at www.khiaw.com for additional information.

From: Brogdon, Jennifer N fmailto:inbrQadQn@tva.Qov1
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 5:00 PM
To: Magee, Thomas; Hallam, Mary Elizabeth
Cc: Richards, Jack B.
Subject: Re: TVA Pole Attachment Questions

Let's plan on It.

I'll be driving and available at 423/653-3246.

Sent from my iPad

On Mar 13, 2015, at 4:46 PM, Magee, Thomas <Magee(S)khlaw.com> wrote:

TVA External Message. Please use caution when opening.

Ms. Brogdon:

Wednesday from 3:00-5:00 p.m. works for me. Not sure about Jack who is tied up in a
meeting.

Shall we pencil in Wednesday at 3:00 p.m.?

Tx, Tom

From: Brogdon, Jennifer N rmatlto:inbrOQdon@tva.aov1
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 2:58 PM
To: Magee, Thomas

3



Cc: Richards, Jack B.
Subject: Re: TVA Pole Attachment Questions

Thank you I I'd like to set some time upfor us to chat soon. Iam looking forward to
talking with you. Do you have some availability nextWednesday afternoon, late? I'm
available from 3E until late.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 13, 2015, at 2:52 PM, Magee, Thomas <Maeee(5)khlaw.com> wrote:

TVA External Message. Please use caution when opening.

Ms. Brogden:

The FCC's municipal broadband order affecting the Chattanooga EPS
was released today:

FCC RELEASES MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER PREEMPTING

CERTAIN CHALLENGED PROVISIONS OF TENNESSEE AND NORTH

CAROLINA LAW RESTRICTING MUNICIPAL PROVISION OF BROADBAND

SERVICE. Granted the preemption petition of the Electric Power Board
of Chattanooga, TN, and granted in part the preemption petition of the
City of Wilson, NC, finding that they are barriers to broadband
infrastructure investment and thwart competition. (Dkt No. 14-116 14-
115 ). Action by: the Commission. Adopted: 02/26/2015 by MO&O.
(FCCNo. 15-
25). WCB httDS://aDPs.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-
25Al.docx

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs pub!ic/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A2.docx

https://apps.fcc.gov/edoc5 public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A3.docx

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A4.docx

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A5.docx

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A6.docx

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25Al.pdf

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A2.pdf

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A3.pdf

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A4.pdf

httP5://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A5.pdf

httos://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/FCC-15-25A6.pdf

Regards, Tom Magee

From: Magee, Thomas
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 5:51 PM
To: Jennifer Brogden finbroQdon@tva.QovJ
Cc: Richards, Jack B.
Subject: RE: TVA Pole Attachment Questions



Ms. Brogden:

In advance of our discussion about TVA pole attachment issues, we
thought you'd be interested in today's FCC decisions (i) to regulate the
Internet, and (ii) to preempt Tennessee from limiting the broadband
service of Chattanooga's Electric Power Board.

The FCC's Public Notices are attached.

Please let us know if you have any questions.

Best regards, Tom

From: Magee, Thomas
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 4:09 PM
To: Jennifer Brogden nnbroadQn@tva.Qov1
Cc: Richards, Jack B.
Subject: TVA Pole Attachment Questions

Ms. Brogden:

We understand from Mike Knotts that TVA may have questions about
pole attachments that we can answer for you.

Are you available for a call (no charge, of course) with my partner Jack
Richards and me on Monday? We're available Monday from 11:00-
12:00 or any time after 2:00 p.m.

We're also available later in the week if Monday doesn't work.

We look forward to talking with you.

Best Regards, Tom Magee

Thomas B. Magee, Partner
tel: 202.434.4128 | fax: 202.434.4646 | magee@khlaw.com
1001 G Street, N.W., Suite 500 West 1Washington, D.C. 20001

^KELLER AND HECKMAN LLP
SERVING BUSINESSTHROUGH LAW AND SCIENCE*

Please visit our website at www.khlaw.com for additional
information.

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This message and any attachments may be confidential and/or
subject to the attorney/client privilege, IRS Circular 230
Disclosure or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not a
designated addressee (or an authorized agent), you have received
this e-mail in error, and any further use by you, including review,



dissemination, distribution, copying, or disclosure, iis strictly
prohibited. If youare not a designated addressee (oran authorized
agent), we request that you immediatelynotify us of this error by
reply e-mail and then delete it from your system.

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This message and any attachments may be confidential and/or subject to the
attomey/chentprivilege, IRS Circular 230 Disclosure or otherwise protectedfrom
disclosure. Ifyou are not a designated addressee (or an authorized agent), you
have received this e-mail in error, and any further use by you, including review,
dissemination, distribution, copying, or disclosure, is strictly prohibited. Ifyou are
not a designated addressee (or an authorized agent), we request that you .
immediately notify us of this error by reply e-mail and then delete it from your
system.

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This message and any attachments may be confidentialand/or subject to the attorney/client
privilege, IRS Circular230 Disclosure or otherwiseprotected from disclosure. Ifyou are not a
designated addressee (or an authorized agent), you have received this e-mail in error, and any
fiirtheruse by you, includingreview, dissemination, distribution, copying, or disclosure, is
strictlyprohibited. Ifyou are not a designated addressee (or an authorizedagent), we request that
you immediately notify us ofthis error byreply e-mail and then delete it from your system.



From:

To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

Matt Bemaoof

Hnlt. Tiffany Sheree

"Dan Bums - Miiglp <;hoa:s FB'! Soulh. Atan C

I^IeAttad) Spreadshe^
Mond^, March 07, ^1611:13:22 AM

Pole Attachment Catcutation - Musrte Shoats.xlsx

'n'A Btilcroal Message. Please use canfion trficn opening.

Tiffany,

Attached is our preliminary pole attach worksheet. Ibelieve the rate is too high and the 15%
discount factor on account 364 Is not high enough for our system to accurately reflect our true cost
of a bare pole. Ijust want to be dear that we do not intend to use this as our rate "as is."

Asyou know we have seen a lot ofgrowth and have instelled a lot of new facilities in the past 10-15

years which drives up our un-depredated plant value but we also have done a lot of cross-rarm only
change-outs, and we almost exclusivelyuse expensive fiberglass cross-arms and triple helix anchors
as well as a lot of expensive insulated guy links since many of ojjr facilitiesare located in tight spaces
in town. All of these items are captured in 364, and from a very preliminafy review of bur annual

material capitalized summaries, I feel certain that we need to use a custom discount factor.

Iwould like to talk sometime soon and discuss whatTVA would consider as "proper" j'ustlfication for
changing the 85/15 split before Ispend a lot more time on this. I am specinpaily interested In what
other utilities across that valley have done to j'ustifychanging this discount factor.

Thanks,

Matt

Mojtt FB
General IVianager

P
Uind«
•jficaea

Oectic
llAWil

Muscle Shoals Electifc Board

1015Avalon Avenue

PO 60X2547

Muscle Shoals, AL 35662

256^86r9290- Office
25&386-g293- Fax

/nbefffai/er@fnse£>.net



ResUicted Information • Deliberative and Pre-pedsional Piivileged

POLE ATTACHMENT FEE CALCULA^ON

FISCAL YEAR ENDEDJUNE 30,201S

Muscle Sijoals 155 Jnput Fiscal Year of Data

COzoisTZl

Thistemplate Isa tool to calculate pole attachmentrates underTVA's proposedpoleattachrrientrecommendatloa
To use, inputdataspeclficto the localpowercompanyforthe graysectionsonly. All other numberscalculateautomatically. Sourcelocationsfor
the requireddata are noted In blue.

.For any qu^ons or help populating the required data,please contact LauraMcDadeat {423} 751-2474orldmcda(fe@tva.gov.

DATA INPUTS

Plant Account Data

Total Plant

Item 1 • Gross Plant

Item2-Depredatt6n
Net Plant

Data requiredforgraysections only.

2015

23.099.326

ANNUAL REPORT, PAGE 1

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGE 1

2015

Gross Plant Depreciation' Net Plant

Plant Related to Poles

Account 364 - Poles, Towers, and
Acoiunt 3S • Overhead Conduct

Account 369 - Service

Total

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGES 9 & 11

Aceount364Data 2015

Numberof Poles

Pole Depredation Rate

Expense Data

Item 625 -«• Account 935 - Admlnlstr;

Anount 408.1 - Property Taxes

Net Cuoent Deferred Operating Inc
Net Noncurrcnt Deferred OperatlnBlnbo'me

Account 593 -Overhead Lines Distribution Maintenance

2013

2014

2015

3 YearAverage

Space Allocation Data

Average Number of Attaching Partie
Pole Height (ft)

Discount Factor for Pole

Discount Factor for Cross Arms and <

Rate of Return

Authorized by Regulatory Authority

5 4.941.789
5 2.899,104
5 2,193,840

6.931529 5 10.034,73316.966.262 5

876.866

LPC INTERNAL POLE COUNT RECORDS

ANNUAL REPORT, PAGE 11

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGE 6

ANNUAL REPORT. PAGE 29

LPC INTERNAL ACCOUNTING RECORDS

LPC INTERNAL ACCOUNTING RECORDS

ANNUALREPORT,PAGE6

Note: Confirm that accountS93 captures
maintenance expensesfar accounts 364,365 & 369

Use actual averagefor LPC
Default: 37iSft. Can change iy/(bproper documentof/orr.

Default: 15% Can cftonpe with proper documentation.

Page 1 ofZ



Restficted information* Deliberativeand Pre-occisional Priwieged

POLE ATTAOIMENTFEE CALCULATION

RSCALYEAR ENDED JUNE30,2015

CALCULATIONS

3.0

1

3.33

135

24.0

3.0

2

333

135

24.0

Space Allocation

(A)Number of Attaching Parties
{6)5pace Occupied by Attaching Par
(C)Safety Space
(D)Total Usable Space
(E)Total Support Space {Ground:2'«

rounded to nearest foot]

Space Allocation ofTotal Pole)
FullyAllocated Coit Formula {B-»(

NetcostofaBarePoIefBreakdownbeF $
CarrymgCharge Rate (Breakdown betov

Annual Cost of Ownership S

2S.44K

60L10 $
29.66%

3L11%

601.10

29.66%

178.29 $ 178.29

^Maximum Rale plrftiiTSpace Allocat" ~ 3.0Pa"?tv,'l'Foot
[ .Fully Allocated Cost Formula . _S

Breakdown of inptite

Net Cost of a Bare Pole

3.0 Partvy 2 Foot

(1) Gross Pole Investment S 8.370,070

{2) Depredation Ruerve S 3/128,281

(3) Net Current DeferredOperatingIncomeTaxes s- -

(4) NetNoncurrentDefefredOperatlnglncomeTaxes 5 -

(5) Net Deferred Operating Income Taxes (L(3}H.{4)) S -

(6) Gross Plant Investment S 16566,262

(7) Net Deferred.Operatinglnccme Taxes(Poles) {(L{l]/L{6) x1(5]) $ -

(8) Netlnvestment(Pbles)(L(l)-L{2)-L(7)) S 4,941,789

(9) Net investment (Bare Pole) (L(8).x{l* Discount Factor see obove); $ 4,200521

(10) NumberofPoles 6588
(il) NetCost of'aBare Pole {L(9}/L(10}) 6 60L10

Carrying Charge Rate
Carrying Char^

(1) Administrative Charge
(2} MaintenanceOiarge
(3) DepreciatioRCharge
(4) Taxes
(5) Return on Investment
(6)Total Carr^hg.ChargeRate |L(l)+L{2]il(3}«L(4}H(5))

Administrative Charge
(1} A&GExpense (625 * 935)

(2) Net Plant investment
(3)Administrative Charge (L(1)A.{2))

-Maintenance Charge
{!) Average Maintenance Expense (593)
(2) Netlnvestment (PoleAccount364,365 &369}
(3) Maintenance Giarge (L(l}/L(2)] .

Depreciation Charge
(1) OepredationRate
(2) Gross Pole Investrhent (A£Count364]
(3) Net Pole investment (Account 364]
(4) DepreciationCharge|L{1] x (L(2}/L(3)}

Taxes

(1) Total Currentand Deferred Taxes
{2} Net Plant Investment
(3) Taxes (l(l)/L(2))

Return on Investment

Authorized by Regulatory Authority

3.74%

8.74%

558%

3.60%

85%.

29.66%

$ 863,674

5 23599526

3.74%

$ 876,866
$ 10.034,733

8.74%

3.00%

s 8,370,070

$ 4,941,7^

5.08%

$ 831590

$ 23599526

3.60%

85%

Page 2 of2



From: Eiizabeth Bowman [inailfo;Elirabefh.Bowman@kub.orQ]
Sent:' Tuesdayi February 09,2016:12:17 PM
To; Barnett> J Barfy-
Cc: Brogdon,Jiennifer N; John Gresham; Rick Powers; Sam Smiddy
Subject: Re: optional method of calculating "averagenumberof attaching parties"

TVA External Message. Plcascuse caution nhcn ppcniitgr

Hi Barry,

As per our discussion, I've recalculated KUB's "average number of attaching parties" excluding only poles
with KUB alone attached. The results are as follows;

This is the relevant data as of 2/8/16 from pur rnapping records which.are drgltal and updated dally:

1. Number of KUB owned poles vwlh only KUB on the pole = 25,759.

2. Number of KUB owned poles with comrriuniration companies (inciAT&T) attached minus #1)

005



attached = 95,958

3; Total number ofKUB owned poles -121,717

4i -Total.hurriber of times any company(including KUB) is attached to a KUB owned pole = 297,033

Using this data to calculate ari "average number of attaching parties" only on poles with attachments
other than KUB, we subtract (1) froni (4) to derive the total number of atlachmenlS'a^ociated vwih this,
subset of our poles:

A) 297,033 - 25,759 = 271.274.
To calculate, theaverage nurnber of parties attached on a KUB owned pole which has attachments'other

than KUB, we divide the resull-fronr 'A' by #2.
-271,274/95,958 = 2.83

After we sppkBi I checked the total,number of KUB.qwned poles with AT&Tattachments and that value is
only 68,7^. which explains why thevalue calculated inouroriginal proposal ls. (ess than3.

Per your request, I've attached TVA's revised model withbur 2015 accounting and pole count'data and
the value calculated as above for "average nUmber''of attaching parties^ As we discussed, KUB'dbes
not have the accounting'data to supports pole discountfactorand thus we are using the defaultvalues
for pole height ahd pole discount factor. The resulting rate Is $49.45:

Wewould be infavor of an option to use a default valueof3 forayerage numberof.attachlhg pai^es,
' which you mentioned is under discussion.

Let me know ifyou have any questions.

Thanks for your help!
Beth

Elizabeth Bowman j Business Management Analyst | Knowille Utilities Board
4^ S..Gay Street| KnoxvllIeTN 37902
(865) 594-7361 Office [ (865) 594-7408 Fax
www.kub.oro Yoursource for Energyand)VaterServices

From: EGzabelh Bowman/RAS/KUB

-To; 'Jennif^Brohdon' <JNBfOQa6niSHva.QOV>

Ce: Gre^m/PLTyXUB^KUB;- Rick Power57EI'̂ 5/£AO/IbJB@KUB. Sam SmIddy/EN&EAOyKUB@KUB

Date: 02^8/2016 03H)8PM
Subject: optional niethod ofc^ctilaling "average number ofatta^ing.p^es*

Hi Jennifer,

We have a question conceming.determination of.lhe "average number of attaching parlies." Would it be
acceptable tocalculate thl^ value ba^d on only the pool ofKUB owned poles vidth anycommunications
company, attached (pthef(hanAT&T)? Thiswould exclude poleswitir only KUB attached and poleswith
only KUB and At&T attached.
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Our concern with using a system wide average for all KUB owned poles and connections Is that the
proposed method Is directed at communication companies other than those in reciprocalagreements
(AT&T byfarthe largest ofthis group for KUB). KUB has a signifi^nt nurnber ofpoles witHout
attachments by parties other than KUB and AT&T and this decreases our system "average number of
attaching parties" to 2.44. that value yields a pole rental rate ofabout $58 iri the new model which.would
be very difficult to defend and imptement.

This is the relevant data as of 2/8/16 from our mapping records which'-aredigital and updated daily:

1. Number of KUB owned poles with only KUBon the pole - 25,759

2. Number of KUB owned poles with only KUBand AT&Ton the pole = 15,171
V

3. Number of KUB owrted poles vnthcorhmunication companies (excl AT&T) attached (#4 minus #1
minus #2) attached = 80,787 .

4. Total number of KUB owned poles = 121,717

5. Total number of times any company (including KUB) is attached; to a KUB pwried pole = 297,033

Using this data to calculate an "average number of attaching parties" prily on poles with attachrnents
other than KUB and AT&T, we subtract (1) and two times (2) frp.m (5) to derive the total number pf

attachments associated with this subset of our poles:

A) 297,033 - 25,759 - 30,342 = 240^932.
To calculate the average number of parties attached on a KUBowned pole which has attachments other
than KUB and AT&T, we divide the resultfrom 'A'by#3.

240,932 A80.787 = 2:98

As you know, the model calculates the averagecost ofa bare poleoh bursystem.Wefeel It is
appropriate to allocate that cost based on the average number of parties on a pole occupied by the type
of entity to be charged the derived rate (in generai, communication companies not in.reciprocal
agreerrients withKUB).

Would this method be acceptable?

thank you,
Beth

Elizabeth Bowman I,Business Management Analyst ] Khoxville UtilitiesBoard
445 S. Gay Street | KnoxvllleTN 37902
(865) 594-7361 Office [ (865) 694-7408 Fax
www.kub.org Your.Source forEnergyand WaterSlices
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